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of innny wars this year were marked
perhaps not by an unusual solemnity.
hut certainly by a seeiiiln:ly larger
upprcciutlou of Americu's duty to Its
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WASHINGTON IN LONDON

PASSES

AIR POLICE CAPTAIN

PREDICTS BIG CALAMITY

SIMS ORDERED
TO RETURN HOME

PORTER BILL

PRESIDENT OF MEAT PACKERS
Within a few days there reached
MAKES 8TATEMENT.
the fulled Stales (he bodies of over
5,lK) Aiuericun soldiers who obeyed
lu France while serving SHARP DEBATE ENTERS OVER
the lust
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ALL THE PEOPLE OF THE COUN. their country and a sitter republic in
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REAR ADMIRAL'S LONDON
CONDITION LONG.
the hour of need.
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SPEECH.
bodies liave beeu brought to Wash'
WAR "MUST NOT BE AGAIN."
lnytou for interment iu (lie greut
(WwUts Nripapr t'Dlim Nrwi Scrrkt.)
cemetery ut ArliliK'""- June 10. Thomus E. WU
W
this
Chicago,
ut
iu
usliiiigloii
Everyuhere
DISARMING SOMETHING ELSE
DELAY ANGERS DENBY son, president of the ' Institute of
present time there Is lu evidence the
Americuu Meat Packers, forwarded to
red (Hippy of Eurojie. (( Is the poppy
members of Congress a stutement re-of Hunders Held, the poppy of the
Insistent
Propaganda to Persuad
curding the economic situation of the
of the Alurue uiid tlie Moselle, PASSAGE
vulleys
TO
OF
RESOLUTION
LEAVE
BECAUSE
REVOKED
SIMS'
America to Lay Down all Weapon, uud of the uelds bordering tlie
meat and live stock industry, lu conEND STATE OF WAR WITH
Whatever Other Nations Oo, Doesn't stretches of the Mouse uud the forOF FAILURE TO REPLY TO
nection witii proposed legislutiou to
Persuade Most Congressmen.
CENTRAL POWERS.
regulute the packing industry.
ests of the Argoiuiu.
SECRETARY DENBY.
"This greut Industry la not in a posiIt seems to uie that this llouer,
By EOWARO B. CLARK.
tion to stand much longer Hie stress
which has been udopicd us the MeiWehUrn
I'Diun
culuu
Ntfl
Seratct.l
Sanies.)
Mtt
(Western
Nc4.wf
Nn.i4per
Washington. With lite uur iu Ills morial luiy llower by the American
of the situation that we have gone
Jiind, President Jluiaiut; uhcu In New Legion, deserves of Itself some
14. Hy a vote of
Washington, June 13. Manifestly through in tlie lust eighteen months,"
June
Washington,
York City, us lie placed u wicuili uu the
nettled ut tlie slowness of It ear Ad- the statement said. "Unless there is
consideration. It was remarkable five to one tlie House passed the I'or- cusket u( the liist American soldier how the blood-lemiral William Snowdeu Sims iu mak- a change there is going to be a calampoppy of France ter resolution to terminate the state of
lo die uu Gcriuuu bull, suid ; "It uiusl took hold of the iuiugiuuiiou of the war between the f lilted States and the
ing tlie explanation of his now famous ity lu this country aud a big one."
uut be ujjuin."
Americuu soldiers, tor centuries iu central power.
"jackuss" speech in London which was
Taking up pucker legislation, the
Ail through, the country tills expres-BloSecre- stutement deciured that tlie
A
regarded lu u
('lance It bus
As a substitute for the Knox resolupackers
pnoiogrupu ot the orour.e oust ot demanded of him without delay.
of Uu President has beeu recog- sense us the wur llouer, or perhaps
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of
Llenhy
promptly
Navy
tion, (Hissed by the Senate, repealing George Washington by Frank Ordwuy tary
are not opposed to all kinds of legisnized us u simple hut most striking rather us the llouer of war's
admiral's
So
of
the
remainder
the
Cspt. Jane nerveux, fumous French
the declaration of wur, it was put Partridge, which ivns unveiled May
lation, but consider the proposed Norphrase, expressing us it does the
Its color likewise bus beeu through, Hti. to til, as a Kepiihlicau n St. Caul's cutl'edral In London as leave and sunimurily ordered him to ris bill unwise, inexpedient and
uvlairlx, has been commissioned cap-- !
of ull tlie people of tlic country.
luin In the police resentre of Niw York
significant of sucrillce. uud as it measure, with the loss of only one Ue- - a gift of an American society. Sim-la- return to tlie fuited States forthwith.
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the spirit of Americuu
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Is also before the law makers the resoness, which would be destructive of infields. Is with the
which blows ulso in
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House conferences at work on the na
Warsuw, Intl., June 11. Virgil DeckToday congress Is being urged with of the American uruiies. Tlie blos- val bill with Its disarmament amend- addresa by N. W, Unwell, K. C, of Sims home so suddenly. He suld he trutlng some supervisory authority In er,
furmer boy, wus found
the same insistence us before the soms of this plant which has been meiil, made u bitter attack on the Toronto, who suggested thut the best had not consulted with President Har- one agency of the government, say, for guilty of murder In the first degree in
of
wur tu take uieusures uhlch will dis- the theme of soldier und civilian poets resolution.
connection with the death of Leroy
North America could ding nor with uuyone else before send- argument's suke, the Department
contribution
arm this country while oilier coun- for years is single, und yet Its petals
He said Congress would live to rmi1- - inuke to clvillzutlou was "for men ou ing his curt inessuge.
Agriculture.
Lovett, his associate, by a jury in Cirof
to
the
adherence
tries still curry urms. The present have a tenacity
"I dlil whut I conceived to lie my
i.e for Its act, which he described this side of the water" tu stand to"I think that, while the secretary cuit Court here. He was sentenced to
so
uduiinlstrutioti is opposed tu uiiythiiig stem which is unusual lu Mowers
as milking peace with a mere clasp of gether behind tlie movement for peace- duty as secretary of the navy," he might not have greater power than life imprisonment.
of this kind uud congress knows It, sparsely leuved. The American sol- the hand.
suld. "I questioned Admiral Sims us could be found in one of these exist
ful settlement of disputes.
The Jury wus out less than three
but there is u strong minority iu eucli dier, not over given In the iiiain to
The principal attack on the resolu
to the accuracy of bis reported speech. ing luws now In force scuttered In hours and reached a verdict on the
ou
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who
Another
speaker
legislative house which seemingly be- sentiment, used tu pluck and wear tion was based by leiiioeruts ou the the
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fact
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there
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different departments,
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fifth bullot.
quest lou of (H'uce wus J. J.
lieves that the tidied Stales cau the popples. Many an American went
ground that It did not properly pro
the French ambassador, und was nothing else to do except to order that such (Mjwer might be vested in
Young Decker showed no emotion
throw uway every weapon tliut it has Into battle uilh a poppy in the button- - tect American rights, and that the
him
one agency might give
greater when
the gcncrul discussion developed such him home."
tlie verdict was read to the court
und remain perfectly placid iu the bole of his blouse.
The perturbation of the secretary power to understand tills whole diffi or when sentence was
fulled States, lu attempting to nego u trend thut lllshop J. W. Hamilton,
passed.
feeling Unit even though ull the oilier
The American Legion took rognl Hate a treaty with lieriuatiy uud her
culty, to bring different branches of
presiding chancellor, referred lo the wus upparent.
Decker was accused of murdering
tuitions of the world ure urmed, und mince of these tilings when it adopted
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The
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happen
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conference."
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gutherlug
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some of them still umbltlous, uu harm the poppy us its mem. .rial llouer. So hands tied.
Lovett, said to have beeu ills "double,"
dis- the things that are seemingly lrrllut
llefore singing begun, Aiuericun, miral Sims unless he completely
us the outcome of art alleged conspircut) come to the fuited States.
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British mid French flags were raised
lu congress uu uiuttirs this species does Hot grow hi Amer
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between members of the Decker
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sion pass," suld the President, "with- cun
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nature's
this time of the year
service,
servative bill ruther than one of oppo'lft, '10 uud In the eurly part of '17. feast Is
propriate uud appealing thiugs Just such a drastic step will tie taken by site nature."
Mrs. Bergdoll Pays Fine.
Iu 1015, two yeurs
spread Interest. Uu Saturday night,
spread.
uttered by Dr. Howell.
It Is only the truth to say tliut there
March 12, a young man was found
the administration.
the fuited States eulered the
I'hliadelphla. Mrs. F.mmn '. Ilerg-dolwus not one liurd student of the trend beforeI wus
"I liked his expression that Ameriiu a dying condition on a railroad
of the Iterg.loll brothers.
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neur Bourbon, Ind. He was
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United States eventually must enter
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It can lie said tliut the majority of
that the example of two great peoples the service, it is not believed that he ation by treusury offlclula. The pro- by members of the Decker family.
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confi
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about the finest contribution that two
over the fields which were here.
Secretary Denny's original coble ex- available to the war finance corpora- Elkhart, Ind., as tbat of his son Leroy,
be compelled to get Into tlie coutllcL Looking
nations could give to the world.
and on Tuesday night Virgil Decker
semlpcuceful, because at that time
pressing official "amazement" at the
IndusIt wus known iu YVushlngtoa thai the
Eseaptd Counttrfsitttr Retaken.
"I huve suld that If all the nations admiral's utterances followed by the tion $50,000,000 for loans in the
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The other members of the Decker
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of the present gentrouble, but because their constituents,
reports have been received regarding States and Canada, there never will be eration of memory
are in jail here awaiting trial,
In Washing- gressional authority.
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naval
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Los Angeles Defeats Dry Law.
"I call attention to the fact that the
yet.
their senses told them, tliut war was to antly in the fields, and so fur as the
from
Returns
Los
Calif.
nited States and Canada have settled
Angeles,
During the trial several alleged con
unscientific eye could determine, there
Washington. Remarks attributed to
Come.
,
their controversies without resort to a him in press reports of his address be- 610 of the 736 precincts In the city fessions of Virgil were Introduced. In
Ad Clubs Mset In Atlanta.
was no difference between the siecies
What Wilful Blindness Cost
but by the exercise of the fore the
one of the confessions he is said to
of these
fnlon In showed George E. Cryer received
growing there In the
Atlanta, (in. I'roMsals for the As
It la a terrible thing today to hear embattled plains
fields of France, and those sociated Advertising flubs of the world sovereignty of free (seoples dealing London In which he criticized activi- 730 votes nnd Meredith P. Snyder, In- have atated he took Lovett to a lonely
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which
said
the
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dome
things
ties of Sinn Fein sympathisers were cumbent, 30,1170 votes In the mayoralty cabin on Tippecanoe river, where be
growing In the peuceful fields of to select a central city for a permanent with one another.
concerning the cost to the fuited America.
"If we can commit civilised human' not correctly quoted nnd were mislead- election. Oyer's election was conced fatally Injured him by striking bin
convention
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to
tlie
indifference
place
approval
Slates of the
The pro over tbe head with a piece of Iron.
ity to abiding righteousness and ever ing. Admiral Sims declared in a cable ed hy Snyder's managers.
In the spring of 1!15 at memorial
ing cloud of trouble lu the three years time, the thought came to me for the convention here. The ovenlng ses- lasting justice and luspire them with gram received by Secretary Denby.
posed prohibition enforcement ordi- He then took Lovett to the railroad
is
11)17.
said freely
It
prior to April,
"Statements attributed to me," said nance drawn on the lines of the Vo- crossing, the written confession, as inthat perhaps before long in sion was marked by optimistic ad our exuinple we will have made
In military and naval circles that the clbly
troduced by the state, said, where bs
would be enacted the frag' dresses by Senator Kdge of New Jer- long stride toward the peace the world the message, "were not correctly quot- lstead act was defeated.
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With that Mr. Harding plunged Into Report of statements
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of future
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buggy, with the hope that a
significance
Slates the lives of very many thous- Memorial days iu the fuited States. business men in towns and the fann- his prepared address. In which he en Statement made was substantially the
Chicago. Edward Gravea, Interna trial would strike the buggy snd manands of men who otherwise today
to
dedicate
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all
graduates
some as made In public In America tional vies president, and Roy Hull, gle the form beyond recognition.
The I.usitania had Just been sunk, ing element was discussed hy a num-lie- r joined
would he,, alive and well, und added
selves to restoring stability In a world and in my book. The Victory at Sea,' business ageut of a Chicago local of
and news of It had come to France.
Virgil Decker was heavily Insured,
of speakers.
fully flftylT cent to the lists of the From that hour it seemed to lie the
secure
where "almost nothing" remains
and In public address at meeting held the upholsterers' union, were sentenced and it was the contention of tbe state
sick and injured who ure pleading to belief of
from the attacks of Iconoclasts.
and of such
for increasing good relations between to from one to five years in prison and that members of the Decker family
a forgetful (eople for that remem- Americans Frenchmen,
Exttnd Military Power in Haiti.
as were In France, that
fined $2,000 each, following their con- had conceived a plot to kill Lovett,
the English- - speaking peoples."
brance which seemingly should lie due
viction several weeks ago of conspir who closely resembled Virgil Decker,
entrance of the United States In
Washington. with the approval of
Bsdiea Recovered From Snow.
to men who sacrifice themselves for the
to the war was Inevitable. The fu the president of Haiti, Secretary Pen-b- y
British Columbia Farms Flooded.
acy to injure property during a strike. and claim tbe body as that of Virgil
Salt Lake City. Utah. Bodies of
others.
were thrown.
and collect the Insurance.
ture gave substance to the thought.
Young
has ordered transferred to the mili- Herbert Waterworth and Frank Tay
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Woman Plunges Thirteen Stories.
ments, however, has implicated any
Haltlen civil courts over persons Mining Company, were recovered after of flood water In the Frazer river and
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British Try to End Strike.
of armaments, and will take mentis all the year round pulsates with the tiers of the Haltien government or the miles from Salt Lake. The men were to hundreds of thousanda of dollars. the thirteenth floor of tbe Stork Ex
London. Conferences are contino-tn- g
In ample time change ballding. She crashed through
were
snow
warned
oo
In
a
while
Farmers
behurled
slide
music.
The shepherd
attempt
to provide against future wars
rhythm of
American marine forces of oocuatlon
at the ministry of labor in an entween civilized peoples. The question the meadow, the farmer on the rice Refusal of the civil courts to convict ing to leave the district last October. to escape by patrols which are watch the skylight of an office on the fourth
now, however, na to oo with today, field, the boatman on the river, the persons accused of these offenses was The little Cottonwood district. Includ ing all Frater river dykes. The river floor. Pol'ce could not determine deavor to bring about a settlement ot
ing White Pine canon, bas long been has reached the highest stage recorded whether the fall was accidental or tbe wage dispute in tbe cotton manutiro prior to the agreement time fisherman on the lake, the corn grinder
with suicidal Intent
since 18.
noted for frequent avalanches.
facturing and engineering trades.
when the nations shall write their at the millstone, the sawyer at the given as the reasons for the step.
disarmament rules and follow them lumber yard, the weaver at the loom.
$100,000 for Pueblo Relief.
Man Collapses at Sentence.
Twelve Named in Murder.
Hswat Must Serve Term.
the washerman at the pool, tlie mason
to the proper end.
Denby Invited ta Frontier.
of War
Washington.
There waa no party division to any building houses, the snake charmers
Moa-deSecretary
Superior, Wis. John Kowalskl, 29,
Cleveland, Ohio. Twelve persons
Topeka, Kan. In the moat sweeping
Representative
Washington.
narked degree when the senate the or Jugglers on the streets, the children Weeks telegraphed Colonel Caples at
of Wyoming has called on Secre- decision yet handed dowa affecting have been named In connection with smiled as Superior Judge Solon L. Per-rl- o
other day voted down an amendment In school and the priest at the temple Pueblo, placing at his disposal $100,- - tary of Interior Fall and Secretary of validity of tbe Kansas Industrial Court tbe murder of Daniel F. Kaber,
passed sentence of eighteen years
which would have decreased the perthey all sing songs as they perform 000 or as much thereof as deemed nec- Navy Ienby and extended a cordial Intwo years ago. for on him for holding up a cripple at the
death
to
stabbed
the
affirmed
Coart
State
Supreme
sonnel of the United States nary. their respective duties. Some sing for essary in restoring sanitary conditions vitation to them to attend the frontier law,
which crime Mrs. Eva Catherine Ka point of a gun. "Why do yon smlleT"
There seems to be a majority feeling the uplift of their souls and others to in the flooded city snd for the protec show st Cheyenne, July 26 to 29. Sec- tbe decisloa of the Crawford county ber, hla wife; Miss Marian McArdle, asked Sheriff Buchanan, aa be led
District Court sentencing Alexander his
tion of the municipal water supply.
In congress that the United States beguile the tedium of their work.
and Mrs. Mary Kowalskl from the court room. "Isn't
Fall Is planning a trip this year
The fragrant freshness of Hindu The secretary took this action after retary
mother-in-lacannot today go to an extreme of disare eighteen years long enough to suit
to Alaska and Secretary Denby Is Howat to one year la Jail for contempt RrlckeL
armament while other nations still music and the fresh fragrance of the members of the Colorado delegation. planning a tour to the west coast. Rep- Tbe law waa held valid oa each of tbe ander Indictment, It became known your "My God! Did he say eightoaa
India's
melodic
an
are
of
not
extreme
of
songs
message
Including Representative Hardy and resentative Moodell urged tbem so to eight lawoea raised. Tbe strike for here, following grilling by County yearsr shrieked KowalskL "I thonght
maintain, perhaps
armament bat something approaching sure to make a marked impression on Senators Phlpps and Nicholson, had arrange their plans that they can at- which Howat and his associates were Prosecutor K. C Stantoa and Chief of be said eighteen daya." Kowalskl coleven
of
most
on h'.m and explained the Pueblo tend the
minds
the
the
listless
called
to It.
Cheyenne frontier show oo seateaced aoder the contempt order Police F. W. Smith of Mrs. Kaber, Mrs. lapsed and had to be assisted te hla
situation.
Memorial day services for the dead but critical listeners.
waa called la Febraary.
ceU.
Brick el and several suspects.
their way westward.
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Dog Want

to Church.

writes :

Aa English correspondent
"My terrier was very fond of going
to church. Be would sit quietly with
bis nose between bis paws. For two
successive seasons be attended all the
confirmation classes, I told the bishop.
WeU, Tinker.' said the bishop, turna
ing to him, Tra very sorry I can't
yon." Tinker looked at him very
never atpavely, and from that day
tended another class." It may be added tbat the story, as well as the dog,
lacks confirmation.
coo-fln-

Widow Cut Off by Will.
New Tort. The will of Al Hayman,
theatrical manager, filed here for probate, made no mention of his widow,
but after several bequeaths, left the
residue of his estate to Irene Coleman,
living at a Fifth avenue address. The
bequests Included one of 110,000 to
Young Girl's Useful Invention.
One of the first money change boxes lira. Teresa Coleman of the same addresa. at which Mr. Hayman also lived.
designed for the convenience of ticket Mr.
Hayman began bis career on the
sellers and cashiers, was Invented by
Pacific coast. Irene Coleman la known
Miss Esther J. Bruce, a
on the stage as Ann Mardock.
girl, of New York, In 1877.
The First Side Saddles.
Side saddles were Invented about
the middle of the Sixteenth century by
Catherine de MedlcL
Previously It
bad been the custom for ladles to
ride on a cushion and to support the
feet on a piece of board.

sixteen-year-ol-

d

Taxless War la Chieaoa.
Soldiers Oat Bonus.
Chicago. One anaa slain, several
Portland, Ore. Aid for
asea In the shape of a bonus of (IS a injured, a aamber of shootings and
month for each month served la the saaay cabs wrecked, the toil of a two-da- y
taxirab war, resalted ta wholesale
World war, with aa alternative of a
real estate loan sot exceeding 14,000, arrests of drivers for the two rival
was approved by tbe Oregoa voters hy companies. The present outbreak was
a vote of about 3 to 1, according to
thee Umax of a feud which haa raged
reported from all except a few the climax of a fend which has raged
remote counties. A measure lefewed flea of oac eoaapaay, smarted two aoea
by tbe Legislature providing for phy- and seised records. Later twenty-fiv- e
sical eiaminstloa of both taoa ud drivers wars arrested oa a technical
women seeking marriage licenses waa
arge of operating without a cab
'stand Urease.
defeated.
rs-tar-

Dectera Bask Harding Poller.
Boston. Indorsement of President
Harding's attitude toward public welfare, tedudlax his policy far correle- tloa of public health, social security,
soldier rehabilitation, child protectloa
and Amertcaalsatlon, was expressed la
memorial submitted to tbe bowse of
delegates of the Amerlcaa Medical As
sociation at Its annual convention. The
asemorlal was presented by Dr. Hubert
Work of PaeMo, Colo, president-elec- t
of tbe association. It was referred to
a committee for report.

Increases Expert OH Tax.
Mexico City. Petroleum companies
operating la Mexico must pay aa aver
age locrease of 29 per cent la export
taxes ea their products beginning July
1, ander tbe terms of a decree Issued
by P real dent Obregon. It Is estimated
this Increase la taxation will net tbe
government more than 80,000.000 pesos
per year, and tbe money obtained win
be used solely hi making payments ea
Mexico's foreign debt, on which aot
even the Interest haa been paid slaea
1913.
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FOUND VALUABLE WAR RELIC
Oregon Legion Man's Beat Trophy of
Big Conflict, I Worth
Largo Sum.
Souvenirs varying from a chip off
Eiffel tower to a German beer stein
captured In Sedan, were brought
back from France
by the returning
Americans. But
few of the me
mentoes stored In

American Legion
Notes
"Theremy mind

COLONIAL

ALWAYS IN STYLE

Is not the least donbt In
If it had not been for the

determined stand of the American Le
gion, Zlinmer and I would still be in
prison," writes Sergeant Neff, who
witli Sergeant Zlmmer was arrested
by the Germans following an attempt
to capture U rover Cleveland Bergdoll,
notorious slacker. "The American Le
gion came to my aid during one of
my darkest hours, and It demonstrated
by Its unwavering loyalty toward a
comrade that its sublime aspirations
and lofty ideals concerning comrade
ship are a living truth."

Men entitled to navy retainer pay
and not receiving it should communi
cate with the navy allotment officer,
navy retainer pay section. Navy department Washington, E.
accord
a doughboy's
ing to the American Legion Weekly,
as
are
val
pack
should give the following
uable as that be- Applicants
data: Full name, date of enrollment,
to
George rating and class In which enrolled,
longing
D. Foster, formerpresent address, present rating, num
a
corporal of ber of retainer pay checks received
ly
the Fourth Engl' (If
any) and amount of each, date of
neers. Fourth Division, who found a release
from active duty, date of disrare Roman coin that is perhaps worth
from reserves.
charge
several hundred dollars.
While looking for a safe and soft
One of the largest single cash conspot In the ruins of an old house near tributions for the benefit of disabled
Sergy, France, Corporal Foster, now
men has been received by
a
member of the Amert the St Louis
city central executive
can Legion In Cottage Grove, Ore, committee of the
American Legion.
found an old gilt' case containing a The amount was $5,000, "without a
coin. He thrust It Into his pack and
string to it," given by Mrs. Newton
recently turned It over to a college L. G. Wilson, wealthy philanthropist
worth
professor who pronounced It
of the city. The fund will be used
more than Its weight In gold. Its date exclusively to assist disabled men In
Is 306 A. D. On one side It bears the obtuinlng
just compensation and for
Inscription "Magnus," the title given the relief of their dependents.
the Emperor Constantino. On the other side are the Inscriptions "Votles
In Minnesota
American
and are having aLegion posts
XX," "Beatas
Trnnqullltas,"
lively controversy as to
Treverls."
"Percorsa
The
latter which
one has the oldest Legionnaire
words, the professor declares, indi- on Its rolls. Iledwood Falls presented
cate that the coin was minted In Trier, Dr. Gibson, seventy-twyears old, who
Germany, formerly a seat of the Ro- served with the medical corps at Fort
man empire.
Benjamin flarrison, Ind., and held the
record until Kluiball post Introduced
Adam Urower, seventy-siyears old,
LEGION MEN BURY COMRADES
and Joe Mason, who admits elglity-sland a highly prized membership
Officiates
at Almost years
Organisation
In the Legion.
of
Men
Reinterment
Who
Every
e e
Fell on Battlefields.
As a result of a fight waged on the
floor of congress by Representative
With the thousands of bodies being Hamilton Fish,
Jr., of New York, a
returned to the homeland from the prominent American Legion worker,
battlefields of France, the American relatives of aliens who served in the
Legion has Justified its existence If American army, navy and marine
for no other reuson than the display corps during the World war are enof proper respect for the remains of titled to
preferred right of entry in
the country's heroes. In almost every to the United States In the three-pe- r
Instance In which the body of a cent
Immigration to be allowed during
soldier who died overseas has been the next yeur under the immigration
In
reinterred
American soil. Legion bill.
members have tuken purt.
Members of the American legion In
St. Paul, Minn., cast their bread up
on the waters and It was returned
a hundredfold. Lust spring they gave
asslstuuce to a needy man. When the
Legion men were selliug theater tick
ets for a benefit performance for unmun
employed veterans the
sold SOU tickets in two duys. As a
result, 150 men were sent out on Job
the following duy.

Si
peace-lovin-

g

o

now considered quite modern. In this
house the living room Is 13 feet 6
Inches by 20 feet 0 Inches.
At the rear end of the living room
is a pair of French doors opening out
onto a sun parlor, 14 by 11 feet The
sun parlor Is an essential addition to
any home and should be provided
whenever possible.
The comfort It

j

that

',

open fireplace which li
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Its Simplicity,

Quaintness and
affords easily offsets the extra cost
Comfort Are Irresistible.
An attractive
required to build It

NEVER

LOSES

ITS

APPEAL

Fundamentally It Embodies All That
Goes to Make the Home the Center of Life Can Bs Built at
a Cost Within Reason.
A. RADFORD.
By WILLIAM
Mr. William A. Radford will answer
questions and give advice FREE OF
COST on all subjects pertaining to the
subject of building, for the readers of this
paper. On account of hla wide exDerlenca
as Editor, Author and Manufacturer, he
is, without doubt, the highest authority
oh all these subjects. Address all Inquiries
to William A. Radford, No. 1827 Prairie
avenue, Chicago, 111., and only Inclose
two-cestamp for reply.

When the early settlers came to the
western continent they had certain
Ideas on homebulldlng which they had
In England
brought from Europe.
the predominating type of architecture was known as Georgian. It called
for simplicity and dignity and a certain quaintness that niude hospitality
the cornerstone of the borne. Once
established In this country the settlers
begun to curry out this same scheme
with some modifications. This development led to what is known as colonial architecture.
The colonial
home Is as popular today, if not more
so, thun a century ago, and there is
no reason to believe that It will lose
Its hold upon the people In the years
to come. For fundamentally It embodies all that goes to make the home
the center of life. Its delightful sim
plicity, quaintness and comfort are ir
resistible.
In the colonial home the entrance
Is one of the dominating features of
the exterior treatment. It Is the most

x
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Funeral for Indian Comrade.

The photograph shows the ceremonies of the military funeral held
by Carl Anderson Post of the Legion
at Cloquet, Minnesota, for John Dee
foe, the first American Indian from
For the prompt relief of disabled
the state to be killed In action. The
men of Chitribe to which the dead soldier be- and unemployed
cago, Theodore Koosevelt post of the
to
wss
his
allow
white
longed
glad
comrades to bury him In a manner American Legion staged a stag purty,
K. M. Landls was a
his
brave career In the serv- at which Judge
befitting
guest Battling Nelson was In charge
ice of bis country.
of the athletic program, the baud of
the Great Lakes naval training station
BOYS GET JOBS provided music and stage stars con'
tributed their services to a midnight
President of Chicago Qraln Concern, frolic.
Trench Experienced, Does Not
Commuters and atreet car fana of
Forget His Buddies,
New Orleans may have to walk when
EmWhen Private Paul J. Ilealy. 83rd the American Legion meets.
Division, A. E. F, was waiting In the ployees of the New Orleans Hallway
and Light company have formed
trenches of post
of the Legion. The street railway
France for the
shell
his men are enthusiastic members of their
with
initials on it he post and have promised to attend meet'
rowed that if he Ings even If they have to bring along
cars.
got out alive he their private
e e
would never forAn American Legion speaker has
get the bravery
and sacrifice of been asked to explain the aims and
his comrade. purposes of the organization at the an'
Now President nual labor picnic to be held June 18 In
Paul I. Ilealy of Kansaa City, Kan. The action, which
the Chicago Grain followed a conference with the mayor
Products com of the city. Is Intended to clear up any
pany, Kockford, I1L, is living up to misunderstandings which radical eletbe pledge be took on the field of ments may have fostered in the ranks
of labor organizations.
tattle.
The company which Mr. Iletly beads
Only men who were In the service
recently began the con it ruction of a
Mr. Heaty ordered during the World war will be admitted
distillery.
,aw none
hotel being erected by the Portmen be em- to
but
that
Leployed in the construction work, and land, Ore, post of the Americas reInformed all concerned that when the gion The post Is enlarging and
dub- plant is constructed, veterans of the modeling upper Coots of Its large
World war will be sbowa all the pref bouse to accommodate 70 men.
erence on the company's pay rolL
Idaho American Legion members
"My hope Is to build an organization
mt former soldiers," Mr. Ilealy ao-- opened their state service and mem
BHMUICed.
bership campaign with prayer la al
In the state,
Mr. Ilealy enlisted as
private In most every church
e e e
the Infantry and was discharged
Store window posters and street car
sergeant. He was gassed at Albert,
ea the British front. lie Is one of the signs aided Summit post of the Ameraaost active workers of Brophy post ican Legion at Akron, O, during
C the American Legion In Chicago.
membership campaign.
e
Nine members of the Detroit Tigers
Taxes.
Out
Wipes
A debt of several hundred dollars In Joined tbe American Legion at
tack taxes on a home bought by
Legion 'day beid under tbe auspices
post of the American Le- of Charles A. Learned post at Detroit.
gion In Traverse City, Mich, bas been Ty Cobb, manager, and captain In tbe
canceled by a special act of the Michi- chemical warfare service during tbe
war, is one of the Michigan post's best
gan legislature.
boosters.
e e e
Greeks Have Pest.
e
A Greek open-ai- r
When Greek meets Greek In St.
theater, to
X.000 persona, was dedicated
Paul, Minn, there Is meeting of the
Hellenic post of by the people of Santa Monica, Cel.
American Legion.
that organization is formed entirely of te the men wbe gave their Uvea In the
soldiers of the World war who are of World war. American Legion
bers were guests of. honor.
Greek extraction.

see

see
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MARKETS
Furnished by
OF MARKETS
Washington, D. C.

U. 8. BUREAU

(Waura Nmoipar I'uloo Kni Sir, tot..

Fruits and Vegetables.
south Carolina Irish Cobbler pota- uuwn ouc per ooi., Aew vorK. un
der Increasing receipts, reaching $3.25
3.50: eastern shore of Virginia stock.
J.75(M.llo; Texas and Louisiana sacked
Illiss Triumphs up 75c to fl per 100
ins., St. i.ouia and Kansas City, closing,
a.25'8 3.76.
from
South
Carolina have Shipments
been decreasing rapidly,
me Heaviest movement
of the past
cuming irom tne eastern shore
of irtiinia.
Grata.
July wheat sold at a new hlch point,
cut the advance checked export
business, and with some
In sentiment account biff pricechange
aalns. Heavy
rains in Southwest, where harvest is
ready to beuin and in Indiana, where
cutting was reported, led to buying in
July wheat on fears that harvest would
be delayed and quality damaged.
General run of crop
reports favorable.
Private report from Kansas
based
City
on assessors' reports of acreage estimates Kansas wheat crop 131,000.000
bushels, which Is only 6.000.000 bushels
less than last year. In Chicago cash
market. No. 2 red winter wheat. $1.56;
No. 2 hard, $1.61; No. 3 mixed corn,
Roor" "If
62c; No. 3 yellow corn. 62c; No. 3 white
oata, 37c. For the week Chicago July
IjJE
wheat down 6 cents, at $1.32 V; July
corn, 3c, at 63c. Minneapolis July
wheat down 1 cent, at $1.31V; Kansas
City July, 6V4c at $1.25. Winnipeg
S I10AI5S
11
July, l!4c, at $1.71.
Hay.
Hay prices generally lower. Receipts
light but equal to limited demand.
down about $2, Kansas City.
M fi.n flu
Block yard buying steadied Chicago
market.
Heavy
receipts Cincinnati
being absorbed by good buying at the
lower prices. No. 1 timothy
quoted,
New York, 131: Philadelphia. $23:
Cin
cinnati. $18.75: Chicago, $23; Memphis,
$26: Minneapolis, $20: Atlanta. $28. No.
1 alfa la. Kansas Citv nominal
nt sisOmaha. $18; Memphis, $23. No. 1 prairie,
Kansas city. $13: Omaha. $13: Minna.
Second Floor Plan.
apolis, $15.
Live Stock and Meats.
or
climate
location. It
Chicago hos- DrfoPM flrivunrpft 9R in
regardless of
Heef
is ideal for the suburb, the small town, S5c per 100 lbs. the past week.
down 15c to 30c; butcher cows
or even the farm. It Is surprising how steers
and heifers, 25c to 40c; veal calves, 60c
many farm homes of the colonial type to 75c. to Mature lambs and yearllnKs
25c lower, sprint; lambs and
steady
are being built
tai ewes steady to 25c hlKher. June
Another feature of the colonial I hlcat'o prices: Hogs, bulk of sales.
8.35;
medium and sood beef
house that recommends It very strong' $$.106
steers, $7.50Ji H.60; butcher cows and
ly Is Its economy in cost Because neirers, n Z0UK.5U: feeder steers IS 25
'7.75: lltrht and medium weight v.i
uun iu.zo: rat iambs. js.&n'u1
li.bit; sprlntr
Iambi,
$11,000 IS. SO;
yoarliniis, $6.7510.25; fat ewes, $3.00
entrance similar to the one In front
lends from this porch to the garden.
On the other side of the small re
ception hull which leads the way into
(he house Is the dining room, smaller
in size than the living room, but ample
for its purpose. It Is lighted from
two sides. A swinging door leads the
way to the kitchen, 10 by 10 feet
On the second floor aTe three bed'
rooms an alcove and bathroom. The
large bedroom is 13 feet 6 inches by
17 feet and the other two smaller
ones are 11 by 13 feet 6 Inches. If
four bedrooms are needed this second'
floor plan can be easily changed to
accommodate that number.
This Is the kind of home that Is be
ing built in all sections of the country

T

x

A vigorous campaign waged by the
Amerlcun Legion aguinst disloyal activities of the Industrlul Workers of
the World Is responsible for the stabbing of .a Legion worker by an I. W. W.
fanatic, according to reports received
st Legion national headquarters from
Pocatello, Idaho. True to form, the
I. W. W. member attacked the Legion
man In a dark alley, stubbing him In
the back.

RIVALRY AMONG MOTORISTS FOR
FIRST HONORS OVER CASCADES
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Every spring there is great rivalry among Pacific Northwest motorists
for first honors over the passes of the Cascade mountains. Long after the
snow is gone in the valleys It lies banked many feet in the mountains. Here
is shown a caravan of cars golug over "sunset pass" from Seattle,
Washing
ton, to Ellensburg. The pass is open about seven months of the year to auto
mobiles, but in dead of winter only the hardiest mountaineers dare to essay
it even on snow shoes.
The photogruph shows one of the first parties to go over this season.

KNOWING HOW TO

TIRE PUMP OPERATED
BY REAR AUTO WHEEL

STOP AN ENGINE
Of More

Importance to Driver
Than Knowledge of How to
Start His Automobile.

GREAT AID

IN

SAVING

TIRES

Applying, Brakes Vsry Hard Will Result in Tread Damage to Both of

Ingenious Motorist Can Save
Himself Much Work.
Shown In
Engine Can
Pumping Air Into
Four Wheels

Method
Which

Illustration

by

Bs Used for
Any One of

of Car.

The illustration shows how a common tire pump can be attached to tbe
rear hub of an auto wheel, and be

driven by the engine.
First, drill a hole In the free end of
the
wrench, and fit it with a
strong bolt, as shown. Two nuts hold
Iteef. veal and lamb orirea cpnerallv
Knowing how to stop when neces-fur- y the bolt solidly against the wrench,
niKner at enstern wholesale markets.
Is considered of more importance while a third nut acts as a stop for
Heef advanced line to $1.50: veal. $2 to
13 per mo pounds.
Hotter trades of than a knowledge of how to start the the pump rod, anil the wing nut holds
lamb up $1 to $3: lower grades steady. engine. T)ie use of sen-Icand emer- It on the bolt. Arrange two sotscrews
Mutton down It to $2: pork o Ins m
on the wrench, so that It will stay In
ernlly $1 per IdO pounds. June 8 prices gency brakes Is taught to the new car
Koou urnile meats:
Heef, 115.511 'a 17; owner early.
iiif m; sum. I2ti'u3ii: mutton,
veai,
Iteing somewhat nervous and timid
v1 sowasvoT
suwiwa) aoa
$9ii 15: lluht pork loins, $2023; heavy
VMBUsss euana
the new driver may apply the brakes
loins, lit u 19.
very hard, with the result that one or
Dairy Products,
Active storing.' demnnd has kent but both of the reur tires will receive
ter markets firm, with price tendency tread dumage.
Locking the wheels
movement will
upward. The
not under all conditions bring the
diirlnu tbe past culonrinr week excee
ed 1,, nun mm pounds.
Iteeeipis continue car to un Immediate stop. The mocrudes eyneclHl v in c
avy.
mand.
Prices
avcrairivSe hither than mentum und weight will frequently
,
eeor.e
week
t2
closing: Kew cnuse the wheels to slide
for
York, 33ic; ChlcnKo, 31c; Philadelphia, a considerable distance and along off
grind
93c; lioston, 33c.
the trend of the tires In the sumo mun- Cotton.
Spot cotton prices declined SI points tier that street cars receive Hat sjsoU. An Ordinary Hand Pump May Bs Con.
ne past week, closing at 1.30c per
A Stich In Time, Etc.
oiind. New York July futures down
vertsd by the Ingenious Motorist In.
1
points at 12.63c.
to a Powtr-DrivsWhen ground down to the fabric in
Pump.
this way the tread should be given
IlKWKIt LIVE STOCK.
on
the
cnp. Make a threaded
position
early attention to protect the. fabric sleeve
and put It on the end of the
from
and
of
decay
weakening effect
Cattle.
pump rod. In place of the nut that
A fair BPtri'iittifB
of tha arrivah moisture und to prevent dirt from
consisted of hiM'f steprs. lU'st arads working under the rubber with prob holds the wooden handle. Then fit an
in the oieii end of the sleeve,
of heavy weight steers with quoted able
separations of other tread por- eyeliolt
ariti'ly around the 7.50 mark, al- to slip over the bolt in the hubap
thoiiKh sumethlntf fancy rnitrht brinK tions. It Is well to Inspect the Inside
wrench.
up to $7.75. flood steers found an out- - of the case and
repair any threads or
t from 17.25 to 17.40. w th fa r to
Arrange s second eyebolt In the foot
medium grades from $6.85 to $7. More plies of fabrics broken from strain.
common stock was quotable at $6.60
of the pump, and fasten a bolt
plate
or
fust
turns
at
quick
Sharp
driving
and down.
or pivot to the edge of the running
Cows and heifers met with a fair cunes usually causes rear wheels to
nutlet. The best rows in the offerina;. slide and skid sideways. This not board of the car, around which this
wo loads of desirable heavy welarht
eyehult can oscillate. Set the bolt at
off the tread rubber quicktork, sold for $6.25. Good cows found only wears
an outlet from Ifi.TS to $6, with fair ly, hut on account of the unusual such a distance from the hub that
to medium types from $5 to $5.60. Com- strain Is particularly harmful to the when the pump rod la drawn some-whmon srades of females moved at $4.75
less than hulfway out, the hubfubrlc body of the tire.
and down.
tt is recommended thnt the service cap wrench will be In perpendicular
Little tradinir was done on feeders
or stockers. Inquiry was limited and (foot) brakes be given occasional in position.
the light offering on hand proved
Then, by jacking up one rear wheel,
ample. Quotations ranged from $4 to spection. Any difference In adjust$6.25.
ment In brake drums can be discovblocking the other, and starting the
Tha beat hofra on hand, one load of
motor, the pump will be made to opcholca light welKht stock hold over ered by jacking up rear axle so that
from the previous day, sold for $7.65. neither wheel rests on the ground, erate, and the tires will be rapidly
The next hlsrhest price waa reached at then start the engine and engage the pumped up through a hose, which
$7.60. which was top of the bulk. The
be made long enough
should
remainder of the nfferlns; waa cleared clutch. If on application of the foot to reachpreferably
all four of the tires. Popular
from the latter flarure down to $7.10. brakes one rear wheel revolves and
Extreme heavy and cutout hotrs the other does not, or If one wheel Mechanics Magazine.
brought quotations from $6.00 to $6.25. revolves faster thun the
other, the tire
Paw plus were offered. Inquiry
waa fair, and the limited offering on on the one turning slower receives
hand was cleared readily. Quotations more strain and under the circumranated from $6.00 to $6.50. dependent
stances excessive wear to the tread
on walg-h- t
and quality.
rubber may be expected.
Skeep.
Practically no business was trans
Watch the Clutch.
acted on the sheep market.
Inquiry
was fair, but, following- - the arrival of
The clutch pluys an Important part
The first practh-a- l
American
lower eastern reports, salesmen ex In the efficiency of the car and In the
automobile was built by Fred
Dressed the opinion that the first ap
of lioston In 1V8.
prerlable run of stock to he offered service of the tires. It Is essential
will find local values at a similar iris therefore Unit the same be kept In
a
count.
Eighty-seveof the more than 130
On this basis, quotations on sprtna- good order so that It will take bold
lambe were ertven from 110 to 112, with smoothly when gears are engaged. automobile factories In this country
clipped lambs from $.60 to ts.OO. Usually the taking up of loose bear- are located In the states of
Illinois, InRwea brought quotations from $4.00 to
ings and frequent lubrications will ob14.50.
diana, Michigan and Ohio.
tain the desired results. Avoid letting
In the clutch too quickly while the en
Metal Market.
Washington Rossi, an Italian chemist
Colorado settlement prices:
gine Is running fust such treatment
in the laboratories
at Barcelona,
Par allver (American). $
Is not good for either the car or
claims to have Invented artificial
.0
Par silver (foreign)...
tires.
4.8T
Zinc
which possesses all the qualities
12M9 .11
Copper
Spinning the drive wheels In mud of natural rubber and at
6.00
Lead
or on slippery pavements may grind of
the usual coat.
off the tread rubber and some times
HAT AD CnAlff ritlCEg,
snag the cover along the entire wheel
Of tha 3.051 automobile Imported
circumference. It Is not unusual for
Com. No. I yellow..
.$1.02 the tread under such treatment to be Into Belgium during the first ten
I
.
No.
mixed..
100
Corn.
months of 1920; L306 were from tbe
. 1.25 torn In places from the fabric.
Wheat- - No. 1
United States, WO from France, 152
. 1.45
Oata. per cwt
. 1.05
from Italy, 140 from England and 130
liarley. per cwt.....
from other countries.
ARE NEGLECTED
UNIVERSAL
8tocker and feeder hlnmnnl, from
eleven important markets duiinK th
week endinir June 3 were: Cattle and
calves, 24.926: hOKi. $5,657: sheen.

Rear Tires Sharp Turns Are
Cause of Skidding.
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Important element in the fjicade. Tsu-allIt consists of a white door with
knocker and narrow side
punels. If covered, the hood Is supported by white pillars such as tliose
shown In the picture. This house Is
an excellent exumple of colonial treatment and expresses very eloquently
the hospltullty and comfort which nre
found in a home of this type. There
Is something alluring about the white
clapboard siding (white seems to be
the standard color of colonial bouses,
although other colors can be used
very successfully), green shutters, regular windows, well spaced and small
panes. An extra decorative touch can
very easily be added In the form of
lattice work about the entrance or
around the house.
There are seven rooms In this house.
three on the lower floor and four

y

there are no frills or unusual addithere Is no extra expense for
mlllwork. The deslgu is more or less
standardized and the construction developed to a high degree. It gains
beauty through simplicity, and because of this simplicity can be built
ut a cost within reason.
If you are planning on building a
new home this spring, do not overlook the colonial design.
It affords
the maximum amount of comfort,
There Is no
charm, and convenience.
possibility of it growing old and nut
of date, for It has survived generations and Is more popular toduy than
ever.
tions,

'ROOM OF THE LAST SUPPER"
Rightful Possessor of Holy Place In
Jerusalem Has Not Been Finally
Decided.

;

ybnm V

I
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First Floor Plan.
r
above. The three
rooms are
first-floo-

large end the living room Is Ideal. The
old Idea of a large room where the
family can lounge and entertain bas
come back with a vengeance. So
more the small ornate parlor, now It
Is the living room and this room Is tbe
center of all borne activity. Other
rooms such as the dining room and
kitchen have bee made smaller and
the extra space added to the living
room. In the colonial bouse this room
Is tbe outstanding feature. It bas the

Just What Dial He Meant
They were engaged, and in one mtj
armchair they were discussing, when
they were Dot busy with other things,
arrangements for tbe future.
After
long period of silence, she
said:

The question of the right of Italy to
the "Cenaeolo," or Itooin of the Lost
Supper, In Jerusulem, is still unset
tled, rejKirts the Home correspondent
of the London Observer. It may be re
membered that after the armistice
the sultan renounced all claims to the
"Ceuacolo" In favor of the king of
Italy, as being the rightful heir of
the kings of Naples, the old possesses of the holy place. Itepresentatlons
were made to the British government
by tbe Italian with a view to obtain'
Ing a confirmation of the cession. The
foreign office referred the matter to
the high commissioner for Palestine,
Sir Herbert Samuel, who decided that
it must come up for decision by tbe
mixed religious commission created
by tbe treaty of Sevres to decide on
the disposition of contested holv
places.
Tbe Italian claim Is based on tlte
grant of tbe holy place In the year
to ttoftert of Anjou and his
Sancta by the sultan of Eevnt and
isuiuascus.

the association by Clarence

Under-

and medals bestowed on the
chairman of the war work council.
Mrs. jamea S. Cushmaa of New Tork.
by the American and French govern
ments. A resume of the association's
war work In French completes the
wood,

"Supposing you Inst your position exniDit.

after we were married, bow would yosi
He Would Wait
keep the wolf from the doorT"
"Jack
she said. In dulcet tones,
Parting," be exclaimed, "no wolf
will come te our door. Tbe mere sight her fair bead resting lightly on his
of your face would keep the wolf shoulder, "yow know father has recently Invested In a silver mine, and
away T
be Is going there st once, and I cannot
leave mother alone. So I want to ask
Honeresl by France.
la response to aa invitation from you. Jack, bow long wonld yon be
the French ailn!try of war, tbe na- willing to wait for me?"
"Wait for yon. my darilngr repeat-e-d
tional board of T. W. C A. Is sending
Jack with deep emotion, for his
aa exhibit te be placed ta the Hotel
no fleeting love. "I win wait for
waa
des Inralides In Paris. In comrorrorow
until we learn bow the silver mine
nrattoa of Its war senlws In France,
the aMiorlatlon, with other war organl-- u turns out" Pittsburgh Chronicle-TelLions, Is te be permanently repregraph.
sented la tbe Americaa exhibition of
war materials there. Now oa view
Explained.
A fashion expert says women have
st Gorbam's la New Tork. the exhibt-tio- a
Urrisdes a minister model of
forgotten bow to sit gracefully. That
rpical T. W. C. A. host's boose, tbe tomes from standing up for their
war poster made for rights. Detroit Free Press.
ie original of
e
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Timothy. No. 1. ton
2. ton
Timothy. No. No.
1, ton....
South Park,
South Park. No. 2. ton....
Second bottom. No. 1. ton.
Second bottom. No. 2. toa.
Alfalfa, toa
Straw, ton

The tiniest automobile for every-dautility In the world recently made Its
..
appearance in Tokyo, The vehicle fits
..
snugly In the narrow streets of the
..
..
The nnlversals are perhaps the city as the kurema Itself that being
.. 6.0 most neglected parts of the mechan- the Japanese name for jinrickshaw.
a
ism, because they are generally the
The Supreme Court In Washington hardest to get at.
In cleaning small parts of the
The nnlversals
has ordered the United Shoe Machin must be kept properly lubricated or chassis, such as the oil holes on brake
ery case, the original suit between they will develop Intensive wear. cross shafts, brake connect me, spark
Wyoming snd Colorado, and a number When tliey have worn the nnlversals and throttle connection, etc, use an
of others "restored to tbe docket for emit a heavy thump each time the nil can filled with kerosene and a stiff
brush.
reargument before a full court"
clutch la thrown In.
a
Tom Tedder, rancher of Lower
Piedmont
Is
en
center of the autoPorcelain.
the
Spark
believes
the golden rale
Bridge, Ore,
mobile industry In Italy.
A spark occurs on the outer surface
should apply to animals as well as
e a
men. Tom, while in the army, was of the porcelain of a spark plug beM. Trouvre of Paris Is credited with
cause
surface is oily and has colcompelled to take his regulation nine lected the
an amount of Iron and steel making tbe first motorcycle ta 1S90.
shots' hi the arm before being al- etrwed te take a abet at tbe ecetsy. But sust, creating a shorter path for the
Sixty-fivper cent of the world's
Tom refuses to allow lux cherished current to travel from the plug teroutput of automobile tires are manusows to be subjected o any such treat- minal to ground.
factured tn Akron, O.
ment He proteetwl rigorously when
a
Family Aute Expense.
Dr. Oorgs Trabey, tuberculosis In
Americaa motorists are now
Is
Tbe
American
Many
public
spending
to
wanted
Inoculate the anispector,
ever tSOO.OOO.nno a year, or $2W per shipping their cars abroad for contimala, and if they received their "abets"
In nental
tooting
through
England,
It will be done only beet use the taw family, for operating and riding
automobiles, 87 per cent of which are France. Belgium, Holland, Italy and
e
requy-aSwitzerland.
(Mueenger cars.
..$17.50
.. 16.00

..

16 00
14.50
10 0(
0 00
12 50

Because

They Are Difficult to Get
Are Slighted Must
Bo Lubricated.

Parts

at

y

e
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DOUBLE CROSSING CROAKERS

FOR STOCKMEN

Fifty million dollars to be loaned to
the live stork growers of the west
is not a bad acioiniilislinient for .Senator Iiursuin, if lie had done nothing
else during the two months he has
been in the V. S. Senate, hut the
Congressional Record shows that he
is doing something for New Mexico
and the entire west every day and
that this important manipulation is
but one iit ol many things lie is likely to secure.
Mr. Uursum had not been in the
Senate a week when his bill to require the Federal Reserve Banks to
loan money to live stock men on
long enough time to be a real benefit
to them made its appearance. After
which there was no let up from Mr.
liurstim in presng his bill. Naturally the Federal Reserve bankers did
not want the bill to pass, it miylit
liut
set an einbarrasing precedent.
it did not take them long to come
to the eouehiMou that it would be
passed if something wai not dom
and done quick to head oft the new
senator. J lope ot defeating the measure was abandoned as they hiraine
acquaint! i! uitli Mr. liuiMiin and bis
determination to relieve the live Muk
growers. It was then that they passed the buck to the new Secretary
Mr.
ol the Treasury, Mr. Mellon.
Mellon promptly made a survey ol
actwith
the
result
situation
that
the
ing under his advice the bankers did
lolunlartly (:) and individually, )u-- l
v.hat Senator Kurstiiu sought to compel tluin to do collectively, that
say, they provided a fund ot bitty
Million Dollars for long time, low
interest, loans to live stock raisers.
The lir.st business Mr. Mellon did
when lie returned to Washington was
to send a
to Senator
advising him that he bad secur-Million
the Filly
Dollars lot the
live stock raisers IN I M'.V of the
hitters bill. Not nine h question about
who was responsible (or getting the
Bur-Mi-

mes-ag-

per jeer
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For an institution that bad been
"wrecked," or, at the very best, "set
back no less than ID years," the New
Mexiio Normal university at Fast
I. as Vegas, is doing fairly well.
When Jonathan H Wagner recently was elected president of that in
stitution, the Albuquerque Journal
and the Santa Fe New Mexican
gravely informed their readers that
an irreparable injury had been done
the cause ot higher education in
It was represented that the
students were about to rise in arms
and either massacre the board of regents, or remove to some other school.
It was also insinuated that the citizens of the Meadow City were considering destroying the school, in order to save it from the slow decay
that was sure to feillow.
How well they described the sit
nation is now a matter of record
rotlnient in the summer school this
ear is ahtuit JIhJ in excess el the enrollment of any previous year. Notwithstanding the prophecies oi evil by
the two
hanipion croakers of the
entire southwest, it would seem, lioni
tinrecord, that the people ot l...s
egas and hat l.as
e'gas have not
raid the buildings, and that the people iinu rally have not lost ronliili :u
lite Normal university.
his is mil to say that the Journal
or the N'evv Mexican had any I'ound-itiotor tin- wild statements lluy
plll'le;1. or that lllcy be lit ve'd lliiw
siati n't Ms.
They were more likel.'
working til the principle that a vici
the
oils laisehooil always outruns
an
coi rtt lion.
Having
charged
evil
or
to
condition
corrupt
tn.ttor lUirsiiin, (iovcrnor Mechein
and Secundum Romero, they fervent-Is- '
pr.i y d that at h ast a tew people
never would he reached by the tin-

e

rectioii.

AMERICAN FARM

American,
'ih.tt
thoroughgoing
Theodore Roosevelt, once sail, "The
bt
man who
comics I'nropcanizcd, who
lost s In., power of iloing good work
on this side ol the water and who
lost s bis love for bis native land, is
not a traitor, but he is a silly and undesirable citizen."
The distinction between a traitor
and a merely undesirable citizen is a
real distinction, but one not afways
easily drawn. Of course, a traitor
is one w ho makes war upon his country or gives aitl and comfort to its
enemies in time of war, and there
are a lot of people of American citizenship who have become Furoucaniz-et- l
but have not either ma-lopen
war upon the Cnited States or given
aitl
and
enemies
over
comfort to its
These Furopeanized Americans are
nude siranle citizens not because of
any direct harm they do this country but because you never can tell
how much dependence to place upon
hem in time of need. The man who
has a hyphen in his Americanism
may put the emphasis on one side of
the hyphen as readily as upon the
other. The man who takes his duty
to America so ligthly that all his serious thoughts are devoted to the welfare of Furope has in reality a hyphen in his Americanism, whether he
uses the hyphen or not.
A few years back the Americans
w ho became
Furopeanized were chiefly those who sought the supposed
of
honors
royal connections, the titles
of Furopean nobility, and the associations of Old World society. Their
loss to America was not great, and
no one greatly deplored their departhowever much their sections
ure,
may have been ridiculed.
lint in later years, particularly since
the outbreak of the war, anil more
particularly, since the signing if the
armistice, the Furopeaiiizaiion of Americans has claimed as its victims a
class of people who have the capacity to exercise a very great influence
in the educational, the political and
the financial world.
For one reason
or another they have permitted their
interest in Furope to eclipse t'ltii
interest in America, so that their first
lliougbt seems to be for Furope without any apparent intention of abandoning I heir American citizenship enJ
tirely.
hey display a devotion to
Lurope which linds no reciprocal feeling in Ihe hearts ol the people who
reside on that side of the Atlantic.
They are due for a rude awakening
some' o these days when events disclose that their solicitude, for Furopean welfare, while perhaps prompted
hy honorable purposes, is sadly misplaced when nourished at llle sacrifice of their active interest in the
weliare oi the United States.
I

Wagner is all able man
wink lie will be sup-lat
RAILROAD LABOR COST
ported by the board ol regents,
puis service and cilieiciicy lirst. He
Ji'Ot'ey.
will receive all the way the hearty
lit llo under private management
ei io pe a it it l ot llle people of the M ea
THE HOME OWNED UTILITY
dmv I ilit s. The Journal and the New rai'road labor cost was $1 ,4iS.5rd,.WMt xii all lll'lsl llllllliply their power and in V'Vt under iovernmcnt manor an
The Pacific I'owtr
Light Co., "I many tunes beiore they can hampt-- agement it wacent.
rease of about
Portland, ( Iregon, sav
per
a
tl.e
work
ol
institution
great
Due to the
Adamson
",r. important tie elopuu nl in pubth.ii tliiuts to "gel" some
lic service Ituaiiec is the salt by pub- nlliiough
pyramiding wage increases made
the
s.
leaders.
g.
Republican
lic ser it
hy the joveruineiit the labor bill of
companies of thin- securihe polthe railroads in 1VJ0 increased to the
ties direct to the customer.
PITTMAN ACT SAVES MINES .startling sum of ?.t'lH,Jlo,35l, com-- :
iv limit and enicy ot building up
pared with $1 ,4oK.57d,.i4 in l'Vlo, an
terprise of ;hf local coinimmtiy is
'1 he Anaconda
pp r Mining com- - increase of nearly 152 per cent.
experiencing progress and oilers real
on
These and other salient facts were
to the inallaL't inent ol Ipany propose to start operations
mines at an recently presented to the Senate Cotn- those companies where it ha been some of the silwr-zinit
t ally
to
m
iillie,
John
tee on Interstate ( 'ommerce hy
dale, according
put into practice.
"No company can stand still unles:, general manager of mines of the u (.'hair m;; u krutf sehuitt of the South-ern I 'acitic.
li the com- actnida
company.
the community tints.
'
he
Silver, under the terms ot
Manifestly our cannot review these
munity grows the ilt mauds for service 1'iitiiian
fact s and figures without distrust of
act, can be sold to the I'm
increase, wliith add to the capital
l per political management, nor without the
ed States mint for nearly
ures necessary.
"ome of coiuictioti that , government ownership
"Hence, as the community progres- ounce," said Mr. (iillie.
is fraught with econses sn tlot s oppoituuity for partner- !the me mines tpf the district carry a of the railroad-It is t t rtaiu reasonably high value in silver, and omic disaster.
ship in the company.
It is very evident, if our transportcustomer ownership will Income a treating those ores hy the electrolytic
process, (he silver and gold contents ation s.ystem is to grow and function
containing polity in public service
by those t omp. inies w hen- it is can bv reeowred in marketable form proportional to the progressive
s ot
in
industry and commerce,
now
effect
and will develop t r sale. The itn p. odnced will have
tto he carried unlit conditions improve that economies must he effected ill
throughout industry."
the cost of operation and transportand a market is
stahlihed.
a
"The mining of these ores in Hutte, ation. As wages constitute the
PLEDGES FULFILLED
item or epcne and consume
tht ir pari lal tn at im tit at An at ond.i,
process taking placi (4 per cent of the gross revenue a.s
It
;nin..uiHd that the I'nit'd and llit tumheil
h a'N, w ill di ide
the em- show u hy Mr. Krutt schnilt, and as
States will withdaiw trunpN ("nun S. in- at .reat
tinidU
men in the three this is primarily due to waye increase
ployment ot
to hutnniLM. at the tai'li'-which
be
to
much
desirt d, indicid by war conditions since the
is
K:ht phr es,
in ttiu-- il.
jip'h.tlilv in ;iImmi:
earri-and the operation as a whole
k of bing has fallen, at least a
ml a rli.ij.tt-litis will
in
months.
on v,.rl
with the viv ot fnrnish-i- rtl:;lie ruluction in wages should be
r similar t" ni'icr that
our hi trv
onie adui'ional work, which the e'li cted.
hi HIT.
ili Inhi
l
ha VI
llle
I.i considering
the tost of living
assured fine ana in tlut the L nit d t!"inpanv is desirous of doing under
Con-conditions."
ese
"delation should be confined to
n.t a land rahT. "tiha, "Il'i
Ma'es
account of it beintr possible to chai.gis in the eost of the necessities
I la
i,
and M t u'm
Sai:tu I 'i mi in :
li the .siher and gold
content's, the f li:.-Any increase in the co-- t ot"
lonld h.TVt- In in mn hai au ai hail"
mom
to carry the zinc will hvmg because of higher standards of
the irt-that otlur nations ha vt !. hty reiiiircd
h a hea vv burden.'
Inmis
siit
a liability to he assume
by
athhd t' tht ir territorial holdings, j'.nt
'ihiis d
the I'ittman act work In- individual concerned, a it is not
( uha
ot Haiti li.ie
and the
'Incomof
benefit
a
f,
of
i
economic
tor
or
mining
every
determining;
heen Mt on their t t politically .md pr
d to munity. I'nder it our government is va'ne in the equation and imposition
ami then
( i onoinieallv
it
sold
the
silver
of
on
The
burdens
iug
the
p'at
Knglaud
t
c
wage
public.
t'o rn thtniMlves with j etP
in
and the money En- public is willing to pay reasonable
Iom.
fnn the Philippines will he during the war
Tile I hi!- d Mates gland pays is in turn distributed to wages ami rates but it is not willing
added to the t
Heeds no discipline in.n. a h agile ot Aimr:. an mines for new silver, the to pay for joy rides.
in. i r balance in the
S. Treasury
More than ever, the public realizes
nations to keep straight it internahui't up, many American mines that it is paving the bill. Never betional mora!'.
are enabled to operate, thousands of fore has public interest in a wage
men are given employment and the controversy
been so annised as at
TRYING TO ALIENATE
itavnawr is not out one cent,
present. Xcvcr before has there been
I
i
E
a
AN
such
U
TS
THE
RE
demand for wage
loiiceiltd
of
The kagtie
TSFR
nations
playing tor
loser o nt.i. t with the Latin Ama
'urea onable exactions toreed the reductions. In their hid for the ratl- ote the politicians seem to
erican touatri s, and as a step in that invention of the
treet tar. road
direction a South American .section is cutting thousands of motorim-.nit of have lost all thought of the public.
Ihe w age question tt now before
proposed, and the ret pie t has been a burg
trade that more Latin Americans he
Wartime wage demands of bnild-- . the Minted Stat s Railroad Labor
employed in the m r tarit of the ing trades force the invention of Iloard and. if the Hoard makes propIt ;.gne.
1 he
appraisal ot economies effected in
Aw, get out
tnit d ready cut machine marie dwellings, er
tinco t of living as a result of reMates was there ftrt. Itrsjdoi, what sliinpt d readv to
up.
duced
Latin American n.i,in desires closer
j trices, a substantial
wag; reStrikes of longshoreman accelerates
is inevitable, with resulting
contact with a cadaver?
machinery tor loading" and unloading duction
fits to the public.
ships, and seamen's union dictation bun
The tragie death ot l id. F. V.
man power ships.
lorre
national commander ot the
The ,Vi ami H hour week and
UP TO MEXICO
American Legion, who was killed in
demand for even higher than
an antoniohde accidint at Indianapo"Win n it appears."
war wages are killing newspapers
ys Secrc'sry
of State Hughes, "that there is a govlis, while causing keen distress to the and abolishing use of job printing.
! he
nenthers of the organization, will not
multiplication of unreasonable ernment in Mexico willing to bind
halt the
activities of the demands puts a premium on the m- - itscli" to the discharge of primary inizenius of a nation naturally ternational
legion in behalf of former serice men. i ntive
obligations, concurrently
im ' ned to inventions.
wilh that act its recognition will take
say its friends.
The tree of professional profiteer- place." That means that it is up to
It is refreshing: to live under a ra- ing bears its fruit in rendering mil- Mexico alone to determine whether
tional administration that dor not iums idle who at fair wages woubl "he will start upon a program of
consider individual prosperity a crime. be mployed.
with the aid of American
loans, and place herself once again
in the .society 01 respectable nations.
A treaty has been negotiated
and
presented to Mexico for acceptance.
It aks for the Cnited States no rights
that are not accordid to this government by every o:her country. It
It pays
does insist upon the abandonment bv
Mexico of the confiscatory clauses in
of 1917. The rejecthe constitut-oas
t'ood
tion by Mexico of the American proffer will be prima facie evidence that
&
the country is not yet fit for formal
recognition.
1'itsiihnt
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It is not generally understood that
insurance on farm property, buildings
etc.. is carried by the big fire in-- !
surance companies at a loss.
The companies carry the farm bus-- 1
iness as part of their overhead in
general service to the public.
profit, however, must come from
other lines of business.
If farm insurance were rated in
rorilance with the risk involved, the
Inudcii would be too great for the
average farm property to carry. In- asmuch as the crow th of cities and
towns depends on a prosperous farming community, the insurance com
panies, m making rates tor Jarm property, equalize the risk between the
cities w ilh adequate fire protection
the outlaying farm house with
inprotection.
Thus is the farmer benefited and
and also the neighboring cities and
tow ns bv the protection afforded the
farmer which enables him to develop
and improve surrounding country.
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Kir.PCX'R SHIPS ON THE SIVtN SKAI

Importers,
travelers

exporters,
ship and
sail under the Stars
and Stripes
NEW

r-

KAUNE GROCERY CO.

DEFLATION

IN SHIPPING

The Cnited States is not the only
country that is experiencing deflation
in its merchant marine valuation. Reports from London are to the effect
that, while tn March of last year the

British merchant marine was worth
almost a billion pounds, today it is
valued at less than a quarter of that
sum.

triumphs In steel, steam

electricity have carried
the Stars and Stripes baik aeain
to the seven seas. On more than
titty trade and passenger routes

Ameriian owned and operated
ships, flying the Flag, are ready
to carry your g.tod or to carry
you, to every foreign land.
They are splendid ships, the
pride of American genius, designed and equipped to give the

finest passencer comfort, service
and safety, and to handle your
goods in the most economical
way.

!

to supply your table with quality
products, such
Chase Sanborn's Coffee.
Hunts Canned Fruits.
Richelieu Canned Vegetables.

1

.

'i-

USE THE BETTER KIND
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wide-sprea- d
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con-sla-
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RAT-SNAP-
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Operators of Passenger

Services
Admiral Line, 17 Stat Street, New
V

.Kk, N
Mataoct Navigatinn Compeny, 26
sj. Gay s,ir,-e- t . Ial1irnurr,82 Ma,
Munson Steam Ship Line, Beaver
Sreet, Nrw mK, N I
New York and Porto kico S. S. Cos
It Hna.Jav, New York. N. Y.
Pacific Mail S. S. Co, 4 Broadway,
New lork. N. Y.
U. 8. Mail 6. S. t o., 45 Broadway,
New York. N. Y.
Ward Line, (New York and Cuha Mail
S S.
Ian ol wall Street,
New York, N. Y.

(lFree

one

of

Shipping Board 61m

of Sniprtna: Board fTK .no rirrur
itlms, lour rre.s, tree .m reaieM i4 anya
mayor, pastor, postmaster, or ornn-zI

A

areat cJuaounal

p,,iun

rue l.f informof ships anj i it sia
IVecf Inlnrmeoon
ation to if
Bur-a- u.

N.

l'je.ml. I'l
Knits
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W.,miuw

Street,

FOR SALB
(Ta Amtricm nrtsewf awy)
Steal stenwen, both wil waw awal
waoa
harwara. Alaa we4
'kolls aad aeewa-- f
larsaauwa wbtaiaed a
SHIPS

mam,

For sailings of pastenger
freight thipt lo mil
Paris of the world mni mil
other informmtion, write
mny of the mbove linet r

mnd

USSHIPPINC BOARD

ROAD IMPROVEMENTS
STATE OF NEW MEXICO.
JULY , 1(21.
will be received at the
Staled proposal
office of the State Highway Commission,
Sinta
Fe, New Mexico,
Capitol
Buil'ling,
on July 6.
at the hours as stated be
low, for the construction ot six Federal Aid
road projects as follows:
f:M A. M.
Federal Aid Project No. 30. Lea County.
Located
Length of project 47.734 miles.
across Lea County East of RoswelL
Approximate Quantitiea.
5812 Cu. Yds. Class 1 Excavation
,
l'tfin Cu. Yds. Class 2 Excavation
","S Cu. Yds. Class 3 Excavation
1
5844 Cu. Yds. Class
Borrow
Sla. Yds. Overhaul
30.738 Miles Crowning and Shaping
120 Lin. ft. 18" Diam. 16 Ga. Corr. Metal
Culvert
314 Lin. ft. 24" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal
Culvert
120 Lin. ft. 30" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal
Culvert
120 Lin. ft. 36" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal
Culvert
62 Cu. Yds. Class B Concrete (Head-walls- )

Men or women to take
WANTED:
ir.rderj among friends and neighbors
for the genuine guaranteed hosiery,
full line for men, women and child-'teEliminates darning. We pay 75c
'an hour spare time, or $36.00 a week
for full time. Experiece unnecessary.
Write International Stocking Mil!
Xnrristown, Pa.
n for 6,0(1) milt
WANTED
guaranteed tires. Salary $100.00 pei
week with extra commissions. Cow
ian Tire & Rubber Co. P.. 0. Bo
Dept. S, Chicago. 111.

'

OF

NOTICE

BIDS,

1238

IW&2

Lbs. Reinforcing Bars
Lin. ft. Moving Fence

67J80
599
7430
2800
16910
67
150
2Ktt

APPLICATION FOR
PATENT

U. S

SERIAL NO. MZ3S
Survey No. 1854, St. Paul and St. Luke

Lodes.
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, New Mexico. May 31st, 1921.
NOTICE
IS HEREBY GIVEN, That im
pursuance of the Act of Congress, ap-- t
proved May 10th. 1872. "THE S. J. HOWE
a
AND TRADING
COMPANY",
MINING
corporation under the laws of the State
and duly authorized to do
of Colorado,
business within the State of New Mexico
tact,
by Edward R. Wright, its attorney-ie
whose
is Santa Fe, New Mexico, hat made application for a patent for
1500 linear feet on the St. Paul Lode and
the St. Luke Lode, respectively, bearing
gold and silver, the tame being 80 feet
00' E. on
W and 1420 feet N. 65
S. 65
St. Paul Lode, and 275 feet S. 76 06' W.
and 1222.71 feet N. 76 06' E. on said St.
Luke Lode from the respective discovery

shafts thereon, with surface ground not
to exceed 300 feet on each tide of said
lodet. all tituated in the New Placers Mining District, Santa Fe County, State of
New Mexico, and detcribed by the offi
cial plat and by the field notes on file
OIllCC OI l IIC irnnic
ui iuc oauisl
in
San Juan Fe Land District, New Mexico, as fol-

lt:M A. M.
Aid Project No. 35,
Length of project 14.5U7 miles.
between Farmn.pt on and Aztec.
Approximate Quantitiea.
Cu. Yds. Class 1 Excavation
Cu. Yds. Class 2 Excavation
Cu. Yds. Class 3 Excavation
Cu. Yds. Class 1 Borrow
Sia. Yds. Overhaul
Cu. Yds. One Course Gravel Surfacing
,'u. Yds. Cement Rubble Masonry

Federal
County.
Located

2M
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The greatest need of New Mexico
Setting Hen," Mr. Hannan
dairymen is better cows. The best
"I went into the hen house one
low
to
combat
the
prices
present
way
found my favorite setof dairy products is to get rid of the morning and
ter dead. I got real mad. Went to the
better
and
give
pjor producers
and
bought some
to the good protlucers, says store,
in a week I got six dead rats.Every-bodI he
dairy specialist cj the Agriculwho raises poultry should keep
tural College.
Three sizes, 35c, 65c,
No doubt there are many cows beSold and guaranteed by Col$1.52.
ing used for milk production in this lins
Co, and
Drug & Stationery
state that will not pay for the feed
consumed. If the same thing holds Kaune Grocery Co.
true here as in the recognized dairy
sections of the country where cow
testing associations have determined
the exact production of the various
birds, many dairymen would actuallymake more money if they sold part
of their herd and milked fewer cows.
PERSONAL
They would not only make more
do
less
it
with
would
but
they
money,
work, providing of course, that the MARRY! Free Directory with d
cnptioni and photos. Bonafide Co
cows sold were the poorer ones.
Another advantage of getting the Dept. 65 Kansas City Mo.
poor rows out of the herd is the fart'
that heii.r calves which must build ,LAD farmer, .l.s, worth $r.0n0 .wants
35, League, Toledo,
up the herd will be from good row. husband.
anly, and if cows or calves are to bep'"10sold, those from tested herds where.
3.
with $30,000,
the poor ones have been eliminated, U ,D m tanner
wollll
ill. Club, rort
should be worth more jnom y.
1 be only way to wetd out poor pro-- : l
"., iuu
due, ec
rirl!iinti is lie- c' fill i r
Is) I' L owmr, 55, worth SofMtU),
ill, mill- :inH if fvtvssilde 1,'stinir it for wan
1134. Lraeuc. ik'- Is wife.
butttrfat. If the milk ran not
wciiH daily, it will bv worth while 'rolt' Mich
tii weigh it once a week or even a
month and from this dat. estimate MARRY IF LONELY; tor result-trme; best and most successfu
tlu' it ion lily i.rnriiK ticn. To he of
Maker"; hundreds rich wist
real value, the. records
extend "Home
an n
anna
iva
........
alrll il . Anh1ntll.
vear because
oar a period ot our tint
short time records do
take into! most reliable, yean of exper-cnefree. "The Successfu
consideration the ureal difference in description!
CTItib." Mn. B. Balf, Box 556 Oakland
the persistency of different cows
California.
Alnna w'th the selection of rows
"
must no the use of a purebred bull
MARRYFOR SPEEDY MARRIAGt
.10.11 a Kood milk prudu.in anr.v-ii-v
a uood individual.
The hull is absolutely the best, largest in t!i- more than half the herd if lie is C .country, es ablished 10 yeari, tnou.
both sex
wealthy members,
proper individual when it comes to a"(I,s.
wishimr early marriaee. strictly con
improving a prade herd.
The OW
free.
fidential, description
Reliable Club, Mrs. Wrubel, Box 2t
Summer
Our
Wa
"How
CleartJ
Oakland, Calif.
Home of Rata," by Mrs. Perry.
STARS TELl
ASTROLOGY
"When we ..pened our seaside home
LIFE'S STORY. Send hirthdate ane'
list Mav. it was alive with
for
trial
all
dime
the upholstering
reading, Eddy, West
They'd gnawed
Ve cleaned them out in a week with port Station, Kansas City, Missouri
I prefer this rat killer Suite 88.
because it collies in cake lorm, no
AGENTS WANTED
Saves dirtyim; bauds and
niixinp'.
plates." Three sizes, 35c, 14c, $1.22.
Sold and guaranteed bv Collins Dmi;
Salesman for .Santa Fe
& Stationery
Co., and Kaune Groc- WAN'TF.D
and vicinity. Commission contract
er) Co.
.nly, for spare time or full time. We
will teach you to sell income prot-c-tn through our free school of
s
and help you build i
of your own. Massachusetts
llondin
and Insurance
Company,
Accident and Hcaith Det.. Saginaw
M Chilian,
?I5(XM4K).
Capital

o

one-ma-

spe-the- ir
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LOW PRODUCING COWS
SHOULD BE ELIMINATED

(

l.

"

and others
merchants
Rankers,
would profit by encouraging in every
way possible all well directed efforts
of farmers to market their products
cooperatively, says the marketing
e
cialist of the Agricultural College.
tentimes, the difference between what
the farmer receives from local buy- or shippers and what he would
'receive thru cooperative marketing
prope rly directed, would change loss
and resultant failure into profits and
The prosperity of the
prosperity.
farmers in any agricultural communi
ty means prosperity for the community as a whole. On the other hand,
the success of a local buyer has little
et feet on the prosperity of the cotn-an- d
miinity in general,
Hry farming in New Mexico is a
decide dly hazardous proposition and
to make the best of it the farmer must
realize every cent the market affords.
If he must divide or give up entirely
his profits to a needless middleman,
the hazard is very materially increas-

ac-e- rs

prin-cip-

II

COOPERATIVE MARKETING
ASSOCIATIONS SHOULD BE
ENCOURAGED IN THIS STATE

INSURANCE
IS UNPROFITABLE!

low!

:

St. Paul Lode Survey No. 1854.
Beginning at corner No. L, whence the
U. S. location Monument No. 3 New Placers
Mining District bears S. 35' 28' E. 2348.24
feet.

Thence N. 25 00 W. 59.57 feet to corner
No. 2. Thence S. 65 00 W. 1500 feet tt
corner No. 3. Whence Corner No. 1, Divina
Pastora Lode, Survey No. 999, amended,
Cu. Yds. Rip Rap
Lin. ft. 18" .Oiam. 16 Ga. Corr. Metal bears N. 80 38' E. 365.4 feet. Thence S.
E. 314 feet to corner No. 4, whence
25s GO
Culvert
corner No. 2 Las Vegat Lode, Survey No.
344 Lin. ft. 24" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal
45' F. 155 feet.
1477, amended, beart N. 75
Culvert
E. 1526.7 feet to corner
250 Lin. ft. 30" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal Thence N. 75s 45
1
of
No.
the place
beginning; containing
Culvert
14.612
acres exclusive of Divina Pattora
214 Lin. ft. 36" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal
Lode, Survey No. 999 amended and Las
Culvert
75 Cu. Yds. Class A Cement Concrete
Vegat Lode, Survey No. 1477 amended.
354 Cu. Yds. Class B Cement Concrete
St. Luke Lode Survey No. 1854.
602 Lbs. lA" Rd. Reinforcing Bars
at corner No. 1, whence the
Beginning
5982 Lbs.
Vt"
and H" Sq. Reinforcing U. S. Location
Monument No. 3, New
Bars
Placers Mining District heart S. 43 15' E.
682 Lin. ft. Asphalt Expansion Joint
1815.2 feet.
Thence North 618 feet to corn70J28 Lin. ft. Moving Fence
er No. 2, whence corner No. 1, St. Paul
BRIDGES.
Lode beart S. 75 45' W. 128.J fet. Thence
124 Cu. Yds. Class A Cement Concrete
to corner No. 3,
S. 75' 45' W. 1500 feet
392 Lbs. Yi Rd. Reinforcing Bars
No.
with corner No. 2, Survey
identical
11.66 M. B. M. Wooden Superstructure
1477
amended
Las Vegas Lode. v Thence
600 feet to corner No. 4, identical
South
11:M A. M.
Lode, Surwith corner No. 1 Las
Federal Aid Project No. 53. Torrance vey No. 1477, amended; Vegat
at 363.6 feet
County.
Length of project 35.671 miles.
the North boundary of Old Timer
Located
between
Lucy and Encino.
Lode, unsurveyed, claimants unknown, at
Approximate Quantitiea.
a point from which the northeast corner
57797 Cu. Yds. Class 1 Excavation
beart N. 75 45' T. 998 feet. Thence N.
200 Cu. Y'ds. Class 2 Excavation
7b 27
E. 1495.47 feet to corner No. 1 the
1X12 Cu. S'ds. Class 3 Excavation
At 1056.23 feet interplace of beginning.
Cu. Yds. Class 1 Borrow
east boundary of the said O'd
the
sect
1574
Sta. Yds. Overhaul
1 iiner Lode, unsurveyed, at a point from
19.192 Miles
Crowning and Shaping
winch the northeast corner bears N. 14
Rubble .Masonry
39.57 Cu. Yds. Cement
IS' V. 241 feet.
790 Lin. ft. 18" Diam. 16 Ga. Corr. Metal
Adjoining claims at thown by plat of surCulvert
vey are Divina Pastora Lode, Survey No.
610 Lin. ft. 24" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal
9'W
amended; Las Vegas Lode, Survey No.
Culvert
u
1477 ..mended; and Old Timer Lode,
298 Lin. ft. 30" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal
surveyed.
Culvert
A. M. BERGERE,
Register.
286 Lin. ft. 36" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal
F'irst Publication June 3, 1921.
Culvert
Last Publication July 29, 1921.
3.1.72 Cu. Yds. Class A Concrete (Spillway)
B Concrete (lit
168.86 Cu. Yds.
and Spillway)
Kd. Reinforcing Bart
Lhs.
Lin. ft. W x 6" Expansion Joint
Lin, ft. Fencing to be Moved
4 Each Gate ami Cattle Guard
1:M P. M.
Federal Aid Project No. 58, I'nion Counof
ty.
project 57.K65 miles. LocatLength
ed between Clayton and Gladstone.

V

31R0

405

Approximate Quantitiea.

Cu. Yds. Class 1 Fxcavaiion
152 Cu. Yd. Class 2 Fxcavalinn
.V Cu. Yds. Class 3 Excavation
Borrow
.1'558 Cu. S'ds. Clas
5J00 Sta. Yds. Overhaul
26.201 M lies Crowning and Shaping
33.41
Cu. Yds. Cement Kubblr Masonry
3U I. in. ft. Kp:itiinii loint (Asphaltl
152 Lin. ft. 18" Diam. 16 Ga. Corr. Metal

107750

Culvert

ltL'8

14

Ga. Corr. Metal

in, ft. 30" Diam.

14

Ga. Corr. Metal

Lin. ft. 36" Diam.

14

Ga. Corr. Metal

Lin. ft. 24" Diam.

Culvert
52

2i
43.17
200.20
52(10
4512
LMR
113147

I

Culvert
Culvert

A
Cu. Yd. Class
Concrete (Box
Cnlv. and Snillwnvs)
Cu. Yds. Class B Concrete (Head-walls-

B Concrete (Box
Class
Cu. Yds
Cnlv's. and Spillwavs)
Lhs. Reinforcing Bars f Headwalls)
Lh. Reinforcing Bars (Box Culverts)
Lin.

ft.

Fence
BRIDGES.

Concrete Class A (Piers
and Abutments)
1J.517 Lhs.
Bars
34.588 M. B- M. Wooden
Superstructure,
2:31 P. M.
Federal Aid Project No. 59, I'nion County.
Length of project 54.171 mile. Locat
ed between Clayton and .Vara Visa.
Approximate Quantitiea.
61159 Cu.
,U. Chift 1 Excavation
.wm Cu. Yds. Cla.s 2 Excavation
5739 Cu. Yds.
lass 3 Excavation
Ah72h
Cu. Yds. Class 1 Borrow
3153 Sta. Yd. Overhaul
31 '5
Vilcs Crowning and Shaping
4533.33 Cu. Yds. One Course Caliche Sur269

Cu.

Yds.

facing
1K"0
179 7
7

flL Yd. Earth or Clay Plating
Cu. Yds. Cement Ruhhlr Masonrv
Lin. ft. IS" Diam. lb Ga. Corr. Metal

Culvert
"OK

2o
154

l(l

34

112.35
105 12

252
r!9
1833

H4o9

I

in. ft. 24" Diam.

Culvert
Itn. fi. 30" Diam.
Culvert

14

Ga. Corr. Metal

14

Ga. Corr. Metal

Lin. ft. 36" Diam. 14 Ca. Corr. Metal
( ulvert
A ConejMe
Cu. Yds. Class
CdIv. and Spillwavs)
Cu. Yds. (lass B Concrete (Head- W;.lls)
B Concrete
Cu. Yd. Class
(Box
Culvert and Spillways)
Lhs. Reinforcing
Bar
(HeadwalN)
Lb. Rrirforcing Bars (Cone. Culvtrt)
Lin. ft. Asphalt Expansion Joint
Lin. ft. M;"" F- nee
BRIDGES.
Cu. Yd.
lass A Concrete (Abut-

NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
of the Interior, l!. S. Land
at Santa Fe, N. M., June 11,

Department
iff ice,
1921.

is hereby given
that Salvador
Notice
Gonzalis, of GJ..r:eta, N. M., who, on
made Homestead. No. (W,
SE4, Sc..
tion 6, Town. ship 15 X.. Range 11 E. X.
M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of in
to ni.dce three year Proof, tn establish
c I. .mi to the land above
described, before
S.
Commission r, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
I.
..n the 18, day of July, 1921.
Claimant
nanus a witnesses: Juan Con
rales y Kuybat, An. Ire Garcia, Victor Guru le and U ius Gonzales
y R0yb.1l all of
Glorieta, X. M.
A. M. BERGERE,
Register.
First Publication Inne I7, l'''l.
Last Pnhbcati n Jnlv 15.
FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
of the Interior, C S. Land
at San la 1c, X. M., June 11,

Dtpnrtmetit
ff in-1921.

is hereby given that Antonio Lill.amy, N. M., who, on April 18,
made lid. application. No, 026400. for
NE'4, Section 35, Township 14 N., Range
11 E.. N. M.
P. Meridian, hat filed notice
of intention to make three year Hd. Proof,
to establish rlaim to the land above described, before C S. Commissioner, at Santa
Fe, V. M., on the 18, day of July, 1921.
Notice

ian, of
1"16,

Euloino
Claimant names a witnesses:
Sandoval. Siisano Sandoval, Pablo Sandoval and (it urge Lathrop all of Lamy, N. M.
A. M. BERGERE,
Register.
First Publication June 17, 19J.
Last Publication July 15. 19'L
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
of the Interior, IT. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fc, N. M., May 24,
191.
Notice
is hereby piven that James L.
Shaw, of Tascoa, Texas, u ho, on Oct.
2M,
Homestead. No. 0283P6. for
1M6, made
Lots 5, 6, 11, 12, SWJ4, Section 1, Town- ship 12 X., Range 11 h., X. M. P. Men- iliaii, has filed notice of inti ntion to make
Thrte Year Prouf, to esi abhsh claim t
the land above describe!, befnre the Register and Receiver, C S. Land Office, as
S;ma Fe, N. AL, on the 27ih, day of June,
D

partruent

I21.
Claimant nanus as witnesses: A. N. OmI-- ,
dress. W, S. Foster, S. J. Wren and W.
M
J.

.McFadden

all

A.

Firtt Publication
Last Publication

N.
of Rt
M. BERGERE,
1921.
May 27,
July 1, 1921.

RcgihU-r-

FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE
I) partnient of t he Interior. IT. S. Lam?
Office, at Santa It, N. M ., May JU
1921.

Notice is h rchy
Griego,
4,

191k,

ol 1
made

given that Juan Jose
.V M., who, on April
stead Entry, No. 0J5f 7t,

N ,
15
Section
f'.r
20, Township
THE AGES
has fil214.459
Rangt 3 W., X. M. P. Meridian,
21st The
ed notice oi intention to make Three Year
and
ment!
Pier)
H iniMi. an,
Ihe national weekly 12406 I lis. Reinforcing Bar (Abutments , Proof, to establish claim to the lan. I above
Rr puhlitan party, brjfint
( the
rn.'h'ral
Berit r k, at
ik: tore
rrohate
Pier and Caps)
uYscrit.cij,
it hi- r'u''hc.Tti"n.
234 Lin. ft. Concrete Piling
fttrially, ol lrvm Rachel-l- r'
nalillo, X. M., on the 6th day of July, 1921.
remarkahle novel, "A Man fur the
Claimant names as witnesses: Herman
2.50 Lhs. Substructure Steel (Bracini?)
Aim-Ronu-r.,huftrit on Lincoln'! life Imm hit 56.301 M. B. M. Wood' n Superstructure.
Jofe Trinidad, Jose A. Gonealea.
hin au (juration at
and Felix Armiio, all of C asa Salazar, N.
until hi
yhorwl
S:M P. M.
M.
It i an absorbing picture not only
CounFederal Aid Project No. 52, Socorro
A. M. BERGERE,
of Lincoln's car-ebut of pioneer life in
Rtgister,
Length of project 11.277 mihs. LocatFirst Publication May 27, 1921.
America twf
the war. Every American ty.
ed tn Datil Canyon.
Last Publication July 1, 1921.
h..uM read it.
Approximate Quantities.
In it
'nl.ired, improved form The Na
30P5H
Cu. Yds. Class 1 Excavation
l
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
R'puhlican it one of the tnot
Cu. Yd. Class 2 Excavation
V. S. Land
mairatinrt of the
ting informative
Department of the Interior,
2115 Cu. Yds. Class 3 Excavation
Seventh-fiv- e
words
thousand
cnmrir.
Office, at Santa 1 e, X. M., May Xr
4748 Cu. Yds. Class 1 Borrow
me kly on American
1V2L
politict, history and 17". Sta. Yds. Overhaul
Notice is hereby Riven that Etanislado
public affairs, with illustrations, cartoons,
13228 Cu. Yds. One Course Crushed Stone
I na,
of
I'ttcent of ("onirrr ssional proceeding and de
ialtsteo, N. M., who, on Feb.
Surfacing
of
nnd
interest
articles
made ILmiestead Entry, No.
many
117,
1st,
ll;iirs
to(
5 Cu. Yds.
Rip R ip
ho
fur S'jN'i, S , Section 25, Town(WHOl.
everyone
ihes to RAMW llir in-20K I in. ft
16 Ga. Corr. Metal
18"
Diam.
15
N..
Ranse 8 E., X. M P. AKr
TI'N. Series of articln now running
ship
Culvert
r1n.lt
"Makers of American History,"
780 Lin. fe. 24" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal ban, has filed notice of intention to make
"Women at Factors in American History.
Vear Proof,
to establish claim to
Three
Culvert
1 he Romance
To
of American InUu.try,
h? Und alwve de scribe!, before t !ic V.
340 T in. ft. 30" Diam. 14 Ca. Corr. Metal
under-Istanis
S. Commissioner, at Santa Fe, N. M., on
to
National
ad
T)ie
RepuMican
f American history and current events.
Culvert
176 I in ft. 36" Diam. 14 Ga. Corr. Metal the 5th day oi July, 11.
The National Keptiblicpn
and the New
Claimant names as witnesses: Atsttn
Culvert
.AT.,
for
j
one
Record
rxth
Slate
year
12.H6
Cu. Ydt. Class A Concrete (Slabs) ' ?ontoa. Ifitario Leyba. of tahst?o,
f" V in advance.
Pad ilia, of Santa
Address State Record,
LonK'riio
Padilla,
1431 Cu. Yds. Class B Concrete (C. M. C. Juan
"
'San a Fe. N. M.
M.
re,
HVadwMU)
R. gister.
A, M. BFROFRF
30 12
Cu. Yds. Clats B Concrete (Cone.
First Publication May 27, 1931.
Culvert)
Publication
Last
1, 121.
July
1054 Lbs.
Cu!
Bars
(Cone.
Reinforcing
VfTts)
STATE OF NEW M FX ICO
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
2961
Lbs. Reinforcing Bars (C. M. C.
STATE HIGHWAY DEBENTURES
I
of the Interior, LT. S. Land
Headwalls)
partnient
sate
The vnderi gned wit! offer for
i rf bee, at Santa
Fe, X. M., Mav 20.
BRIDGES.
9htt)(Vt of NVw Mexico Hiphwav
67.02
Cu. Yds. Class A Concrete (Abut
dated July 1. lH. $i.(l0.00 due
e is hereby given that Telesfor
Noil'
mnts)
July 1. 192, and 4(T0.nnn 00 due July I,
X. M , who. on
17W Lb. Reinforcing Bars
of Domintruef,
interest sis per cent, payable January
1 16, made
4.030 M. B. M. Wooden
Homestead Entry, No. 027100,
Superstructure
and interest
first and July first,
E'vSWW.
AK'i Section 34,
f.r
W',NK'4,
Forms for proposals, instructions to bid17
payable at the State Treasurer's office.
N. Ranpe 3 W X. M, P.
ew 51es.ico, or at the yanoarJi ders, id arts and specifications fur Project Township has filed notice of intention to
?"nta re.
Mernlian.
3". may be examined at the office of the
National Bnk. New York City.
Three Year Proof, to establish claim
n bt opened at th- - office M hr THstrtct Fntriner, Roswell, Xew Mexico; for mke
Bids
to the land ab ve described, before Cnited
State Trepurer. Santa Fe, New Mexico, at Protect s 35 and 53. at the off ice of the Stales
Land
at
i otnmissionrr,
Jemet
t
Distr-cA.
New
M., V.V.'nesav,
Mexco; Springs, N. M., on the 5th day of July,
Engineer, Santa Fe,
Mf
for Project 52, at the office of the Iis-tric- t 1921.
JUNE
, ltzl.
New
Los
Bils must be accomramed bv ren;fied
Mexico;
Engineer.
Limas,
Claimant names as witn sses: Bernabe
cb--foar
two p;-for Projects S. and 5. at the office of M est as. NestiT Romero,
cent of amount M.
Albino M irabal,
The right is reserved to reject anr an! the Iiirict Fnttineer, Raton. New Mexico;
Lucero all of I"minguez. N. M.
Jose
for any and all Projects, at the office of
all bds.
A. M. BKRCERE,
Register.
CHARLES
the State Highway Engineer, Santa Fe, New First Publication May 27, 1921.
V STPOV;.
Lnr-"Us
Sate Treasnrer. V'xico.
tyi'ical
L 1921.
Publication
Last
July
and structure list together with forms for
Firt PnMieation June S, V2l.
Last PuWicatKi June 24,
proposals will He mailed fn application. It
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
is not contemplated to mail any plans to
t he In t
C S. Lan d
prospective bidders, unless absolutely nec- Uepa rt ment at of Santa Fc,erior,
X. M.,' May Xi,
office,
essary, on account of the fart that they
GUADALUPE
PETROLEUM COMPANY
1921.
are very rmlky and expensive to make.
Notice is hereby given that Aparcio
IS HEREBY GIVEN that 1
NOTICE
Should it be necessary to mill plans to
Domingues, N. M., who, on Nov.
tmrrnil
snertmg o4 the Stockholders of prospective bidders, a eharaje of $10 for each K). 116.of made
Homestead Entry, No. 27V1.
will
iell
He
be
set will be made, which will
refunded
Guadalupe Petroleum Company
of SW;
at the office of the ComTny at Sants if the plans are returned to this office rn for NW'4, and NE'4
26. Township 17 V,
SE"4SEH,
1921,
Stttm
the
10
24,
on
New
at
within
Mexico,
June
order
rood
Fe,
days.
J W . N M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
fcovr c4 llB o'clock A. M.. for the por-pos- e
Alternate bids are to be submitted
Proof, to
f electing a Board of Directors to
price per lineal foot lor culvert 9 of intention to make Five Yearabove
desserve wntil the regular armwal sneeting of based on the State fornishins; culverts f. establish claim to the land Land
Com-o. b. cars Roswrtt, Aztec, Masdalewa, En cribed, before I'm ted States
the stock holders of the Company.
N.
on
i
s
at
Jetnee
Spri
sterner,
rigs,
The sai4 meet ing has been called by cino and Clayton respectirely.
order of the Board of Directors of said The State Highway Commission reserves the 5th day of Jnly, 1921.
Bernabe
witnesses:
names
as
Claimant
s.
the right to reject any and all oroposal
Mestas, Nestor Romero. Albino Mirabal,
L. A. GILLETT,
Santa Fe. Nrw Mexico Jane
Dated
lose Lncero all of Dominenet, N. M.
State Hirhway
192L
t,
A. U, BEROERE, Register.
A-I
B. ROFHL, Secretary. Santa Fe, If. M, Inne 4. 1921
Pnbhcation Mar 27, 1921.
First
"92L
Publication
Kt
First
PwbHeation
June
Jwne
First
I, t92.
Pnbhcation
192Last
Jnly t, 192L
Last Pnbhcation Jvly U
Last Pwblscation Jsnse 17, 192L

MAN

LINCOLN

With

the

it-u-

of

FOR

May

..

IM,IM.M

Rae

Th above aal of bad win be subject
1722
SEXSWX. SXSEH. See,
E SW554. Sec 18; Lot to valid exiating righta. easements, right
T. 23 N., R.
NEXNEX. SWXNEX. SHNWX. SX, See. of way, and reservations.
19; Lots L 2. 3, Sec 30; T. 23 N., R. t
All mineral right
ia the abov described
E., containing 917.30 acrea. The improvements consist of barn, welt, windmill, gar- land arc reserved to th Stat.
age, shed, plowing, fencing, value $,282.00.
The Commissioner of Public Laads, or hi
San No. ITU
EKEtt. SWXSEX, Sec. agcn holding such sale reserves the right
19; NWMNWK,
NttSWX. Sec 20; T. 23 N.. to reject any sad all bads offered at aaid
R. 33 E., containing 320.00 acre. There aale.
are ao improvement.
nder contracta of sal for
Possession
SS4SWX. Sec. 12; T. 24 the above described tracta will be given on
Sal No. 1TJ4
N.. R. 33 E.. containing 80.00 acrea. me or before October 1st, 1921.
improvements consist of fencing, value Witness the hand and the official seal
175.00.
of the State Load Office this twelfth day
Sale No. ins
Lots 1. 2. 3. 4. SWXNWX, of April, 1921.
N. A. FIELD.
2SecLoU
WHSWX, SEXSWX. SEX.
Commissioner of Public Lsnds,
3, 4, SHEX. SEX. Sec. 1; SV4NEX, See.
Stat of New Mexico.
4: T. 24 N.. R. 33 E.. SEX. Sec 33: SWX,
Publicatioa April 15, 192L
EHSEX. Sec 34; WHSWX. bee JS; 1. a Firat
N., R. 33 E., containing 1,689.43 acres. The Laat Publicatioa June 24, 1921.
windimprovements consist of houses, well,
mill, tank, fencing, value $4,000.00.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
Sale No. I7M
SWXSEX. Sec I; Lot
NEW MEXICO
OF
STATE
32
24
T.
R.'
7, Sec 6;
N.,
E., contsiniog
76.72 acrea.
The improvementa consist ol
AND CAS LEASE OF PUBLIC LANDS
OIL
value
$71.50.
fencing,
Sale No.

13,
1.

HEW MEXICO STATE LAND SALES
NW

and by him applied ia payment of such
bid but if the successful bidder shall fail
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to eoaaolete ha Buiehaae bv then and
there paying any balance due under, his
PUBLIC LAND SALE '
purchase including the cost of advertising
and th expenses incident thereto, thro
TORRANCE COUNTY ,
and in such event auch depoait ahall be
forfeited
to the State of New Mexico as
will be saade
Office
Commissioner of Fitblic liquidated damage. Leas
of lb
in aubataatial conformity with form ol
Lend.
oil and gaa lease Ko. 35 on file in the
'
office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
furnished on ap
copy of which will b
Notice ia hereby given that pursuant to plication.
tbc provision of IB Act of Congrcaa, apThe right ia reserved to reject any or
proved June 20th, 1910, the law ol the aU bids.
State of New Mexico, and rules and re.
Witness my hand and th oihcial seal
(illations of the State Land Office, the of the State Land Office of the State oi
Commissioner of Public Lands will offer New Mexico
this Eighth day ol April,
192L
aale to the highest bidder at
at ...public
A
1,
Vi
T
t. w 1HM 2i. 1091
N. A. FIELD,
of Public Laads,
Coaamiasioner
in the town 'of Estaucia. County ol Tor
in
of
State of New Mexico.
New
of
front
State
Mexico,
rance,
Sal
the court house therein, the following des- First Publication April I, 1921.
NEX.
cribed tracts of land, vis:
Last Publicstion June 24, 1921.
STATE OF

MEXICO

AU of Sec lit T. 1 8..
Sal No. 1848
R. 27 E.. coataining 640.00 acrea.
The
conaiat of fencing, vala
improvement

$150 JB.

Sale No.

EX. See. 13; T. 1 N
The
containing 320.00 acrea.
ol fencing, vans
conaiat
improvement
R.

26

FOR

PUBUC

PUBLICATION

LAND

Sale No. MM
NXNWX. SEXNWX.
NEXSWX. SXSWX. Sec 9: SXNWX. Sec
T. 3 N., R. 35
15;
.. contaniing 320.00
acre. Ther are no improvement.
No bid on the above described tracta of
land will be accepted for less thsn FIVE
DOLLARS
($5.00)
per acre, which Is the
appraised value thereof and ia addition
thereto the aucceaaful bidder must pay lor
the improvement that exiat on tha land.

GRANT COUNTY

of
Lands,

Oflice

the

Commissioner

Santa Fe, New Mexko.

Sees. 15, 16, ky.SV.i, SE. Sec 20s
WJ4, NWjdSEj
Nfc,S. Sec. 22;
Sec 28; EHSWJi, SE, Sec 39: All of
Public Sec 32; V
Sec 33; T. 21 S., R. 7 W.
The improve
containing 569Jtt acrea.
0.00.
meats conaiat of fencing, value
Sale Na. 17SS
SWtf. gee 13: Lots J.
of

SALE

184

fc..

$300.00.

Sec.
13, 14, 15, 16, 22, Sec. 5; EttNEtf,
NKtf. Sec. 8: SWldNEW. NWU. NiSWiA.
SEKSWtf, WKSEW, SEtfSEH, Sec 9; EX
k.Ya. sec. iu: wMnwx, 5ft. sec il: au

STATE OF NEW MEXICO
NOTICE

of

Notice is hereby given that purauaal
to the provisions of an Act of Congreaa,
approved June 20th, 1910, the lawa ol tbt
Slate of S'ew Mexico, and rulea and re
of the State Land Office, the
guletiiona
Commissioner of Public Landa will offer
at public aale to the highest bidder at
2 o'clock
P. M., on Thuraday, July 28th,
1921, in the town of Silver City. County
Each of the above deacribed tracta will of Grant. State of New Mexico, in front
of the court houat therein, the following
be offered for aale aeparately.
deacribed tracta of land, via:
The above aale of land will be subject
Sale No. Ull
to th
term
and conditions,
NW. Sec 33; T. 14 S.,
lollowing
ft. 17 W., containing loO.OU acrea.
There
vis:
art no improvementa.
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his Sale No. lilt
WEH, S.NW& NW
of flWM. dec. .v: 1. H a.. K. is W o. con
agent holding such aale,
2S0.00
acrea.
him
for the land, taining
The improvementa
the price offered by
feea for advertiaing and appraisement and oomist ot fencing, value
all costs incidental to tha aale herein, each
and all of aaid amounta must be deposit
Sale No. 112
SYV4NE& NW. KE
ed in cash or certified exchange at the SWX, NWM SE, Sec. 34; T. 14 S.. It
time of sale and which said amounta and R. IB W containing 28Q.VQ acrea. There
II
ol them are aubiect to forfeiture lire no improvements.
to the State of New Mexico, if th sue
Sale No. 1SE1
SWWNWU.
cessful bidder does not execute a con
SWU. See.
trsct within thirty days sfter it haa been 12; T. 14 S., R. 20 W., containing 200.00
mailed to him by the State Land Office, acrea. The improvementa consist of bouse,
said contract to provide that the
corrals, and fencing, value $400.00.
may at hi option make payments
of ninety-fivLot 4. Sec 6: T. 14 S..
Sale No. 122
ol not less than
acrea. There
per cent of the purchaae price at R. - W., containing
to
th
the
aal
and
aire
no
time
after
prior
any
improvementa
expiration of thirty year from the date
Lot S. Sec. 6: T. 14 S..
of tha contract and to provide for the
Sale No. laU
There
payment of any unpaid balance at the ex- R. 20 W., containing 41.8., acrea.
of
of
from
are
tha
date
no
piration
thirty yeara
improvementa.
th contract wim Intereat on deterred
SWWSWtf. Sec. 33: T. 16
at th rat ol lour per cent per Sale No. 1124
annum payable on th anniversary ol the St, K. 11 VY., containing 40.00 acrea. There
data ol tne contract, partial paymenta to are no improvementa.
be credited on the anniveraary of the
Lota 2. 3. 4. Sec. 6: T
date ol tha contract next following the Sale No. 1S2S
16
dat of tender.
S., IL 17 W., containing WJLi acrea
riierc arc no improvementa.
The above aale of land will be aubject
Sale No. UZi
to valid existing rights, essements. rights
H, EK.SWX, Sec. 20;
of way and reacrvationa.
EWNWVij,
SWtf, Sec. iU 1. 16 S., K. 17
W
containinK 480.00 acres, selected for
des the Santa F
All mineral right
in the abov
and Grant County Railroad
cribed tract of land ar reaerved to the nona fund.
lucre are no improvements.
Stat.
Sale No. 1827
The Commissioner of Public Lsnds,
Sec. 30; T. 1'
SNW,
79.34 acrea. There
his sgent holding such sale, reserves the S., K. 11 W., containinK
offered
bids
all
and
to
aic no improvements.
right
reject any
at aaid aale
Sa.o No. 1828
SEKSWtf. Sec. 28; E
Possession under contracta of aal for
WrJ, Sec 3J; T. V S., R. U W.,
14). 00 acrea. The improvcmeuts conthe above described trscts will be given
on or before October 1st, 1921,
sist uf fencing, value $50.00.

4, 5, 6, 11. U, 13, 14, WW, Sec 34; SEtf
Wf-H- s
Sec. 23; .Lots 3, 4, 5, 6, 11
12, 13, 14,
Ei4NWJd
Sec 25;
SWM. Sec 26; T. 21 S., UTf
SWMNWJd.

E.

There arn
W., containing 240.00 seres.
no improvements.
S
Sale No. 17M
Sec 21; SEtf, Sec
4eU00
3 S., SL 7 W.. containing
20; T.
There are ao improvemeata.
acres.
Sale No. I7S7
Sea,
KSEji, SESEjC
K. 7 W
9; SWftSWM, Sec 10; T. 23
There arc so im.
containing luO.00 acres.
provements.
j
Sale No. 17M
SEW, Sec 18; T. 23 So
R. 7 V , containing lo0.00 acrea.
Tbera
are no improvemeata.

i,

COUNTIES
AND GUADALUPE
SEMSEtf, Sec 17; NEW LINCOLN
aJe No, 17M
All of Sees. 4, 5, E&
SEXNWX. Sec 26; WX Office of th
Sec. 8; NK Sec 9; T. 23 S., R.
oi Public
Commissioner
W..
T. 25 N., R. 31 E.. containSWX. Sec
1,930.001 acrea, of which 160 acrea
containing
Lands,
conThe improvement
NV4. Sec
Sol No. ITU
ing 200.00 acrea.
, T. 1 N., R.
were aelected for the Santa Ee and Grant
$178.50.
of
value
sist
fencing,
121.36
.. containins
acrea. The im
II
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
The im
County Railroad Rond Fund.
provements consist of house and fencing.
provements Consist of house, corrals, well,
Notice
ia hereby given that, purauant
Lot I, Sec 30; T. 25 N.,
Sale No. 1711
value ei7S.ua
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
windmill,
tanks, fencing, value (1335.00.
There to the provisions of sn Act ol Congress,
R. 32 E., containing 40.38 l erea.
approved June dHHh, mo, th Uwi oi the
are no improvement.
NWMNEM.
NEKNWK
Sal No. 1714
.Sale No. llvS
WH. Sec 29; T. 24 S
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Si ate of New Mexico, and the rulea and
Sec. 21, T. 1 N., R. 13
., containing tO.OO
k. a w., containing .uu.uo acrea.
inera
the
T.
No. 1739
Sal
NWXRWX. Sec 35;
regulations of the State Land Office,
acrea.
mere arc no improvement.
no
are
COLFAX COUNTY
Landa will offer
improvementa.
26 N., R. 30 E.,
containing 40.00 acrea Commiasioncr of Public
at
he
the
to
auction
big
for
at
Irase
public
Sale No. ITU
Sala No. 18S1
WSVVJd. Sec. 29; NVi, Office of the Commissioner of Public There are no improvements.
NEsL Sec 14: T. 24 S..
aud beat qualified bidder at 9 o'clock A.
conHyjSy,, Sec. 11, T. 1 N., R. 14
k. t W
The
containing 160.00 acrea.
Land a.
door of the Court Houat
Sal
Na. I74
NEXWX. NWXSEX. M., at the front named,
There are no imof well, value S30U.0B,
taining 561.50 acrea.
consist
lor
the
improvements
explora
Sec. 30; T. 26 N., R. 31 E., containing 80.00
provements.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
development and production of oil
are no improvementa.
acrea.
There
tion,
Sale No. 1SS2
WNE. ENWldi. Sec
and gas, the lands hereinafter deacribed;
Sale No. nit
W)4, Sec. 30; NVS. See.
28; 1'. j4 b., R. 8 W., coutaimug 160.00
Notice la hereby given that pursuant to
Sal Ne. 1741
NWXNEX. NXNWX. Sec. the date and places of sales being aa
1 ne
31, T. 1 N., K. 15 E., cuntainiug 639.14 acres.
acres.
cunmst ut houae.
an
Act ot Longrcss. ap 21; T. 24 N R. 36 E.,
of
ituprovemruta
the
nrovisions
80.00
follows;
acres.
containing
I nere are no iniprovementa.
currals, well, vmUniill, and lenciug, vaius
Dat
June 20th, 1910, the lawa of the There are no improvement.
Place
proved
iV75.0U.
reand
rulea
New
and
Sale
30,
of
State
Mexico,
Lincoln.
August
Carnsoio,
Sals No. KIT
ESEtf, SWXSEX, Sec
192L
of the Stste Land Office, the
w. m
V
...a
0 Villi f
County, N. M.,
29, T. 2 N., U. 11
Sale No. 1SS3
.., containing MUD acrea. gulations
Lots 1. 2. 3. 4. Sec. 30:
Sale
Commissioner ot rubiie
R- 160.00 acrea. selected
Santa Rosa. Guada- August 31,
W E.. containing
mere are no iniprovementa.
T. di4 S, R. 10 W., contiiimug 158.33. There
1921.
M
at nublie Bale to ,h'
N.
,
J?f.
lupc County,
. ior the Santa Fe and Grant County Rail,a.t'
no
are
improvementa.
M , on Thursday.
con
COUNTY.
road Bond Fund. The improvement
LINCOLN
Sale No. 1711
NEKSE. Sec. S; EH 9 o'clock A.
voi-faa- y
E;-,- ,
Sec. 4. T. 1 N., K. 11 E., containing 1921, in the town or Katon, county ot
ol fencing, value $160.00.
Sa.e No. 18S4
NEjd, Sec. 31: T. U
NX. Sec 1; EX, SWX,
Sale No. L-of New Mexico, in front ol the sist
2UO.00
16U.U0
K.
10
acres.
The improvements consist court Stat
VV.,
S
.
ares. The
coutiniuing
Sec. 3; All of Sec 5; Lota 1, 2, 1, 4, 1,
house therein, the following desSec. 6.
Sale No. 1743
SWXSEX,
ol tracing, value llS.UU.
SEXSWX,
14;
SX.
NWX.
7.
oi well and clearing.
Sac
consist
6:
Sec
S'.NEU.
luiproveincnts
cribed tracta of land, vial
mu.uu.
3; NWXNEtf, NEXNWX. Sec. 10; T. 25 NEX. NEXNWX. Sec. 15; NWXNWX. SX
uiue
The
160.00
1711
4
acrea.
R. 35 E., containing
All of Sec. 13, T.
Sale No.
N.,
a. Sec. 17; All ol sees, ia, iv;
NWX.
Sec. 11; NWX N.,
NEXNf-X-,
Sal Ne. 174
K. 13 fc., containing 64U.UU acres.
Ihe im NWX.
Sale No. IMS
improvementa consist ol fencing, value
SWU. NEUSEX. Sec 20: WriSEX,
SV'. Sec. 30; T 25 S,
Sec. 12; T. 23 N., R. 20 E.,
of
value
$300.00.
R. 8 VV., containing 114 56 aires.
consist
fencing,
provemtrnta
'ibere
Sec. 21; All of Sees. 22. 23; NWX.
80.00
SfcXShX;
The
acrea.
Improvementa
(JUU.UO.
no
are
ace.
; nra, ann,
aec. e; aii oi
improvement a.
consist ol fencing, vslue $i00 00.
No. 1744
Sal
NEXNWX, Sec. $; T. Sec. 26; SXNX,
SWX.
NX.
Sec.
SX.
27;
Sale No. I7M
R. 35 E
25 N-- ,
SWX, Sec 35, T. S N.,
Sale No. ISM
containing 40.00 acres. Sec. 2X: All of Sees. 29. 30. 31; NXNWX.
SE'4, Sec. 3J; T 25 S..
Sale No. 1741
SEXNWX, Sec 27: T. Thcr arc no improvementa.
R. 4 E., containing IdU.OU acres.
There
K. 9 W., couuiniug
loU.UO
acres.
The im- SWXNWX. NEX, Sec. 13; All ol Sees. 34,
24 N.,
R. 24 E., containing 40. X acrea.
arc no improvement.
s
ol houae and lencing.
ivcnieiit
cuustst
R.
16
Sec
pr
E..
SEXNWX.
I
T.
J;
S.,
35;
The improvements consist ol ieicinf, valu
Sal
No. 174$
SWX, See. 17; T. Lots 5, 6, 7, Sec. 6; EXWX. SEX. Sec
NEX.
320 00 acres.
Sal No. I7ZI
26 N., R. 33 E., containing
EW!4. Sec. 11. T. S N $75.00.
IK; NWXNEX. Sec. 20; T. I S., R. 17 E-- ,
R. 14 fc., containing 100.0U acrea.
There
Sec. 29; T.
Sale No. 1SS7
see.
NWUNWU. Sec. 4: NLnNWx.
WXNWX.' Sec. : NWX There are no improvement.
Sale No. 1717
are no improvements.
S., R. 9 VV., contaming loo 00 acres. The
K
NWXSWX. Sec. 24; T. I S.. R. 18 E., NEX
25
R.
J6
,
NEX. See. 10; T.
N.,
No. 1748
Sal
SWXNWX.
SWXNEX.
ol
value (125.00.
Sec.
consul
well,
Sec.
8;
improvements
7; SWXSWX,
120.00 acres.
There are no im- SWX. WKSEX. Sec. 17; T. 28 N- - R. 31 SWK, Lot 4;
Sal No. 1722
NWX, Sec. I; NWX
NWtaSWX. NWKSEX. Sec. 18: NWttSWK,
Sec. 12. T. t K.. K. V I.: lota I. 2. 4 provementa.
The improve- Sec.
IMS
Sale
No.
Sec.
E., containing 320.00 acres.
All
6; T. 25
Sec.
Lot
official
seal
Sale No. It2t
Witness my hsnd and the
4;
21; EX. EXWYi,
ESW,
3lj
EjNWii, NEtfSWja.
B, 9, lu, 11, 12, 19, 20, SfcX.
ment
consist of fencing and plowing, value of Sec.
V'iNEH, Sec.
Sec. 34; NXNWX. Sec of the State Land Office of the State of SYVftSEK, Sec. 27; Ny.SV., Sec. 35; T. 18 S., K. 9 W., containing 80.00 acrea. The
33; N- No. 171
Sal
S'iSWX. See. 12; W'4 $810.00.
7; Lois 4, s, V, 10, 11, is, 20, Sec. t, 1.
ol
and
16
1
W-aeli,
SWX
1"21
11
improvement.
R.
clearing,
T.
New
touit
of
E.,
SWXNWX,
,
K.
third
N.,
JJO.00 acrea. There
g
JS;
Mexico, thia
May,
day
S.,
N., R. 25
I N.. K. 10 .. containing 1.13a 14 acrea. NF.X. F.KiNWX. See. 1J; T.
t tut. mi g,
value (JJ5.00.
Sec. 21; NWX
N. A. FIELD.
are no improvementa.
of fencing, value E, conlsining 240 00 acrea, ol which 80.01.
The improvements
See. 21; T. 28 SWX, Sec. 20; NEXNWX,
Sale No. 1747
SSEX.
Public
of
Sec.
Commissioner
NWX.
Lands,
22;
Wy.NWX.
stxswx.
ttJU.UU.
acres was aelected for the Santa Fe and N., R. 31 E , containing 80 U0 acres. There
Nfc.y., Sec. 26; T. 25 S.,
State ol New Mexico.
JH; bWXSEX. Sec. 28; T. 1 H., R.
Sale No. ltM
lere are no improvements.
ESEl. SEKSWla. Sec H Sale11 No. IMS
(rant County Railroad Bond Fund.
18 E.,
First Publicstion May 6, 1921.
J; NWW. WwSWVa. Sec. 10: LWfc'i. SWVi are no W., contaming lou.uu acres. There
vonipriaiug 15,Ub2.67 acrea.
Sal No. 1721
are no improvementa.
SWX. See. 36; KMSWX
improvements.
Last Publication July 15, 1921.
SVV'M
Sec. 15; T. 18 S., SL U
Sec. 35, T. y N , k. y fc., coutainiug 240 U0 '
SE,
Sal
Ne. 1748
NEX, WVNWX. SEX
GUADALUPE COUNTY
w ., coutaiming ow.uu acrea.
Nn. 1771
J he
Sal
SEXNWX. NIJJ3WH, NWX. N',S'i. See. 12; T. 28 N., R. 33 E .
lue improveerrs.
cuukmt
Sale No. 1116
All of Sec. 10; T. 2f S.,
ol
improvements
Lot 4, Sec.
Lot 2, Sec. 19; NWXNWX,
menta
coiiniat of i wells, wiudmills, Unt
No.
Sala
Sec. 23; T 28 N., K. 24 F
13
R.
K.
11
29
T.
Sec.
N.,
13;
The
W.,
NE'4SWX.
tenting, value lliaJ.UU.
SKX,
couuiuing 640.00 acrea- 5?ec.
20;
19;
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
nig, value (1.350.0U,
SWXNEX, SEX E.. E',SWX, SEX, Sec. 20; NWXNWX. See. 21: NWtaSWVa. Sec. 28: EXSfchi. 16 Sec.
of i well and fenc
consul
improvements
E.,
Sal No. 1724
Lots I, 2,
NEX NWX. Sec. 29; T.
N., R. 25 E., contain
bl0.0U.
value
Sec. 29; T. 29 N., R. 2v; SWXNWX. Sec. 33; T. 2 N., R.
NWXSEX.
SWXSWX.
Sale No. 18JI
SWUNE. W'aSK. Sec iht.
NOTICE
FOR PUBLICATION
1 he improvementa con 34 fc., containing 1,000.00 acrea. The im- SKtaShU. Sec. 11: SKMNfcX. Sec. 14: NWS
fc., containing ing 276.23 acrea.
SEM, Src. 14, T 7 N., K
29; T. ly S.. il. 10 W
Sec. 15; StXNtX. Sec. 21; T. t N.,
IW.4I acres.
lliere arc no iniprovementa. sist ol fencing, value $200.00.
Sale No. 1811
oontaioing U1.0U
SEK, Sec 19; T. 26 S,
provements consist ol lencing, value $500.-0-' NfcX.
K. 17 E-- , Lot 1, Sec. If. Lot 4, SEXSWX,
acrea.
mere are no improvementa.
R. 9 W .,
PUBLIC LAND SALE
The
containing loo.OU acrea.
Lot 1. SlNKX. S'.NWlf
Sale No. 1771
Sal No. 172$
S'SEX. Sec 30; lots
S'.SEX, Sec. 31; T. 2 N.. K. 18 E., SW'X
of house, well, fenccuusist
"
improvementa
Sale No. 1832
Sec 4, 1 i N., K. II E., lonum'iw IWJ I. 2. NF.X. SWX. NKiSF-X-,
Sec 31; T. 38 Sal No. 174
Sec. 11; EXSEX. Sec. 12; SEXSWX,
NEtf. Sec 19; T. 19 S., ing (JJ5.00.
CHAVES
COUNTY
NWXNEX. NEXNWX, NEX.
14
R.
T.
NWX-SEX559.84
.
Sec.
acrea.
159.85
The
26
aelected
R.
24;
W.,
Sec. 13; WXNEX.
Tbrre are no iinpiovemeiils.
acres.
E., containing
N.,
crea,
containing
Sec. 11; T. 29 N.. R. 27 E., containing
Sale No. 1112
Commissioner of Public lur tne aanta fe ana Orant Cdjunty Kail
improvementa consist of fencing, valu $30.00. 80.U0 acres. The improvements consist of 1 V. K. 17 L.. Lots 1. 2. 4. J. a, l. acta Ulfice of th
SKtfSWli, VVSEH, fcec.
road Rood f und. There are no improveSal No. I72t
N.
Sec. It, T.
NWX. S,NEX. ESWX. SEX. Sec 6; EX
SW,
value $125.00.
29; I. Jb b, R. 9 VV., coutaimug M.UU
and
Lsnds,
house
bsrn,
I I.
.
R.
Lot J, See. 4; Lot
,
im
menta.
E . couuming llOUU acres.
No. 1771
Sal
It. u e...
1 he
SfcX. Sec. 17; T. t
Santa Fe. New Mexico.
acrei.
improvements consist ot houae,
SfcX
of
nrovementa tuusist
2 wells,
Notice
Is hereby given that purausnt
fmciug, vuluu Sec. 5; NEXNWX. See. 9; T.N-- 28 N., E--K
Sal Ne. I7S
WXNWX. Sec. 2, T 30 S.c. 11; T. 4 N.. K.4 16 K.., SWXSEX.
fcuciug, value f!7.00.
R. 27
17 fc., NXSfcX,
27 t... SUSEX.
.
,
avMU.
Sec. 34: T. 29
SSWW. SWUSEU. Sec.
SWX, S.C 28; T.
tu the provisions ol an Act ol Congress, Sale No. Ill)
81.78 acre.
K. 29
N,
Th
, containing
N.,
Sale No. 181
containing I'M 58 acrea. The Improvementa improvements consist ol fencing, value Sec. 1: T. 1 N.. R. 17 fc.. All ol Sec 10; appiovrd June 20th, 1910, the Itws ol the 5; T. 19 S., R. 15 W., cuniamuig Uu.UU
Sy.NE. Sec. I; T.
Sal No. 1727
.
Lots 4, 7, NKXNEX,
mere are no improvementa.
SWX. Sec. 11; All of Sec. 12; EX. Slate ol Mew Mexico, and rulea and re acrea.
consist ol fenemg, value $320.00.
S., K. 10 W., cuntainiug su.00 acrea. The
$30.00.
21; NtXNWX. Sec. 28. T. 6 N., K. 9 fc.,
EiiNWX. NWXNWX, Sec. 13; All oi Sec gulations of Ihe State Land Office, the
of well, value (75.00,
consist
iiiiproveiueuts
SaU No. ism
Sale No. I77J
NXSEX. Sec. 13; T. 29 Sala Na. I7SI
of Public Landa will after
containing 132.0H acres. The improvements
SEXNWX. EXSWX, See. 14; fey,, SWX. Sec 15; NfcXNEX. SWX Comniiaaioner
WXEyi, 4 Ey.UW. NEH
Sec. 18; T. U
Sale No. 1814
Lota 1,
consist of
N., R. 25 F... containing 80.00 acres. There 19; T. 30 N , R 33 E., containing 120.00 N I'.'A.
NUiNWit.
NEJi. Sec. 22; T. 2f S.,
value, 1187. UU.
at public sale to the highest bidder at SVXi. NWhbhH,
14 VV., SEJ4, SEJ4SWH.
are ao improvementa.
Sec. 13; T. K. 10 W ., containing loo 00 acrea.
SKX. Sec. 22; All of Sec. 23; SX, Sec 9 o'clock
A. M., on Thursdsy,
The
ao iniprovemeate.
acrea. Ihera ar
August S., K.
Sale No. 1721
NF.XSWX.
Sec. 22. T.
24:
SEliNEX.
a., k. ia w.. contMininir 5i7.yb utrtra impriivemeuts cousiat uf liuute, 3 We II a.
WyS. Sfcia. Sec. sin. 1921. in tne towa ol KoswelL coun
T.
The
Sec.
t N., R. i fc., containing 40.00 acres. The Sale No. 1774 S'NWX. NEXNWX. See. Sal Na. 1712 NX, NXSX. Sec 12; EX 26; EX. fcXNWX.WyaNKi.
of
27;
value windmills,
SWXNWX.
value (4,4u.0U.
of Chsves, Stste of New Mexico, in
improvements conaiat
tanks,
fencing,
lancing,
ty
K. 18 fc.. All ol Sec. 3; NX. Sec. Iront ot tne court nous
,
consist ol fencing , value, 12; T. 30 N., R. 26 E., containing 120.00 sww. NVbfcM. sec il: nc,t. ciftwu 5
improvements
therein, tn lol aAw.uu.
123.UI.
Sale No. 1I1S
acres.
1 ner ar bo tmprovemeaie.
Sec. 14; T. 10; NWX, Sec. 11; T. 6 N., R. 17 E., SWX lowing described tracta ol land, vis:
NWJiSEjd, SEUSEM.
NEXSWX, NtfSEX. SEXSEX.
Nr-X- ,
Sale No. laU
Sec. 9; NfcX. SVS, Sec HI wyinr-Ml N..
29 E.. containina- - 1.00 (X) acres.
K'A, Sec. 34; T. 14 S., Sec. 28; Kyttiy., Sc. 34; T 27 S., R, 11
k.
No Lid on th above descrihrd tracts will
15
UU
R.
Lot I, NEXSWX. Nw
240.
Sal No. 1771
VV.,
25
WWSKU.
SEXSEX. Sec. 35: T. i
SW.
acrea. There are ao
R.
W.,
Sec
U
T.
S;
Sal
No. mi
W.,
The improvements consist ol house, barn. W
S.,
EXSWX. WXSEX. Sec
containing
be accrptrd for less than THREE DOI.. SEM. Sec. II. T. 31 IN.. K. 24 re
N.. K. 17 E., SXNWX.
SX. Sec. 24; T. 6; T. 1 S, K. 28 E., containing 160.00 acres. twniaining
acrea.
mere are no im improvementa.
LARS (WUO) per acre, which ia the ap taining 116.78 acres, selected for the Ssnta reservoirs, and tracing, vaiua ai.aas.uu.
7
N., R. 18 fc., comprising 10.163.M acre. The improvements consist ol Douses, wells provementa.
Sale No. 1818
SW'ttSYY. Sec If T.
praised value thereof, and in addition there- re and urant County Kailroad rJond rund.
Na. ITU
Sal
SEXSWX. Sec. $4; T.
.
and windmilla, valu
tu t lie aucreesful bidder must pay for the The improvementa consist of fencing, value 30 N.. R. 31 F... containing 40.00 acrea.
No bid on the above described tracts of 28 S.. K. 11 W., coniainiug 4000 acres. The
The sbov
described lsnds will be sold
111
which
on
2 well a,
the
in
exist
each
land
will
be
vu.uu.
land.
in
that
improvements
county
Titer
separately
accepted for less than TiiKtt improvements consist of house,
Sec. 20; T.
are no improvements.
Sab No. I8SZ
NWXSEX,
same ia situate.
No bid will De accepted 1 S., R. 22 E-- ,
($3.00)
per acre, which ia the wiromiUs, tanks, fencing, value (J ,000. 00.
conlsining 40 00 acres DOLLARS value
Sal No. 172
All of Sec. 16, T.
N..
which
five
No bid on th
leaa
bove described tracta
for
than
centa
acre,
1714
per
12:
EXNWX,
end
Sec
thereof
Sals Nn.
S'S'i.
in addition
The improvements consist ol well, wind appraiaed
Sale Na. 1617
ft.
1 he ira
fc.. containing 640.00 acres.
of land will he accepted lor less than F'iVE StxNEX. E(,SEX. Sec. 13; T. 31 N.. R. will b
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It had been testified that to continue bids were made, one for $2,000 and
the business as a retail store under one for $2200. Hollis G. Watson made
conditions existing would mean Jur-ththe high bid, but it is not yet certain
loss Raton Range.
that the court will accept it, as it is

NEW MEXICO
NEWS REVIEW

The Yermejo river rut loose on
Saturday night on one of its occasional sprees and caused some consider
able damage to bridges in the vicinThe river did not
ity of Dawson.
leave its hanks but the steady downpour maintained high water for several hours with the result that two
bents of the railroad bridge between
Loretta and No. 5 tipple were carried
The north approach to the
away.
bridge at the I.oretta saloon was cut
away and the east approach to the
bridge between the main ramp and
the ranch was cut away for a distance
of fifty feet. While getting ready to
c'riie piling for the repair of the latter break, the 2.700 pound pile driver hammer was lost in the bed of the
river and recovered only after considerable difficulty. Dawson News.

BERNALILLO
William Kruegtl, proprietor of the
establishment in the Old Town of
Albuquerque, now known as Hill's
can-- is inakniB arrangements to term
a j'50,000 st. ick company to Innld a
roniplctc amusement park, with picnic grounds, on the site of the cafe,
v. hicli w as
formerly the Gold Star
saloon.
The cafe at present includes private dining rooms, a lunch counter
and dancing hall. A swimming pool,
a roller skating rink, an outdoor pavilion, three howling alleys, and a
stand, will be constructed in
tile summer garden.
In the rear of tile summer garden
a rollisciim which will seat from J.UUO
The
to 5,e'J00 people will be built.
cohsriim is io he used lor large danc-., coin cutioiis, and occasional wrestling matches will be held there.
Mr. Krucgcl will be the principal
stockholder.
bar-hec-

CURRY

e

C. K. Dennis it Son, O. M. liryan
and Dr Slaton of Kentucky, will this
fall have in one of the largest acreages of wheat in one body ill this
coiuitv.
They own over 3200 acres
if land twenty-fiv- e
miles north of
'nivtr-.itI
half
a
'
ar tin
grounds,
I. .vis
and will have 2,500 acres of
old-..
the
,
n .lbuiUi
this in wheat this fall. Already over
npie
whom is about ten years old, i.o l acres of this land
has been
a sod. i pop stand, where they broken and will be
slimmer followed.
sell i o. .1 dunks and peanuts to the
t
onvertiug ranches into tarins as
.
rbi.
p.
proeeiils will go io tln.se progressive men are doing,
h.-lof i'ueblo, shows the
i hildreii
ill. p.
agricultural development
III Mllolll."
iae been desiioyed by that is going on in Curry county now.
the Hood,.
t lovis News.

Albuquerque, the
.
.it,- building iuspei tur has been dis-h.'.nn d. t it
Manager James N.
.la. Ming in making the auiioiiiK enit-nol the building inspector's discharge
i d
lo i;nc anv reason lor his
disi barge. He said that no successor
so far has been considered, bin that
iiy Kngimcr blank Kimball will for
the pies.nt assume the duties o the
hud. hug .h p. ii iii.i nt in addition to
thosr in the engineering department
IIk riasou lor Mi. Ilimdiehs dis
i barge is said to li.m- come about as
suit ol the stand taken by hiui
the
dining the campaign for the recall of
M. Cout n v ( oininissionei s Waller
ncil, Jack Kavnolds and J. I. 41c-- I
allghlui.
K. nl

llouilu

h, of

fu--

I

Warnings emanating from the police department to farmers finding
hu.ie caches cautioning them against
drinking wet goods found parked on
their places, have disclosed the fact
that the police have in turn been
warned they are marked for a poisAccordfug
oning by booze runners.
to tin- warning from the police, it is
stated that bottled goods containing
high power poison has been placed
where the police could find it, with
the hope, say police, that some of
i lit in would
drink the deadly concoction.

While the police say they have no
finite information that this trap has
been laid for them, they have had a
warning.
Hilling the past week more thai
sllf
have
epiarts of high proof
been found in various places near
here. Near where a cache was found
last week, the police found several
more bottles Monday. It is this find
which the police have reason to believe may contain the poisonous contents they have been warned against.
The placing of the booze appeared to
he a premeditated baiting idea, they
say, anil it is probable the wet goods
will be analyzed.
It the booze fouml and now in
of the police call be placed with
in the jurisdiction of the district court,
Judge liratton will issue all order for
its destruction. Clovis Journal.
ile

left entirely to his honor to accept
or reject the bids as he sees fit.

Rufus Madera says that while they
were drilling in the creek above hij
ranch last week, they struck an ar
tesian flow of water at thirty feet,
and it is still flowing over the top and
promises to be a fine watering place.
Carlsbad Current.

GRANT

operating the Volcano group, north of
Steins, were in the city, Monday, with
very rich samples of ore from the
property, which Mr. Mitchell says are
looking better all the time. The sample will assay according to his estimate, from samples heretofore assayed, around 300 ozs, of silver per ton.
.
Mr. Mitchell
j that they have
shipped one car load of Ml tons to the
El i'aso smelter and have another
car load almost ready for shipment.
Just as soon as possible it is the in
teution of those who control this property to erect a cyanide mill for the
handling of all the ore, whether high
or low gtade.

n
The first
car of concenA carload of grain binders arrived
in Silver City this week and Denver trates from the Co Operative mill was
l.ittlefield, Homer Reese and J. W. shipped Saturday, Juneof 4, and provto the satisfaction
all, the sucShelley, farmers on the Gila river at ed
Cliff, each received one for use in cess of the flotation process develop
this year's harvest. The E. C. Cos-gro- ed and employed, by the company,
turning out a product valued at over
are the local

company
agents
for the manufacturers.
The wheat crop on the Gita this
year is well up to standard, though
the straw is not as long as in previous
years. The wheat is now headed out
and cutting will commence, it is ex
pected, about the Z.ith. The fact that
three additional farmers on the river
need grain binders would indicate
that the raising of grain is regarded
as one of the principal crops in this
section and is replacing corn as the
taple crop. The establishment of a
fine modern milling plant on the river
has a good deal to do with this as it
makes a market sure. The Gila river
two years it has been on the market
ami should eventually monopolize the
local demand.
William George, a Silver City man
at present residing in the Uurro
Mountains, has secured a patent upon
what might be called a pneumatic sole
for shoes. Though the sole is not inflated like a car tire yet the same
cushion effect is secured by means
of two air spaces running lengthwise
of the sole. The added ease of these
soles is not the only attractive feature. They are restored after worn
out as easily as a tube is patched, so
that indefinite wear is secured with
little extra expense. Silver City Enterprise.
Announcement

of the resignation

one hundred dollars per ton.
Althougt the mill has been in operation less than a month, one car of
concentrates has been shipped and
another car is ready to go forward

R.
Yandruff, the well known cap
italist, mining man and oil geologist,
of San Diego, is spending a brief
period here doing assessment work
on the Boston-Heclmining properties south of the city. Mr. Vamlruff
is controlling director in the Boston-Hecl- a
Co, and one of the chief directors of the Octo Mining company,
both of which properties will be operated as soon as business conditions
are normal. Lordsburg Liberal.
a

LEA
More fine rains have fell over Lea
county during the pa t week or ten
days. Altogether there was a precipitation of over five inches in
the amount varying over
the county. All the lakes are full
and grass, which already had a good
start, is growing rapiillv. Ihe stock
will be in splendid condition by fall
and those who want to sell will be
satisfied with the market conditions.
Everyone is pleased with prospects
for the coming season and are expecting better times.

use of robes and saddle blankets the
party was made comfortable during
the night. Ihe program was post
poned.

OTERO
In the fire in Benson canyon last
week the Southwest Lumber Co, lost
700 logs, averaging about '200 feet of
lumber to the log. 160 acres were
swept by the flames, and sixty men
under the direction of forest officials
succeeded in extinguishing the blaze.
Alfalfa patchs, gardens, fruit and
shade trees were damaged considerably by a hail storm which visited
Alamogordo and vicinity Sunday afternoon.
While the hail stones were not large
the storm lasted longer than is usually
the case, and the fall was heavier in
some parts of town than in others. A
mile and a halt north of town the hail
was piled up to a depth of nearly
Ram and wind accom
three feet.
panied the hail and arroyos, ditches,
yards and cellars were soon filled .
L. R. lork, at his place north of
town lost about $300 worth of alfalfa.
The alfalfa was waist high and ready
for the scythe. Mr. York lost a num- r of chickens and a pig.
Jim Flether, who has a truck farm
near the York place, lost his entire
ciop consisting of 1200 tomato plants,
melons cucumbers, etc. In this vic
inity the hail was piled up to a depth
ot over two teet.
The roof of C. H. Havnes hous
s blown off.
Household contents
badly damaged His loss will amount
to nearly $1500.
The gardens of L. N. Jones and
Mr. Stevens almost entirely destroyed. More hail fell at High Rolls than
in this city, according to reports of
train men Alamogordo Cloudcrofter.

Iov-ingto- ii

The Southwest Lumber Company
received a shipment of six magnifi-can- t
work teams from Colorado a
The teams were sent up
ago,
to camu the first of the week, each
te am in charge of a man.
'1 he 12 horses
were as fine as have
been seen in this vicinity for some
time, the animals averaging loOO lbs.
The teams will be used ill logging
operations in the timber. Alamogor-elfew-day-

o

News.
Carpenters are busily at work on
the Gray ( oggin garage. The build
ing is pi Ofressing nicely. It is 48x00
QUAY
feet, bavin; a chive- in filling station,
Ihe siimmi i se.siolis of the city
acroom
for
and
office,
shop
.it Alhll.pu npie opened Moll
si hold
The Matador Land and Cattle Co,
cessories. The work is being delayed
At that lime already
d.u inclining.
some
id not being able of (ilenrio have received a shipment
on
ticcount
SKI had signed up I'd the High School
e
cars of cattle.
acceptance of an attractive offer to to get the remainder of the mate rial of thirty-threIt is expected that at least
course-at Scagras.cs until the roads are bet
become
instia
of
manager
banking
different
for
the
I.imi will enroll
t
I.,
r. urry from Newkirk has
tution at Pinevale, Ore. Mr. Hall's nr. Lovington Leader.
giacbs at Ihe summer session. Mornstarted drilling an oil well
been
Ogle
has
th.
resignation
8
by
until
accepted
from
held
be
will
classes
ing
Mats 12 miles southeast of the preboard of regents of the Normal.
1(1
LUNA
o'clock, and will continue for 10
well
Warner
sent
oil
which
struck
The
elected
retiring president was
weeks. Ihe High School classes and
at a shallow depth of a few weeks
president of the State Normal School
eighth grade- will he- held in the High
in April, IWJ, succeeding Dr. E. L.
The Florida oil well west of the city ago.
sc hool
building, and other classes will
The work is being done by Mr
is again the scene of drilling operaEnloe. He came here from the
behehl at Central scool.
State Normal at Milwaukee, tions, J. B. Borger, an experienced Bruce as driller. The drill is capable
ohu Milne, superintendent, has segoing to a de pth of 1000 feet but
Wis, and previous to that time had elriller, doing the work. The boh' is if
cure el a splendid slalf of teacher fori
down almost 1,500 feet ami past the it is not thought it will be necessary
been
Roswell
of
the
superintendent
school.
summer
the
public schools. He assumed the presi obstruction that has for weeks held up !o go below .iUO feet.
The hole has been
deucy of the Normal on June 1, W19. the enterprise.
Hill, president of
I)r David
Ihe fatal lightning that struck the
Silver City Independent.
straightened and no more difficulty is
of New Mexico, has
the I nivir-ttFour blocks to form a square, in
expected. The oil sand will again be road camp east of Logan claimed two
left Albuiiienpie
lor a three weeks'
victims and shocked the entire outfit.
pierced within the next ten days,
tour of colleges in the middle west. which will be constructed a grand
GUADALUPE
Otto Ilyder and Mr. Cook were killed
to the field manager.
baseball diamond, and a genHi- expects to visit the University of stand,
almost instantly while two or three
sports field, is being considered
I hicago, Minnesota,
Illinois, Michig- eral the
A directed verdict for defendant in others were nearly dead. Wm. Shope,
council and sport lovers
The old timers in this part of the
by
an, Wisconsin, Kansas, Columbia and of ( lov is.city
The athletic field, in which country are again reminded of the the district court recently ended the the head road workman was one who
also Syracuse university.
s
of about fifteen years suit for f.sO.000 for aleination of af- was given up as dead and work was
good
While away, he will participate in will be held county fairs and like
will he fenced and otherwise ago when there was no scarcity of fection brought against W. P. Birch-fiel- d centered on the other men who showthe inauguration ceremonies for Dr.
He was struck on
for community
, Mrs. ed signs of life.
by his daughter-in-lapurposes. rain. Altho hail storms have come
James Row land Angell, new president outfitted
C lovis
Baseball Club is
along with the big rains we've had S. A. liirchfield On motion of At- die right shoulder and various parts
of Vale univeisit, ami will also take The
in the plans of the council.
recently, the good to the country far torney A. W. Pollard for the defend- of his body and legs are burned. "Two
a week lor his first vacation since
surpasses whatever damage the hail ant the court ruled the evidence of of the boys who were first to recover
1V1S.
the plaintiff insufficient to constitute did not know how long they had been
has done. Santa Rosa Voice.
DE BACA
unconscious. They left immediately
a cause
for action.
CHAVES
The dead body of Aaron Jennings,
Yauglit & Watson were attorneys for help and all Logan went to the
A total rainfall of 3.3 inches from
rescue.
The Red Cross ladies have
colored, was found on the track ol for the plaintiff.
Mrs. S A. liirchfield charged her been greatly complimented for their
night to Sunday morning, put the C. R. I. & P., near here last
In addition to heavy raini during
with having conspired to work.
The cornoer's jury return- father-in-lathe past several weeks this commun- range and dry farm conditions in fine Friday.
Some of the men have not recoverliape throughout the county, which ed a verdict of death by unknown separate
her from her husband
ity was visited by a heavy hail storm
ed .sufficiently from the shock to relast Friday and Saturday, resultant brings the total rainfall at Fort Sum- parties. When found the head was Ueining Graphic.
turn to wok.
hi much change to roads, growing ner up to more than 8 inches within separated from the body. It seemed
the past thirty days.
Funeral services were conducted on
evident that Jennings had been killed
Drilling operations on the potential
crops and fruit. Many of the farmlast
The
rain has caused approx- bv blows on the head and then plac- wells of Luna county continue active, Friday afternoon for both young
r
ers in this immediate section are
$20,000 damage to the dam ed on the track.
and Mr. Cook, and both were
and the spirit of optimism is very
Santa Rosa Sun.
having to replant their grain rrops imately
across
ill
Tucum-carPecos
the
buried
River
at this point,
i
Logan cemetery.
Late frosts and recent hail storm
prevalent. The Angelus people have
News.
The Guadalupe County Institute is received a special bailer for handling
have comfincd to almost completely as all the new concrete work, put
in
is
two
to3XKJ
ago,
encountered
feet
about
years
at
damaged,
demolish the fruit crop.
progressing very nicely with a large sand,
Arerding to the Tucumcari AmeriAlthough many sheep and goats gether with the flood gates, making attendance of teachers from all parts which resisted the efforts of the regular bailer and are resuming drilling, can W. B. Rector, local manager for
were killed by bail and much stock it probable the irrigation district will of the county.
with a good showing of gas and oil the Light Grain & Elevator Comdrowned by ilood waters the stock- he without water for at least two
The extra heavy casing is being put pany, is buying wheat, and intends to
men are inclined to smile when they iiciuths while the damaged part of the
HARDING
dam
is undergoing
down just as fast as hailing operalook at the carpet of green grass covbuy it as long as there is any for
repairs. Fort
Sumner
Leader.
tions will permit. Deming Headlight sale in the county. He has shipped
ering the many bills that have been
A
fell
all
mesa
rain
the
over
heavy
ihree cars and is in the wheat belt
barren for so long.
The heavy rains of the last week last Friday evening, the guage showafter more now.
For the past few ilays the roads
MC KINLEY
LtW at Roy and a little further
have
ing
in
almost
ruined
the
in
roads
liecn
and
through this section have
north. On Saturday night it did not
ROOSEVELT
very bad condition and in a few plac- out of Taiban. The road north is in
The Zuni reservoir was dry before
es almost impassable', but the patrol such bad shape that the business men rain hut simply poured all night and
crew of the State Highway Commis- of Taiban have again gone before the over two inches fell thru out the the rains of the last few days and
The whole mesa is soaked practically all the fish in it died.
With three inches of rain in May
sion has called in extra help and are County Commissioners, asking for night.
ami the wheat is looking fine. There School Sunt. H W. Brosp says when and M4 one hundredths of an inch
rapidly clearing wav the large bould- money to build a first class road from has been
Inthis
showers
all
thru
down
he
went
there
found
he
the
light
Friday night and a young flood Saters washed in by the heavy rain and Taiban to the Quay County line. The
showed their willing- week, and it is too wet for the farm- dians planting feathers for rain, hut urday it looks like a grain bin and
repairing the damaged bridges, in the Commissioners
to get into the fields. All crops he told them that it woulil rain with lake filling year. The precipitation
event that theie are no more heavy ness to do the necessary work to put ers
rains such as we have had recently this road permanently in a condition are growing fine and the mesa will out this Ce remony, because every time s'i far has been of the gentle
it rams. The next day
variety. We will report these
the ro.nls will be in first class condi- that will allow the farmers to move have one of the best crops this year. he visits
after Mr. Brose was in Zuni it did rains from time to time unless we
tion in a very few days. Roswell this year's rrop without trouble in
By a recent ruling of Attorney rain, am! now the Indians think Vr. get drowned
Elida Enterprise.
Taiban News.
News.
transportation
General Bowman, the practice of
Brose the great " Rain Maker."
Commission
Tax
and
State
the
Albert
Leroy Brockway, a
DONA ANA
COLFAX
of assessing plowed land at a highs
Mr. and Mrs. F.d McMullen of Gib old boy who recently arrived at
er figure than uncultivated land has son were visited last Saturday bv
from Seattle, Washington, to
Col. J. C. Waterman and family been declared unconstitutional.
I 'or more than half a century one
This their sister-ilaw, Mr. Morris of make his home with his uncle and
left this week for Denver to attend will cause many thousand acres to be McAllister, Okla.. accompanied
of the riche st gold mines in the count. Mr. and Mrs. I. J. Ross, com
by
try, the Aztec on Balely mountain, the R. O. T. C. annual encampment plowed on the Mesa that was left three other socially prominent ladies nutted suicide Saturday afternoon by
to be held at Fort Logan. Thirty- - unfilled because it was assessed much of that city, who are together making
now is idle.
pi't'uig an ounce of strychninie in
a tour of about 8.O11O miles alone. De
In its
voniiff m, n
el,,. '..1
years, the Aztec
higher than unplowed land. .1
irmie juice and drinking it.
hisof
liattalion
in
been
fore
will
the
also be in attendance
mine has
gold
The loy left a farewell note to his
parting from McAllister, Okla., Mav
Discovered
at
the
an
of
The
Colfax
is
in
even
It
not
said that this is
Treasurer reports
2'th
a Dodge Sedan, visited Santa uncle and aunt and a will disposing
county.
camp.
tory
bv Mathcw l ynch and Tim Foley in the largest representation from any inquiry for the Solano and Abbott re and Alhueiuerqiie and arrived in of his property.
The reason given
1X.8, after a year of prospecting, the college at the encampment, proving bonds. Abbott has a $1,70000 special Gih.cn June 4th.
for his act was the fact that he had
mine has been a producer ever since. mat triere has been the right kind levy fund which will build a School
The party left on the 6th and in been required to do some work about
ihe AztiT has written itself into of pep and enthusiasm among our House ample for their present needs, tend making a three months tour of Cie house.
s lens ye ar unuer inc ame airerc
the tr.itif pages of the county s gold
but the Board decided to leave it for Arizona, California, Oregon, Washthe new Harding County Board to ington and l'.fitish Columbia, returnJ. L. Belcher has filed on 640 acres
history. It was while superintending tion of Ctrl. Waterman.
of
one
mine
that
look after their interests. The Span- ing by wav of Montana. Wvomint of land southeast of Kenna, He and
some work near the
A
life.
his
tree
The
in
lost
storm
its discoverers
the lower valley Sun ish American.
and Colorado, taking in chief points of family have returned to Snyder, Tex
fell, crushing I.vmh.
as. to make preparations to move to
interest en route.
day Hid a great deal of damage. D
R. S. Porter of Mills, has purchasAt least ?".0,UiiO worth of gold C. Kloss. J. B. Richardson. A. I
Mr. McMullen and Mrs Gardener ooscvelt county to make their home
and silver has been given op by the Archer. Dr. Nichols and E. C. Crapps ed a Titan tractor of the Wilson Co. of Gibson will join the party at Long
I'ntil ten years ago, it was suffered practically total losses on He expects to break out about 160 Lseach next week. Our home friends
mine
SAN JUAN
operated continuously by the heirs of all crop, including first cutting of acres more of his farm and prepare are intending to take their vacation
of threse months at different points in
altalta. Hay that was down has been it for wheat next fall.
its founders.
Jack Spencer from Farmington has
Mathew Lymh's strike became the floating in the field several days and
California, including San Francisco
drilled more than fifty water wells
At Mosquero the new county seat and Oakland. Gallup Herald.
cruces Republic
property of the Maxwell Land Grant is a total loss
in
the county and recently has been
Co.. about ten years ago. The com
the rain fall on Friday and Saturday
He rewas over three inches in twenty-fou- r
Two car loads of lumber arrived at drilling east of Farmington.
pany operated the mine until the first
tttDY
of this month. If it opens again an
hours.
the Harvey house siding Monday ports he has been getting splendid
other organization will be the operatmorning, and workmen began prep- water in wells from 40 to (t0 feet A
Messrs T. J. Donahue, o Omaha,
ors, the plan of the Maxwell company
aring to build a third story to the good water well would be a boon for
HIDALGO
being to lease the property, according Nebraska and J. l Dnskill, of Muor- Harvey House and El Navajo Hotel Aztec.
The addition will be built after the
James K. Hunt, superintendent of crou, Wyoming, nave Deen in emir
tj
About eleven hundred dollars in
The Methodists of Lordsburg are same fashion of the original building,
vicinity for the past week looking
the Land Grant company.
at steers on the different ranches
The concrete cash and eleven hundred dollars in
goiiirf td have a fine church, the concrete and stocco.
After a week in the hands of a re- around Carlsbad. They are in the ground of which was brokern at 10 JO will be mixed on the ground and hoist- labor have been raised for the local
for about five thousand twos A M, Monday, Jane 6th. The main ed to the third
oil well to be drilled on the school
ceiver, the Raton Supply Co, a few market
story by nrovised elevand threes, and have looked at sev- building will be 32x45, the auditorium ators and
section joining Aztec As soon as
dav ago was sold.
The
addition
the
to
poured.
bunches.
t. eral
The sale was made to George
having a seating erapacity of 350. In hotel will provide accommodations for he contracts are signed and the balThe Forehands bad them out look addition to this there will be a 14x24 about 30 more
the $1500 raised, work will
who hid $15,200 for the Second
guests. Gallup Indep- ance of on
prorered
moving the rig. Artec Instreet concern. The receiver was ing at their cattle Monday and (hey Sunday School room. The wad con- endent,
Men-day
struction will be of cement to the
dependent.
handed two bids, the other coming went out to the Plains country
in
afternoon,
from Frederick W. Brooks of Crmcompany with
ground line and of cobblntone conMORA
F. Joyce, where they bought aboutj. struction to the first floor, above
Contractor Marsh, of Farmington
fcfTSfl.
hundred
on Wednesday was enroute to Blanbrick.
twos
There
will
be
which
and
head, mostly
Last Friday. Judge
appointed eight
pressed
A sjronp of young people from Levy co with a force of five carpenters
C A. Nyhus receiver after a petition threes op, at $20. $30 and $40. These will be full Gothic windows.
The Heather Con strati ion Co, will were marooned at the Arkansas Val- and said that they would have the
asVirtor this action had been offered cattle were bought from Amos Reevby State Senator Phillips, reprwent-rn- g es, Henry Record, the Haston boys hae charge of the work, tinder dir ley school bouse a few nights ago by new school building at thaf place
ect supervision of the building corn-- , a violent rain and hail storm. They ready for the plasterers inside of two
stockholders of the Supply com- and Will Fenton.
nutteee.
had arrived early expecting to stage wereks.
pany. In appointing Mr. Nyhus. the
EL
R
The
Dick stock of drags was
Mr. Marsh says he has the hospital
an entertainment and pie supper, and
court instructed that a sale be brought
sold
tmder the hammer at the court
G. W. Mitchell and son, G. E. Mit were caught by the storm. The pies at Farmington practically completed
about as quickly as possible in oredr
house
door
te for supper, and by the and that he drew plans for the pro-tea piotect creditors and stockholders.
Saturday and only twr chell, who, with tberrr associates, are were
l

.

of W. (J. Hall, is president of the
New Mexico State NorinaJ School,
was made last Friday.
The resignation of President Hall, which is ef
lective August 1, comes as a sur
prise, and was brought about by his
flour has gamed wide popularity m
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posed consolidated school building at of artists' studios, attractively and
that place with chances promising conveniently built than any place in
for a favorable election authorizing the Southwest,
the sale of bonds for that purpose.
A Los Angeles touring party made
San Juan Review.
Messrs. Hoffman and Wilhelm of
Amarillo. Texas, came to the county
last week and were shown over the
lov er country by L. L. Stallings, who
old them each a tract of land. Mr.
Hoffman bought the Leo Wething
ion tract, 40 acres, and Mr. Wilhelm
he Tom Asher tract, same size. They
ieft Friday to return in the fall after
they dispose of their wheat crops in
Texas-Mr. Stallings 'is one of the
couutys hvest wires and has helped
buiid up the county to a great extent
since he located on the Kentucky mesa six years ago. Farmington Hus
tler.

SAN MIGUEL
The great success will attend the
pig and poultry club efforts of the
young people of San Miguel county
is the opinion of H. W. Powell, coun
ty club leader attached to the office
of the county agricultural agent.
Mr. Powell stated that there are 23
members of the pig clubs in the coun
ty and that all are enthusiastic in the
work. The boys buy their fine bred
stock from the county agent at cost
and the banks encourage the enter
prise by lending money on the boys
paper for them six to 12 months.
Most of the stock put in are regis
tered Durocs, and yesterday the county agent was taking five of these to
members of the club on the Mora
road.
However the Penasco Blanco club
with ten members all Spanish boys,
favors the Poland China pigs, Mr
low ell is to make several visits a
month to this club and a model pig
pen and house is to be erected at the
home of each boy member under his
direction.
Ihe Cherryvale club has seven
members ranging in age from 10 to
18 years.
One of these members last
December bought a pig and now has
seven little ones. He paid $25 for
the pig and each of the little ones is
said to be worth as much as the orig
inal one cost and the boys' note for
his original purchase is not yet due

up of Dr. and Mrs. Hall and two
b
daughters, Koefle and Miss
visited Taos recently.' They left
Los Angeles two weeks ago and are
stopping at places of interest along
the way, traveling in Pierce Arrow
and Marmon cars.
Whit-com-

Mrs. E. L. Hering of Massillon,
Ohio, arrived last week from Denver to be the guest of Miss Beth

Smedley.Taos Valley News.

Domestene Martinez, former treasurer of Taos county, Friday night
pleaded guilty in district court to
charge of embezzlement following an
investigation by the traveling auditor's of J ice. It was reported his books
showed a shortage of $8,500.
During the past week Torrance
county got such a soaking as it has
not had this time of year within the
memory of the oldest inhabitant.
There was hail in various localities,
and several localities report more
than one fall of hail. Only a few
report damage from hail. P. P.
says it completely riddled his
grapes. A very unusual occurrence
was the fall of hail at night. This
storm was of course just a part of the
general downpour over the mountain
region.

The rains worked some damage to
taxpayers in the matter of two
bridges in Torreon Draw one washed out entirely and another badly
wrecked. Estancia Herald.

TORRANCE
The

whole

Mountainair

country

was visited by copious rains the last
of last week, giving the soil a thor
ough soaking, and assuuring good
crops of all kinds. The largest acre
age in the history of the country

has been planted, and with plenty of
moisture on hand, the crops will be
carried on well to maturity, even
hould there be no further moisture.
It would be hard to estimate what
the rains are' really worth Ito the
farmers and stockmen of the country, as in some parts, there was not
Work has been started on the new su'licient moisture to bring up the
First National bank building and the crops.
ISow, everything will grow,
footings for the foundation are be- and the fight against the weeds is
ing installed. The new structure will on and will continue for some weeks.
be on the corner of Douglas and 7th,
Last Friday night the local com
parts of these streets being used for
the temporary structures now. Las pany of engineers, organized as a unit
of the National Guard was inspected
Vegas Optic,
by Major General Brown and Colonel
R.
Alleging that Joseph
Clevenger, Boniface, of the United States Army.
of Las Vegas, who was bound over
Colonel Homface complimented the
o the grand jury on a serious charge troop on their work, and said that
preferred by Daisy Agnes Madole. Iil-- would report favorably on the acwile of J. P. Madole, Santa Fe fire ceptance of the troop, which virtualman, is 'morally and mentally unfit ly means its recognition by the War
to work with," the local brotherhood l.'epaitineiit.
Mountainair Independ
of Locomotive ICugine-erand the ent.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
Last week Howard Pavne purchas
in a joint meeting Friday made a demand for the dismissal of the ac- ed 500 head of cattle from Socorro
cused engineer from the service of county growers. He will drive them
:hroti.-;the railroad.
from Socorro to his olace
The bond of Clevenger accused by southeast of Willard in the next few
the young woman of rape was set at weeks Willard Record.
$5,000, which was furnished.
The case
was tried a few days ago before Judge
UNION
C. H. Stewart, justice of the precinct
number 29.
The crime is alleged to have been
The Grenville Oil Company have
committed on June 1, while Mr. Mad- installed two 12,000 gallon steel tanks
ole and the family of Mr. Clevenger to hold their oil and gas. They are
were out of town.' Mr. Clevcnger's putting in a gasoline engine to pumn
wife is still away in the east. The the oil from tanks on the C. & S.
accused man is one of the trustees tracks. This firm will soon out in an
of the Baptist church there.
office down by their tanks on the C.
The public sale of registered Hereford cattle held at Las Vegas recently by the Hereford Breeders' association was somewhat of a discouragement to the consignors of blooded
stock. The heavy rains kept away
many buyers and as a consequence
bidding was low. Good, well marked
yearling bulls with strong blood lines
in their pedigrees sold for as low as
80 each with an average of not more
than $n5 or $100. Some
went as high as $200, but most of them
ran around $140 to $150. The best
price paid for a bull was $440 by John
Hicks of Cuervo, for Rogers' Domino
V, from the Whittingtou
ranch at
La Cueva. This was a Beau Urum-mdescendant a little over two years
old. Mr. Hicks also bought. the best
bull in the sale, Gen. Pershimr Paragon, from J. B. Yeakley of McAhs-ter- ,
for $J75.
Mr. Yeakley showed one heifer, Silvia Paragon, valved Jan. 16, 1W20, that
was considered by many experienced
judges present as worthy of exhibition
in national or even international stock
shows. She sold fo ronly $205.

SIERRA

& S.

track.

The biggest hail we have ever wit
hit Des Moines last Thursday afternoon.
Many of the hail
tones- were as large as hen eggs and
the composition roofs in the business
section
suffered
severely.
Many
shingles were also knocked from the
So
roofs.
far
hingle
as we have
heard the Hind did not cover much of
the wheat belt. Where it did the
wheat was moved down smooth. All
Ihe garden s in and around
Des
Moines were destroyed.
nessed

Walker & Larsen's grocery depart
ment was the worst sufferer from
he hail last Thursday, their roof be
1 he Wohrer
ing riddled.
building
also came in for a big damage and
the Dunn Hotel was badly damaged
All the composite roofs in Des Moines
suifered more or less, the nostoffice
The Swastika
being badly flooded.
building was considerably shot up. A
conservative estimate is that $2,000
will not cover the damaged roofs.
Des Moines Swastika.
WEALTHY
marry.

Ohio.

Hillslioro had the hardest rain storm if53
for several years past last Sunday.
I'here was rain, hail and snow. Percha
creek was bank full and, for a time
main street carried a good head of
water. The hail did considerable damage to gardens. The mail car was
three hours late. The car got stuck
in the S. L, C. lane, and the driver,
John Brown, had to walk four miles
into town to get assistance "from the
At the Mcpherson ranch
garages.
rain fell to the depth of 2
inches
Hillsboro Advocate.

contractor, 30, wants to
432, League. Columbus.
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SOCORRO
Attorney J. O. Morris of Chicago,
in charge of the V. H. Byerts estate
arrived Monday in Socorro. He was
met Friday in Albuquerque by Mrs.
Morris and both attended the exercises of the graduating class- of the
Albuquerque high) school, of which

their daughter.

Miss Constance, was
a member. The family is now cozily
ensconced in the cottage on Evergreen ranch, at the foot of the Socorro mountains.
Reports of damage done in the district by last Friday's violent hail
storm still continues to come in from

adjacent farms and communities. At
Lemitar, 7 miles north of Socorro,
all crops, including alfalfa, wheat and
garden track is reported as totally
destroyed, even the trees having been
stripped of their leaves. The Cham-ho- n
Estate reports the loss of a large
field of corn in the vicinity of Lemitar. Fortunately
Socorro seem to
have gotten only the tail end of the
storm as only a small amount of hail
fell here. Socorro Chieftain.

TAOS

'

$1.25
PREPAID

In Attractive Cat
Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Refunded

This offer for a limited
time only.
Remit by money order
or cash (no stamps)
S3

FRAD RAZOR CO.
1475 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

PILLS
CHICHESTER Ssrstanaw
jSI

Mr. and Mrs. E. U Blumenschein
are adding a new stnsMo to their home
and otherwise improving the property.
Taos has already a greater number
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ESTANCIA
REPORT OF LAST SUNDAY'S
OPEN AIR ENTERTAINMENT
NEWS-HERALD'-

HOW

Only about fifty tickets were sold
at this point fur the Santa Fe ex- -'
cursion Sunday, and it is said only
two were sold at Willard. In the
ball game the Estancia players went
all to pieces and didn't play ball at
The score was 23 to 3 against,
all.
them. But Santa Fe furnished en-- ;
tertainment of a sort, besides playing
ball. One excursionist said he saw
seven fights without moving out of
his tracks, and bootleggers were so
thick they had to wear badges to
avoid trying to sell to each other. Thej
fighting, was a free show for the Es-- 1
tancia people, none of whom engag-- 1
ed in it. And of course they could
take the booze or let it alone, as they'
pleased. Most of them possibly all-- let
it alone.

WAGE
BEASTS.
Compared with some individual nieiiiliers of the mountain
liou, wolf, and coyote families,

and
Gulliver'
hungry giant
giantesses were light and duiuty
All these animals are
eaters.
classed as predatory, but a few
sjieciUM-ndevelop exceptional
skill and cunniiis in killing cat
tle, sheen, and colts. They usual- ly acquire equul skill Id avoiding traps, poison baits, and rifle
Are, and often do thousands of
dollars' worth of damage before
they are killed.
The bureau of geological survey. United States Department
of Agriculture, keeps a staff of
expert hunters In the field for
the express purpose of ridding
government range lands of these
outlaws, and thus
assist in relieving the rancher.
A government hunter killed a
mountain Hon near Roosevelt,
Ariz., that had destroyed 50
calves and three colts on a single
ranch. One wolf slain by another hunter In New Mexico had
killed 23 calves. Another, In
Wyoming, slaughtered 30 head
of cattle before one of Uncle
Kam's hunters shot the criminal.
A pnlr of Wyoming wolves that
had learned exceptional cunning
and cruelty ran a yearly hoard
bill amounting to about $.1,500.
Their meal tickets were canceled
rifle
by a couple of
shots by a government hunter.
Two other wolves, which showed
gustatory preference for mutton
and young horse flesh.in a single
month killed 1.T0 sheep and seven
colts, but at the end of the
month a hunter collected their
pelts.
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How One's Occupation Can Be Told
by Those Who Have Made Study
.
10

"

...

"r"

those In a position to speak ml-- ,
thorltntlvely that associated with thevarious occupations In life there Is tindouhtedly a type of face which more
or less betrays the cal nc of Its own-- j
er. Medical men, especially In litis-- j
iit.l nnietlce. find acquaintance with
t(.s(. tvpes valuable. They may notlie able, 'with the shrewdness of Slierlock Holmes or of other iicute persons,
to read a n.iin's past, present and fu-- (
In the street,
Hire by n glance at hi
but they lire able to gunge with
accuracy how fur the history
of the case, as given by the patient, Is
a truthful one, and how far it tils with
his probable occupation In life. Cull-- ,
lug must certainly have some Ijithience
over the physiognomy of the eabinnii,
the butler, or the groom; each fre- nuentlv nossesses a tyne of face which
wears so ehitracferlstic an expression
as to mttke It not dilllcult to Identify
the vocation accompanying It. We
speak also of the legal face, the muslcal face, the dramatic face, anil the
llllllllirv Iltce. JIHS IS merely It iiniiiii
cbtssillcatlon, ami the best authorities
disbelieve In the claims of the keen
observer that be can differentiate to
a finer degree.
mon
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f Pawnbeeking.
Hictery
Ten CrMurtes of Records.
The Roman emperor nsed to lend
TTe oldetsf register In England are
money upon land, and vsrirsus system!
aid to be In Trlpton, StsfTordshire, of
lending money by means of pledge
Eng- - which also has a church 1,000 followed. The business of pawnhrok-itiis considering
ears old. The
in 1756.
was rem la ted In
the question of applying for a charter and Hcenwes were tssnerl in 1773.
'.on.
of Ineorporat

g

MATERXTTY
HO?
PITAL for confinement;
private
reasonable; may work fo'
price
board; babies adopted. Write for
booklet. MRS. T. B. LOKG. 4911 E
27th st, Kansas City, Uo.
FAIRMONT

11;

T.

S.,

11

R.

10;

I

ah a re a.
Kusaell

NWtf

L. Dunn, San Francisco, Cal.,
shares.
Sol Floersheim, Springar, New 'Mexico,
shares.

W., conarc no im-

j"

VIII.

Tha directors of the corporation shall
have power to make and alter the by
laws governing the corporation and to sell
and otherwise dispose of any of the real
or personal property of the corporation
without the consent or approval of tht
stockholders.

UU.

-

IX.

The capital stock of this corporation shall
IM WITNESS WHEREOF, we have hera-unt- o
set our hands this 6th day of May.

be

1921.

.

-

STATE

names

are subscribed to the foregoing
ami atKnuwicuvcu
"
that they executed the same.
I.N WITNESS WHEREOF, I have here-unt- o
act my hand and affixed my notarial
seal the day and year in this certificate
first above written.
IRENE MITCHELL.
(Seal)
Notary l'uhhc,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
My Commission Expires: April IS, X'JZi.
to me

.
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TO HANDLE FORKS

Sal. No.
U; Sees.

When First Introduced, Diners Could
Little of Benefit in the
Innovation,

the Light, Explained
by Scientists.

j

lie-.--

tut

of

fencing,

Iits 2, 9, Srt. ; Lot
and 7; T. 16 N., R. 9 F... con-Se- e
no im'
cr,:,
T,"r,

IMS

?m
provemcnts.

Sal. No. H7i

It

Is hard to believe the sensation
produced when forks first came into
use. It was In 1574, at a dinner given

Sfcs.

anil

6

Lot

Lois

7;

5.

Sec.

.

.

I. 2. 5, 6, 7.
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N.,
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Lot

6:
10,

9,

swtf, N'WSF., SKNKH.16 s.c.
T

11.
R.

14,

SEK

Lois
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ENDORSED
No.
1105H

Cor.

Vol. 1 Page 90
of Incorporation
of the
FI.OFRSII EI M M AR-- I I N COM PAN Y
(No Stockholders' Liability)
Filed in Office of State Corporation Com-anmission of New Mexico,
P.
2:.til
M.
May 16, liil
A. L. MUKRLSOX,
Clerk,
JJO to FMA.
Compared
hTAXE OF NEW MEXICO
)
)SI
Cot'NTV OF SANTA FE
)

tract withia thirty daya afler it has fMen
mailed to him by the State Land Office,
r
said contract to provide that the
may at his option make payments
I
not less than onclliirtieth ol ninety
five per cent of the purchase price at
time after the sale and prior to the
expiration of thirty years from the date
of the
contract and to provide for the
payment of any unpaid balance at the!
expiration of thisty years from the date
of the contract with interest on deferred
payments at the rate oi four per cent
per annum payable on the anniversary oi
Ihe date of the contract, partial payments
to be credited on the anniversary of the
date of the contract next following the
date of tender.

value

E.,

M

)

)

fei--

,i.,

FLOERSHEIM.
OF NEW MEXICO
S.

)
COUNTY OF SANTA FE
On this 6th day of May, V'2, before
me, a Notary Public within and for the
County of Santa Fe, State of New Mexico,p.rst.nally appeared A. D. MARTIN, RUSSELL. L. DUNN and SOL rLOEKMiElM,
to me known to be the persons whose

-l-

hl

D. MARTIN.
L. IrXN,
RUSSELL

A.

-

'

60

The
this corporation is
to exist is fifty (50) years after date of
its incorporation, and for such further period
m
uthored by law.
The affairs of this corporation shall be
managed by a Board of Directors, five in
number, who shall lie shareholders in this
Meetings ol the Board of
corporation.
Disecturs may be held without the State.

,,.

"J

75

VI.
period for which

.

JJ,--

($21,000)

Sec. 13; T
The namea and post office addreaaea of
acres. The the incorporatora and the number of share,
tank, value subscribed for by each are aa followa:
A D. Martin, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 75
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VEUNK'4, Sec.
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Rec'd.

Articles

I

that

hereby certify

this

instrument

was filed for record on the I'Mh day of
by Henry ill at franca. Here Is aa
N"
May A D , 1I, at 4 o'clock Y. M., and
Hernrl trart. .M
."" ,ht
account by a royal ludy guest. "The Infill
will lir ni pli il Inr Irss tlinn lllKr.h
of the recduly recorded in II.... k
,as
never
the
the
meat
touched
with
which
DOLLARS
is
of Corp. page SU, on this J6 day of
acrr.
($3.00)
or.ls
quests
ptr
a sensitivity several hundred times its
Iherenl
A
ami
value
IMTiiib.-.!
in art.lllimil The sale of land selected for the Sanpjji
j)av
IlUt
Which
With
their
forks.
lingers,
j
Initial value, says a writer iu the
Witness my hand and S, al of office,
thereto the silccesstnl Imliler must pay l"r ta I f and (.rant tounty Kai soa.l llnntl
they carried to their mouths, bending thc j,provements that exist on ihe lan.l.
AI.I RI.DO I.l'CLRO.
Journal of General Physiology,
ami couililions except mat I lie sui cessiui
over
necks
bodies
and
their
their
County Clerk, Santa e. Co., N. M.
In
the
After 30 minutes' sojourn
.
Each of the above rlracriheil
tracta will hn.lili r must pay in cash or certified ex
POP.
C
of
of
change at the time
sale,
dark the sensitivity still increases, hut
be offered fur sale separately.
Deputy.
the t. tin base pine offen d by him for
1 here were several
ur
more slowly than before, and after 4.r
salails. mesas
Mr.xnu
ntw
aiAir.
adthe
four
interest
in
cent
land,
per
above Bale of land will lie subject
The
CORPORATION
STATE
COMMISSION
OF
Is
It
not
con
o
miles or an hour the maximum sen- they ate with forks, for
ai.i ..
uiin.
terms and conditions, lame Ii.r tne 11.11.1n1r
to the following
NEW MEXICO
price and will be required to execute
of Comparison
Certificate
sitivity la reuched. The linul sensitiv- sidered proper to touch the fond with vi:
ntract providing for the payment ot the I'nited States oi Ann rua
)
ity varies slightly with different peo- the fingers. However difficult it may
The successful bidder must pay to the balance of such purchase priPe in thirty
)ss
on
St ale of New Mexico
I
ple, but In fully adapted condition the be to manage It, It Is thought heller to Commissioner of Public
Lands, or his. eoiial annual installments Willi interest
such sale, one twentieth ol all deferred payments at the rate of four
It is Hereby tYrtiiied, that Ihe annex-leholding
eye is easily 5,UtK) or lO.Otio time's more nut tlm little forked instrument In the the'nt price
offered
is a full, true and complete transcript
by him for tile land, per cent per annum in advance, payments
sensitive than It was at the beginning. tllOlllh thlltl the lingers.
,,.e, (r l,ertising and appraisement and and interest due on October 1st of each of the
.
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vision at regular Intervals Just like
ptttr-the hi ctaul jnd down. ait
those of the measuring
ilck, ami
- Ihe disarrei-ab- l
Of their I'hilip II
Is direcled at 1hi
when the
visions to which this
subject
sy to metisnre Ui
ed liitn." The well known lines ol sttnictnre. It Is
at Hln
rthakeieare iml ei te that in Ills da dianieter. In a small home
the inthe rrnwing of the cock at dawn ws end is a photometer, by which
lie measured
believed t r he cfti.-a- . ions In Olivine tensity of the light mny
et any point.
way spirits.
I
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OF "GODS"

ATTORNEYS-AT-LA-

1

REVEALED IN THE FACE

MUCH

MILLIONS

Country la Certainly Deserving of Ita
Appellation, "The Mother of
Religions."

Better to Wear a Smile
Than a Frown.

horse as you can with one that (a
easily niunnged, and that It takes more
time to milk an excitable kicking cow
than It does to milk one that is quiet
and gentle. A mean temper, he claims.
In most cases is the result of Improper
handling. And the habits farm animals have are generally the result of
their training. I'atience and gentle-- !
Bess are the prime requisites to the
proper training of farm animals.
If It pays In time and trouble to
give the young animals t lie right care,
how much more essential is It to use
patience, tact and gentleness In the
training and care of children. Many
a boy and girl has gone to the bad,
made a wreck of life, simply because
those who had the care of them did
not understand theiu. Instead of tact
ful kindness they were harsh and se-- .
vere. Thero are few, very few, who
are at heart vicious. Under the sur-face of what seems to be a mean, ugly
boy or girl, may be a poor, lonely
heart that la breaking for a sympa- thetlc smile, a word of encouragement,
a chance to be a friend to a friend.
That Is why folks should always wear
a smile, a real genuine heart smile.
Then they never miss giving cheer and
a boost to the good to all they meet,
and If they have the responsibility of
a child, It should have the benefit of
all the love and patience at their command. Thrift Magazine.

well-aime-

Two million acre of land in the
South are planted to peanuts. It is;
estimated that each year the Ameri-- i
110- can people consume 4,()(K),(XI0
In
pound bags of roasted peanuts.
addition hundreds of thousands of
pounds are made into butter or oil,
or are shelled and salted. The De- -.
partment of agriculture has issued aj
receipt for bread made from peanut
flour that is claimed to contain four;
times as much protein, t;ij,ht times
as much fat, and nine times as much
mineral iniircdicnts as wheat flour.'
There are few products of American
soil that exceed in importance the
peanut, yet the Democratic tariff law,
under which the country has been
lahoring for ciht years, reduced the
duty on peanuts 25 per cent below
the rates provided in the Republican'
law. An a result, huue importations;
of peanuts have been pouring into
the I'nited States, putting a wholly
unnecessary burden of competition
upon the peanut farmers. One of thi;
duties and pleasures of the Republican Congress will be the placing of
adequate tariff protection upon the
American peanut crop.

I

A big stockman has said that you
cannot do as much work with a niean

four-foote- d

'

AND BANKING

SAVACE
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INDUSTRY

HUNTEHS

OX

WAlt

Off again, on again. As we go to
press the latest information is, that
Dan 1'adilla, manager oi tne
Grays has made his guar- antee of $150 that his team will meet1
the Santa Fe team in the Duke city
Sunday afternoon. An hour ago the,
game was off, now it seems fairly;
possible that it may be played, asi
there seem to be no more holes that
Dan can either crawl into or out of.;
GROWERS
NEED PROTECTION:

It

K.M'KItT

Col. E. C. Abbott, former judge of
this district, now a colonel in the regular army, has been ordered to the
Panama Canal zone. He will leave
Washington for that station in a
short time accompanied by Mrs. Abbott and their daughter Jane. Since
his return from Europe Col. Abbott
has been attached to the Judge Advocate's office with headquarters in
Washington.
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THE WRECKERS

BUILDIH6

FRANCIS

DURABILITY

LYNDE

LOST

ONI. PERFECTLY

GOOD

ENGINE.

;nih.im Norrrom, railroad manaBtr, and Ills erretary, Jlmmle
Synopsis.
Tiod'lH, are manmnnl at Sand Creek siding with a younir lady. Sheila Macrae,
and in-- i small cousin, Maisle Ann. I'nKeen. they witness a peculiar train holdl
car is curried off. Norrroas recugnizcs the carVs that
up, In whiih a
of John fhadwick, financial niamniti.--, whom he was to meet at l'ortal City.
He ami lod.l rescue timdwlck. The latter offers Norcross the management
of the i'ioiieer Khort Line, which Is In the hands of eastern speculators, headed
by lir.'ckenridKe 1'imtun, president of the line. Norcross, learning that Sheila
Macrae is stopping at Tortal city, accepts. lxdds overhears conversation
ltufus Hatch and enslave Ilenckel, l'ortal City financiers. In which
they admit complicity In C'liadwlck's kidnaping, their object being to keep
'hadwi' k from attending a meeting of directors to reorganize the l'loneer
Short Line, which would Jeopardize their Interests. To curb the monopoly controlled by Mati'h and Ilenckel, the lied Tower corporation, Norcross forms the
CitltzeliB' Sloiage and Warehouse company. He begins to manifest a deep
Interest In Sheila Macrae. I wdds learns that Sheila is married, but
living
apart from her husband. Norcross does not know this. The lioss' disappears-repor- 't
has It that he has resigned and gone east

CHAPTER

with that of
the engine which had been left stand
lug below the coal chutes, hut the tw
tilings snapped themselves together
for me like the halves of an auto
matic coupling, and I couldn't wedg
them apart.
"An engine even a little old Atlan
is a pretty big thing to lose,
Isn't It, Kirgan?" I asked.
Kirgan righted his chair with
crash.
"Jlmmle, I've sifted this blamed out
fit through an eighty-messcreen!'
he growled. "With all the
that's goln' on over at tlie head
quarters, I didn't want to bother Mr,
Vun Iiritt, and I haven't been advertisin' In the newspapers. Hut it
a holy fact, Jlmmle. The 'Slxtecu's
e

h

devil-to-pa- y

themselves to any railroad material
that they happened to need, usln' our
cars and engines on their loggiu' roads
and mine branches."
"You stopped all this?"
"You bet I did between two days
They've been niaklu' seventeen differ
ent kinds of a roar ever since, but I've
had Mr. Van Britt and the big boss
behind me, so I Just shoved ahead,
What Kirgan said about the Red
Tower people using our rolling stock
on their private brunch roads set
bee to buzzing In my bruin. What if
they hud stolen the 1010 to use lu that
wayT

"You have a blue-priof the l'ortal
division here, haven't you?" I asked,
"Dig it up and let's have a look at it."
At first the facts threatened to bluff
us. The blue-priengineers' map was
an old one, but It showed the spurs and
tho stations and water
tanks. Since the lost engine bad been
standing at the western end of the
i'ortal City yards, we didn't try to
truce it eustward. To get out in that
direction it would have had to pass
,
the
the shops, the pas
senger station und the headquarters
building, and, even at that time of
night, somebody would have been sure
to see It.
Tracing the other way westward
we had a clear track for ten tulles to
Arroyo. Arroyo had no night operator, so we agreed thut the stolen en
gine might easily have slipped past
there YvItTioul heltig marked down.
Eight miles beyond Arroyo we came
to Hantu, the first night station west
of l'ortal City. Here, as we figured
It, the wild engine must have been
seen by the operator, if by no one
else. Hantu was an apple town, and
the town Itself might have been
asleep, but the wire man ut the sta
tion shouldn't have been.
"Let's hold Banta In suspense a bit.
and allow that by some means or
other the thieves managed to get by,"
I suggested.
"The next thing to be
considered Is tho fact that the Ten- Sixteen must now have been run
ning without orders, we must remember ugalnst the Fast Mall coming
east. The Mall didn't puss her any- wnere not oiiiciaiiy, at least; it it
had, the fact would show mi In some
station's report to the dispatcher's

Kirgan, shaking his head ; "or, least
wise, If there Is, It hasn't any rail con
nection with our siding, Just as I'm
tellln" you.
We'll have to look farther along."
Somehow, I couldn't get It out of
my head but that I was right. Our
guesses all went as straight as a
string to that 'Y' siding ten miles west
of Banta, and I was sure thut if I had
been talking to Mr. Van Britt I could
have convinced him. But Kirgan was
awfully
"It's supper time," he said, after
we had mulled a while longer over
the mop.
"Tomorrow, If you like,
we'll take an engine and run down
there. But we nln't goln' to find anything. I can tell you that, right now."
"Yes, and tomorrow we may have
the new general manager, and then
you and I and all the others will be
hunting for some other railroad to
work on," I retorted.
I pretty nearly had him over the
edge, but I couldn't push him the
rest of the way to save my life.
"If there was the least little scrap-reason even to Imagine that Mr. Norcross had gone off on thut stolen
hard-lieude-

VARY

Classification of Passenger and Freight
Highways la Predicted by
Chairman Dlehi.

Copyright by Charles ScHbnvr't Sons
tlie boss' disappearance

OF ROADS

line, und it wus uddressed "To tlie
Generul Munnger's Office," Just like
that. There were only nine words
lu It, but they were all strictly to the
point: "What's gone wrong? Where
is Mr. Norcross? Answer quick."
1 saw in half a second at least a
part of what had hoppened. Mr. Chadwick was back from his Canadian
trip, and somebody the New York
people, perhaps had wired him that
a new general manager had been appointed for l'loneer Short Line. The
old wheat king's quick shot at our
office mowed that he wasn't In the
plot, und that, whatever else had become of him, Mr. Norcross hadn't as
yet turned up In Chicago!
t,ee! but that brought on more
talk a whaling lot of it. I meant
to find out, right away, If Mr. Van
iiritt nan come back from the scene
of a wreck. He was the man to an
swer Mr. Chadwlck's wire. But an
interruption butted In suddenly. Just
us I was signing the dinner check.
The head waiter, who knew me from
having seen me so often with the boss,
came over to say that I was wanted
quick at the telephone.
Jt wjis Mrs. SheMa on the wire, and
I could
by the way her voice
sounded that she was mightily ex'
7"cited.
I ve been calling you on every
phone I could think of," was the way
she began ; und then : "Where is Mr,
Van Britt?"

Freight roads and passenger roads
are probabilities of the comparatively near future la congested sections
of the country, according to Chairman
George C. Diehl of the A. A. A. good
roads board, who has sent a communication to this effect to the office of
the chief of engineers of the War department. Mr. Diehl thus comments
on the
highways problem:
"There will never be a time when
all roads are of equal durability and
carrying capacity.
Highways and
railroads are analogous, hi that they
are both designed to carry traffic, and
general rules which have been devel
oped through scientific management
of railroads apply as well almost Invariably to highways. The heaviest
locomotives and rolling stock are carried on roads like the New York Central and Pennsylvania and Union Pacific.
Their use over lighter constructed railroads would ruin the
roads Jn a comparatively brief period.
"There must come a classification
of highways. Over class 1 the heaviest motortrucks and trailers .would
be permitted; each truck should have
large figures conspicuously placed on
the' sides to Indicate the total weight
that It was permitted jo carry operators and owners of trucks should tie
jiroseeuled Jjor using the heaviest
trucks on roads designed for lighter
trnffle.
It would be comparatively
siniple to enforce such provisions, as
there seems to be no defense of tlie
proposition permitting one or two
heavy trucks to ruin an Investment
of many thousand dollars on the
w
lighter constructed highways.
"At the road Intersection the high
way capacity could be indicated, as
the highway department should, I believe, have a traffic department under
chief traffic engineer, having to do.
not with construction and maintenance but merely with the control of
traffic.
It Is extremely likely that it
would result ultimately In a system
of freight roads and passenger roads,
and that wider and parallel roads
would result ultimately In a system
of freight roads and passenger roads,
nd that wider and parallel roads

rent could cook me like a fried potato,
gone !"
and he said he hadn't.
I was trylnff to pry myself loose
Mr. Vim ISiitt saw and talked with
The ulternoon ut tlie office was a
everybody, mul w lion lie could wedge sort of
repeat of from the notion that the loss of the
off a minute nr two of privacy, he'd the morning, with lots of
people mill- engine and the boss' disappearance
go into the third room of t lie suite ing tiroiual and things going crooked at about the same time were in some
anil thresh ii nut with .Tuiiciimii, or und
as they were bound way connected with each other. It
Itillotighhy, or Mr. Ripley, I'roin these to with tlie boss gone and a new boss was no use ; the Idea refused to let go.
"Look here, Kirgan," I shoved In
private tarns I found out that there coming. Nobody had any heart for
was still some
nil it in the iiiimls of anything, and
along late in tlie after- "ean you think of any possible reason
all four of iliein about die buss' dropnoon when word came of a freight why Mr. Norcross should write Mr,
out as to whether it was voluntary wreck at Cross Creek Gulch, Mr. Vun Van Iiritt n letter saying that he had
or not.
Iiritt threw up both hands anil ylppcd quit and was going east on the mid
Also, I found out what had been and swore like a pirate. It Just showed night train and then should change
done during tin- four days. We had what a raw edge the headquarters'
his mind and come down here and go
no "eompany detective" at that time, nerves were taking on.
somewhere on that engine?"
and .Mr. Ilormn-had borrowed a man
After I had said It, It sounded so
Though it wasn't his business, Mr.
iiiiineil ( ; f
r r j his nld com- - Ven Iiritt went out with tlie wreck- foolish that I wanted to take It hack,
puny, the Ovcrhuid I'etitral, wiring for ing train, mid Fred May ami I had It lint Kirgan didn't seem to look at it
film and gelling him on tlie ground all to ourselves for tlie
remaining hour that way.
wllliin twenty four hours of the time or so up to closing time. Just before
"Well, I'll he shot!" he exclaimed.
of Mr. Norcross' disappearance.
live, Mr. Cnntrell, the editor of the "I never once thought of that ! Hut
Enter Mr. DUmuke, gen- Grimmer had gone to work at once, Mountaineer, dropped In. He looked where the devil would he go? And
oral manager."
but everything be had turned up, so il lilt disappointed when he found how would lie get there without some
far, favored tin. voluntary runaway only us two, Fred turned him over body finding out? And why in Sam
(TO i)K CONTINUED.)
theory. air. .Noivross trunks were to me, and he came on in to tlie priv- Hill would he do a thing like that,
Ntill in his rooms at the liulhird; but ate ollioe when I asked him to, and
If
anyway? Why, suffcrln' Moses!
CLARITY IN NIGHT THOUGHTS
Ills two grips were gone.
And tin' smoked one of tlie boss' good cigars he wanted to go anywhere, all he hud
night i lerk at the hotel, when he was out of u box that I found In the big to do was to order out his car and
Brain Is Frequently at Best During the
pushed to It, remembered Hint tin desk.
tell the dispatcher, and go.
I liked Cnntrell.
Still, Quiet Hours of the Darkboss had paid his bill up to date tlia
He was Just the
"I can't figure It out any better than
ness.
WKiit,
going up to bis rooms, sort of man you expect an editor to you can," I confessed. "Mr. Norcross
1'ast that, tlie trace was completely he; tall and thin and kind of
Is gone, and the
Is gone,
Many writers sleep with pencil and
with an absent way with him und
lost. Tli
Mall
ndtietor on the
they both dropped out between
notebook under their pillows and a
eusthniind, on tlie night in question Unit made you feel as if be were ten am) twelve o'clock on the same
lamp nt hand, so thut they may dash
thinking along about a mile ahead of night. Mart. I don't believe Mr. Nor
swore by all tlial was pen and grcn
off the thoughts thut come to them
you when you were striking tlie best cross went cast at all ! I believe,
that Mr. Norcross hadn't been
In the watches of the night. There
thlnk-gal- t
you ever knew of.
when we find that engine, we'll find
jiassenuer on his train. And he woul
Is about these thoughts a clurlty that
"No word yet from Mr. Norcross, I
It
lie
been
!"
have
known
hail
if
him
certainly
does not come with daytime thinking
lie said.
suppose?"
behis
his
chair nml
carrying
general malinger.
Kirgan got out of
a sureties of vision that approaches
I
told
there wasn't.
Over In the other lield there was
gun to walk up and down In the little
the clairvoyant
Misfortunes never
"It's
to
to
and
very
me,
singular
olllce."
between his desk and the drawing-tl;
absolutely nothing tu i II i'I'I till till
loom so full or realistic as after midall of us, as It Is to you," I threw In. space
board.
At this, we hunted up an official
Hesldes being the best boss
Hatch people. So far from il, Ilalil
Tlie editor smoked on for u full
night; but Joy and pleasure lose somes
tl
card and begun to figure on the We Hunted for a Possible Passing thing
mechanic in the West, he was u
laid tinned up at the rullrond of li
of their glamor, their evidence;
minute without saying anything more,
Point.
fighting man, with a clear head meet" proposition. The Fhst Mull
bright and early the morning after and he seemed to be
doubt creep In with them.
staring absently and nerve to burn. When he had got was due at l'ortal City ut twelve- Mr. Norcross hud gone, lie had asked
A
It would be different,
at a
problem which we have wrestled
picture on the wall. as far as he could go alone he turned twenty, und on the night In question
for Hie boss,
fading to Mail him, When he got
"But there lu the daylight, weighing it with ull
Jlmmle," he protested.
good and ready, he be on me.
It hud
on time.
tie had hunted up Mr. Van lirllt. What
Making due alnt; and you know doggoned well our Intelligence, Is settled In a certain
gan again.
lie wanted, It "eeim-ilwas n clian
"Jimmle, do you reckon tills Red time allowances for liuiecurucy in the there uln't. Let's go
and way, calmly and Judiciously and after
oil don t need any common plain
Tower outfit was far enough along hi urd wntcliman s story, the missing hunt
to reopen the proposition that hud
up something to eat. You'll feel mature rellectlon. Our decision seems
on
man
cioines
tins Job, Jliamle; you Its scrap with tlie boss to put up il Job
been made to him the day before
tiglne could hardly have left the a
heap clearer In your mind when you the right one. And then, suddenly. In
need Hie best there Is: a real, dyed to
l'ortal City yurd much, before
the offer of the now Citizens' Storugi
pass him out of the game?" he
get a good square meal Inside o' your the dead of the night thut
Sherlock Holmes, if there
& Warehouse company to purchase tin
Issue bobs up before our mental vl
clothes."
ever wen- - such a mlrticle."
Tlie Fast Mail wns scheduled at
I told him It (HdiA seem to fit Into
various Red Tuner equipments and
We left the shop offices together, slon, wake us from a sound sleep and
think It Is a case for a de any twentieth-centur'.on
an
hour.
miles
ut
Its
time
Kiinta and got shut out,
scheme of forty
plants.
crossing the yard, settles Itself In quite another way, In
tective?"
t"
V, ,
things, and past that I mentioned the was
nn l'.rltt bad referred him to
Mr.
Allowing the hy a freight that was pulling In from one great flash, A strong white light
'I
he
do,"
replied,
looking
lolll
same
the
rate
straight fact that the Hatch people had taken
of speed In the the west, mere was a
Mr. Ripley, mid to our lawyer Match
has
been
and
crew
bruin
turned
the
upon
yard
me with his mild blue eves.
"If the buck track and were now offering opposite direction, It would have
laid ti.uilo what purported to be an at
shifting on the other side of the in has revealed there a conclusion
I were one of Mr. Norcross1 close to sell out and
or there- coming
stop chocking the passed lluntti at
we
which
open ronfesslon, admitting that he had friends I should
nnd
no
had
rather than wait
train,
inkling before. The
the best help that wheels of reform.
abouts. Hence there would still be for the double
gone to Mr. Norcross the night he- - could be found get
obstruction to clear Itself, processes of arrivflig nt it are a closed
lose
not
und
a
minutes running time to' be we walked down the
single
"I know," he put In. "Hut I've been
fore, determined to light the new com- minute about It."
The clairvoyant brain has Brick or Concrete Roads Are Economshop track, mean chapter.
reiidln' the papers, Jininile, and It llvided between the eastliound train lug to go around the lower end of registered a result
ical If There la Considerable Heavy
pany to a linlsh, anil that there had
only. And aguln and
Mnce
there was nobody around ain't all Red Tower, not by a jugful. and the westbound engine. In other
been ii good many tilings said Hint
Traffic
will be found to be the right
It
again
thing.
was
,
any closer to the boss than The big graft In this lieck-with the two
ords, the meeting-pointwoods Is
would
be forgotten. Now, how- who
tile expedient solution.
This detour took us past the
I was, 1 Jumped Into the hole pretty
would be found to be the most ecopolitical, and the Red Tower gang Is running ut the same Seed, would fall
ever, he was willing tu talk straight
and when we reached the turnMemory, too, Is peculiarly keen In nomical method of
set-minutes
about
west
quick.
of
linntn.
In
twenty
laying out the highMr.
the
business and a romproml.se.
cogs
hud
only
lie
the
table
silences
Justfour
the
between
of
and
the
lead,
engine
midnight
Can you tell us anything that will Norcross wus
Tracing the line on the
railed his board of directors together,
In the morning. All the cobwebs have way system.
gettln' himself mighty
urrlved
came
down
freight
backing
"It is Impossible to lay out all roads
help, Mr. Cuntrell?" I asked.
mid they hti wU-i- to sell their
pointedly disliked; you know that. we hunted for a possible passing point, the
Seeing Kirgan, the been swept from the brain by the first
Not specifically; I wish I could. The way he was alniln' to run
things. which, according to the way we had engineer swung down from the step hours of sleep; the body and nerve of the heavy form of construction; in
plants to Citizens' Storage
Itut I can say this: I know Mr. Rufus It was beglnnln' to look a If maybe things doped out, should have been at the lead
the first place, the money is not availtc Warehouse If n
price could be
switch, leaving the hostler centers are singularly rested ; there
Hatch und his associates up one side the people of this state might wake up not more than thirteen or fourteen to
able, and, secondly, too many years
agreed upon.
the engine on the tnble. I are no noises to disturb and some sub"spot"
would elapse before the more sparseThere was a knew the engineer
ome day and turn in and help him." mile west of linntu.
With Mr. XuremsM gone and n new and down the other. They are hand
conscious
us.
name
Is
His
within
work
at
power
by
with the political pirate who
ly settled sections of the country
"I know all ubout that," I threw In. blind siding ten miles west, but be- was Corcher, ond he sight
was a reformed
general malinger coming, Mr. Ripley
were developed. It would not be at
From the little
Hut where ore you trying to land, yond mat, nothing east of Sand Creek,
wan afraid to make a inovu. ami Hatch control this state.
with
record for getting
Strike In New Zealand.
all difficult to break bulk when leaving
which was tweuty-on- a
mile farther out of more
wan pressing him In pet busy on the that has leaked out, and the great deal Mart?"
was
It
lu
New
with
a
JU13,
that
October,
tight places
heavy
has been published In the Hutch- Right here. Mr. Norcross wag the along; at least, there was nothing that train than any other man on the divi- Zealand experienced a food and fuel the heavy traffic roads, and in a combargain and sale proposition; was ap- that
e
brief time an excellent the
controlled newspapers' all over the whole show. Take him out of It and showed up on the mnp. The
now
sion.
as
mid
anxious
to
sell
as
a
result of a general strike, paratively
parently
shortage
would fall siding might have served for the passwithdraw as lie had tit first been to state (luring the past few weeks. It Is the whole shootln'-matc"Here's looking" at you, Mr. Kir- which began with a walkout of ship ory of highway construction would be
developed whereby each locality would
apparent that Mr. Norcross' removal to pieces as it's doln'. right now. ing point, huf In that case the crew gan," he said, with a sort of
New Zealand had been
fight everything in sight.
Happy wrights.
able to determine the amount it
was a thing greatly to be desired, not They didn't need to slug him or shoot of the Fast Mall would surely have
be
I
Hooligan grin on his smutty face. ferred to frequently as "a land with was feasible for them to
I!y the morning
mine on the scene
Red Tower people, hut him up or anything like that: If It seen the 101 fl waiting on the siding as "You
the
expend on
lily
by
been passln' the word, quiet out strikes" by magazine writers, who
the mail Grimmer had, as they nay, also
each mile of highway construction."
hy the political bosses. That
nuld he made to look as If he'd they came by. And they hadn't seen among the boys to
an eye out found In Its labor and social laws ma
Just about done his do. lie was only
keep
to be enough to make all of Jumped the Job, quit, chucked It all It; Klrgnn said they bad been ques f r
Atluntlc-typ- e
ii fort of journeyman detective, and ought
that got lost In terial for much praise. Its Industrial
tioned promptly the following morn the that
had run out of clues. When he came you suspicious very 'suspicious, Jlm- up, why, there you are. A new Ikiss
ain't youT Well, I found laws often were held up as models. FARMER BACK OF GOOD ROADS
shuffle,
mle."
ing.
her."
New Zealand Is a British colonial posIn mid talked to Mr. Van l'.rltt mid
The tall editor got up and made
Though I had been over the road
"What'a that where?" snapped Kir- session, discovered by Tasman In 104Z Seasons Do Not Walt and Crops Must
Mr. Ripley, I could see that he fully
to
were
In
I
"If
go.
Mr.
with
ready
Norcross
In
your
hi private car gan, In a tone that made a noise like The settlers have been often at war
place,
Be Sowed, Cultivated Reaped
believed In tile drop-ou- t
theory, find or rather In Sir. Van
Itritt's. I'd get
any n u tn I nt of times since we hail the pop of a whip-laswith the natives, the Maoris. Tbe doeven the lawyer nml Mr. Van ISrlt
and Marketed.
an expert on this jol and I shouldn't
taken hold, I didn't recall the detail
"You know that old gravel pit that minion does not have a socialist gov
bud to admit that the fads were with
much grass grow under my feet
let
topographies very clearly, and
lilln. The boss had written a letter
The farmer or rural dweller. In cer
digs Into the hill a mile west of the ernment although It has adopted radi
while I was about It. Call me up at
couldn't seem to rememlier anything old 'Y' on the Timber Mountain
cally socialistic policies. The govern tain sections, for a long time stood
saying definitely that lie was quitting
grade?
Mountaineer
the
office
I
If
can help."
nlsiut this siding ten miles west of Well, shes there;
lie laid paid his hi. til bill, and his
In the way he wanted the roads, but
plumb at the far ment Is vested In a governor, appoint
And with that he went away.
Banta. So I asked Kirgan.
end o that gravel track, cold and ed by the crown, and a general assem he didn't want to pay for them. He
trips were gone; and two days later
It was Just a little while after this
"That siding Isn't in any such shape dead.
President Imtiton had appointed
bly consisting of a legislative council. did not realize that In the long run
that the Fast Mall could get by with
new general manager, which was proof that I put on my hat and strolled
appointed hy the governor, and a good roads pay for themselves out of
out
"Crippled?"
Kirgan
rapped
to Kirgan's
out seeing a 'meet' train on the side
"Not as- we could aee; Just dead. house of representatives, elected.
MiHltive, you d say, that the bos
had across the yard track
savings made to the community In
olllce In the shops. Kirgan was an
track. Is
She's got her nose shoved a piece
resigned nml Inuj so notified the New old
haulage of people and merchandise.
friend, a you might say: he had
The big
shook his into the gravel bank, but she ain't
York office.
Have to Be Handy With Ax.
But the farmer today Is reckoning In
liecn on the Oregon building job with
bead.
off
the rail."
When the noon hour mme along,
Nearly all rural Tasmanlan men art units of time, for seasons do not wait
u and knew the boss through and
"Hardly, you'd think. I reckon we arc
Fn-May took me out to luncheon,
ivirgan nod oca. "Who else saw fairly dexterous with tbe ax. In tbe and crops must be sowed and cultididn't
have
I
sie-cia
through.
Jlmmle.
anything
Is
up
That siding
her?"
stump,
back blocks It Is a necessity of life, one vated, reaped and marketed at the
and we went to the Itiillard cafe. It
to say, but I kind of wanted to
at the mouth of a
part of an old
wan pretty rich for our blood at two
"Nobody but the boys on our train. of the settler's first jobs being to con- right time. Therefore the farmer Is
talk
to
who
So
knew.
I
runs
mounsomebody
back Into the
gulch that
I reckon."
struct a but or house out of the grow now back of the road Improvement
dollar jier, but I (rues' Fred thought
loafed In on Kirgan.
tains for maybe a dozen miles or so.
"All right Don't spread It Want ing timber surrounding the site. Oa
hi Job was gone, anyway, and felt
loved the boss like a brother.
lie
me
the T was put In for to make a little overtime?"
They tell
Much Good Road Building.
farms fencing posts sre sure to be re
reckless. Over the good things at our
came In. he fired his kid
the Timber Mountain Lumber outfit
"I ain't kickln' none."
Last year recorded nnthought of
corner table we did a little threshing As soon as t
quired, and splitting them out of tree
on
some
or
errand
when
other,
they nsed the gulch mouth for
"That's business. After you've had trunks still demands skill as well as road building activities throughout
on our own account and got a lot stenographerme
and made
sit down and tell him
their shipping point They had one your supper, call np your fireman and energy, though the older
more chuff and no grain.
post and rail the United States. A few years ago
all I knew. When I got through be
or their
s
rabbit-proo- f
up In the gulch report to me here at the
fence, the
fence. some narrowly bounded community
Fred didn't want to agree with was pulling at his long mustache and
somew here, but the business died out
take a light engine and go down and the "chopping block" log fence might have done something to make
Glimmer and the fact, but there wrinkling his nose as I've seen a hullwhen they got the timber all cut off." along and get that
still In vogue In heavily timbered dis- the roads within Its confines better.
runaway."
didn't seem to he any help for It. And dog do when he was getting ready to
Tell me this. Mart," I put In quick
This seemed to nettle Kirgan's half tricts required much more nice ax Such an act however, was little cans
a for me. I had other thing In mind bite something.
ly. "The Timber Mountain company of the puzzle. We hadn't taken the work than the post and wire fence for comment except locally. Tbe aa- all the time the big scary fear that
"Too haven't got all the drop-ou- t
Is one of the Bed Tower monopolies
tomoblle, with tbe range of travel It
gravel track Into our calculations sim- now generally erected.
had
the
to
bos
after
got
somebody
business cornered over yonder In the
did It have a railroad track up that ply because It wasnt marked on the
haa brought within everyone's reach.
he had left Ripley on the night of general office, Jlmmle," he said slow
with our T'T"
we had been studying ; but that
had not been developed and could not
gulch
600 Years.
connecting
for
map
Tottering
and
had
In
hashed
him
shocking,
just
and
ly, tilting hack In his swing-chai- r
Why, yes; I reckon so. I'm not merely meant that the pit had been
The famous Leaning tower of Pisa have been nsed If It had. This means
the face with the story of Mr Sheila'i glowering at me with those sultry eyes I've Sifted This Blame Outfit Through
right sure that there ain't one there opened some time after the map had hi of pure white Carrara marble In tbe that the advent of the automobile has
an Eighty-Mes- h
Screen."
sham widowhood.
of his. "tn that same Dlght that you're
But If there Is, It's been dis- been made.
yet.
GoHc style. Its departure from the forced good roads.
By and hy we pot around to my talkln' about, I stand to lose one per would be sent out here, and yon could connected from the T. I'm sure of
has been variously InWhen Oorcher bad
burned hand, and Kred told me Grim- fectly good Atlantic-typ- e
locomotive. bet your sweet life he wouldn't be that, because I went In on that T' round bouse to wash gone Into the perpendicular
,Hartf Road BuUdlng.
np and tell his terpreted, but there Is little doubt that'
mer had at least succeeded In clearing At ten o'clock she was set in on the
one
Hard road building Is going for
day with the wrecker."
anybody like Mr. Norcross?. Not so
fireman to report back, Kirgan and it rises from the softness of the soil
op whatever mystery there was about spur below the coal chutes. At twelve yon could notice It. The New Tork
You'd think this would nave settled
which It stands and which has ward in lows, over a million dollars
crossed the yard and beaded for
that The wall switch for the' electric o'clock, when the round-houswatchpeople would take blamed good care-- a it. But I hung on like
dog to a town. I left the
way.
Its worth of contracts being let In one
at given
Notwithstanding
light In the lower hall at the head- man went down there to see If her that."
root
p
the door of a Greek
that be threatening appearance. It has now month recently.
quarter via right beside the outer fire was banked all right, she was
"Ton think the Dunton people are
"Say, Mart," I Insisted, "this T patronized and went on np to the stood for more than six hundred years
door Jamb as I knew. It bad burned gone."
Cost of H21 Improvements.
siding we're talking about Is just Ballard. I was Just retting around without rent or decay.
standing In with the graft?"
out In some way. and that was why
Boad Improvements In the United
'Nobody could've grabbed off the around where the Ten Sixteen ought to my piece of canned pumpkin pie
there was no light on when I went
CHAPTER VII
motive-powe- r
States In 1921 will cost dose to
And He Did.
job on this railroad, as to have met the Mall; so far as we when tbe kid from the dispatcher's
down-stairAnd In burning out It
t did, Jlmmle, and not think It and can tell by this map It's the only place office came Into the
Blossom Did you pay 'or this eieo $600,000,000.
stretchd
had
Itself with the
The Lost 101
be d n' sure of It. Why, Lord o' where It could have met It And the ing his neck as If be were looking for tric battery
His Valet "No, sir;
brass lock of the door; Fred didn't
When Kirgan told me be wai Heavens, the Red Tower bunch was old gulch track would have been
Beet Shock Absorbers.
Wnen be got his eye on yoa told me to have It charged!"
somebody.
know Just bow, but Grimmer had ex- shy
whole locomotlw, I began to nsln us just the same as If we be mighty good hiding-placGood roads are the best shock ab
for the stolen me be came across to my corner and
asked
I
him
If
it.
Glimmer see all sorts of
Of course,
plained
to 'em ! ordering our men to engine V
banded me a telegram. It was from
He wbn is unable to collect his wits sorbers, unless they shock the taxpay-had xpUlnad bow e 110 volt light cur there was nothing on earth to connect longed
do their machinery repairs, helpia'
"Inert ain't enjr track there," said Mr. Chadwlck, under a CUcago date or bis bills Is In tough luck.
VI
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WTERNATOXAL

Sunday5chool

Lesson

(By REV. P. B. FITZ WATER, D. IX,
Teacher of English Bible in the lloody
Bible Institute of Chicago.)
, 1921. Western Newspaper Union.)

LESSON

FOR JUNE 19.
ORDER

THE SOCIAL
CHRISTIAN.

MAKING

LESSON TEXT

Luke

Matt.

4:16-2-

Inasmuch

tt:

as ye have

PRIMARY TOPIC Pleasing Jesus by
Helping Others.
JUNIOR TOPIC The Example Jewis
Gave Us.
INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR TOPIO
Making All of Life Christian.
YOUNO PEOPLH AND ADULT TOPIC
Christianity , Transforming the Social
Order.

d

Again we say nut "Milking the Social Order Christian," If the committee
please. At least these texts selected
by the committee do not so teach, for
they have no bearing upon the question. Why two texts so widely separated in meaning should be selected
to go together under the subject
The
Darned
Is Incomprehensible.
teacher should therefore Ignore the
subject chosen and endeavor to bring
out the meaning of the texts.
I, Jesua In the Synagogue at Nazareth (Luke 4:10-211. His custom was to go to the
house of Ood (v. 10). He now bad
come back to the town of his boyhood
days and entered the place of worship
as was His custom.
2. Jesus readiug
from the Scrip
Ue opened the book
tures (vv.
at the slxty-flrchapter of Isuluh and
read the Scripture pussoge which set
forth His entire mission.
(1) Churacter of His mission (vv
18, 10). (a) I'reach the gospel to the
poor. God has peculiar regard for the
poor, and the glory of the gospel Is
that It comes to the help of the very
ones most In need. It puts a ludder
at the feet of a man and enables him
to climb as high as his ability will per
mit him.
(b) Heul the broken'
hearted. How many are the
I
(c) I'reach deliverance to
the captives. Those who are In captivity to sin and Satan. Christ can and
(d)
will deliver (John 8:34-30of sight to the blind. Christ
not only can' open the physical eye
but the eyes of the spirit as well.
le) Set at liberty them that are
bruised. Satan has been most mere!
lessly bruising men, but the Mighty
One has come who can set them free,
(f) I'reach the acceptable year of the
Lord. This was the Year of Jubilee
which looked forward to the glorious
)
millennial age (Lev. 25:8-13- ,
(2) His endowment (v. 18). The Holy
Spirit came upon Christ for the express purpose of fitting Ulm for His
divine mission. Because of this
He cunnot fall In Bis glo
rious work.
(3) His testimony (vv. 20, 21). liar.
Ing completed the reading. He declared
that the Scripture had fulfillment then
and there in himself. This was a critical hour for the people. May' It be
Just as critical for the members of
every class where this lesson Is studied! May there not be rejection Ilk
that which followed His testimony at
Nazareth
II. The Judgment of the Nations
).

d

1

(Matt

23:34-40-

).

one-hal-

h

ulars:

1. The Judge (v. 81). The Son of
Man In glory.
2. The time (v. 81). It Is when the
Lord "hull come In His glory accoro
panted by His glorious retinue of an
gels.
8. The place (v. 81). It will be on
the throne of His glory. This throne
will be most surely In the land of Israel. Tbe prophecy of Joel, third
chapter, and Zecharlah 14 :l-- nialre It
to be In or near Jerusalem.
4. The peopl Judged (tt.
These people wtU be the living nations
open the earth after" the church has
been translated (I Thess. 4: 18, 17)
These nations are the ones to whom
the gospel of the kingdom shall be
preached Just prior to the coming of
the Lord (see Matt 24:14). The
preachers of this gospel will be Jews
(Rev. 7: Rom. 11). These are the
Lord's brethren In the flesh as they
move among the nations of the world
with the startling message of the news
of the Lord' approaching kingdom.
Some nations will gladly receive the
message and most kindly receive the
kingdom messengers, giving them
' clothing, food, shelter, etc. ; others will
'
reject them, thrusting them Into prison, etc Here the former will visit
these messengers of the King and provide for their wants. At this time the
Judge will separate tbe nations, placing tbe sheep on tbe right and the
goats on the left Tbe "sheep" are
those who gave proper treatment to
Christ's brethren; the "goats" are
those who maltreated and rejected His
5

32-4-

good-size- d

one-hul-

Tbe

wraps, with entirely
destinies to fulfill, bear
one another company in the picture
shown above. One of them Is a ne
cessity lu the wardrobe, made of a
loft wool material and designed to
make Itself generally useful. It Is
equal to many demands and much wear.
and in addition to these sturdy qualities. It has graceful lines and elegance
to recommend It Like nearly all this
season's wraps, It bears a strong re
a
semblance to a cape In fact,
cape, having capelike sleeves set on,
extended Into point at the back that
merge Into the body of the garment
The collar Is really another small cape.
The collar and sleeves are decorated
with embroidered motifs and the wrnp
is rich enough in appearance to hold
Its own In Ihe company of such
comrades as the one pictured
with It.
Paris presents the lovely wrap for
evening wear which appears at the
right of the two pictured. It Is made
of taffeta silk in vivid orange color

TWO

Bummer

1

deb-onal-

and trimmed with ostrich tips in a
deeper orange. The frock worn with
it Is of white tnffeta, with a wide scalloped hem and It proclaims Its kinship
to the brilliunt wrap by wearing it
color In a sash of orange velvet of the
same shade as the ostrich feather trimming.

Evening dresses of chiffon taffeta
with cajies to match are among the
alluring new arrivals. They are the
last word in beautiful colors, with
bouffant skirts In the new length and
voluminous capes that nearly cover
them. The capes are lined with chiffon, usually In a contrasting color, and
there Is a gleam of thl color through
the thin silk, as In a rape of light blue
with pale orange for the lining. Very
fine pluitlngs of the silk are used In
bands for trimming and In collars that
have the apiearaiice of a full ruche
about the throat. These gay trappings
are worn with hose and slippers to
match them In color. They have no
responsibilities other than to cloths
beauty most beautifully.

For Daylight or Lamplight

1

nk-7fJ- J

rj

one-ha- lf

tone of tbe Judgment

one-thir- d

one-hal-

n

hard-cooke- d

Pur.

u

1

white ribbon down the front snd on
top of the sleeves are novel and are
cleverly managed, slipping through
slashes made In the allk. The same
ribbon make a border about tbe skirt
at the bead of a wide hem adorned)
with an embroidered design. White
beads might be used Instead of white
silk for the decoration. The girdle Is
made of a length of taffeta allk.
At the right a light blue and rose
changeable taffeta Is made with
long tunic shirred to a plain bodice and
worn over a narrow underskirt Lace,
dyed tbe same shsde of blue as that
in the allk, forms a border about the
tonic with a narrow tack at each
side of It A band of lace Is set tn tbe
length sleeve
straight
also. The bodice reaches tbe nspe of
the neck In the back and opens In a)
short "V" at the front

Th Telephone,
I am not
t am telephone. When
broke I am In the banda of a receiver.
I have a mouthpiece, bat nnllke women, I never use It Fellows use tn t
make dates with girl, and girls ms
Husbands
mm to break said dates.
call up their wives over me, and wives
can their husbands down over me. I
never go anywhere, but sometimes tbe
One of Time's Change.
comes and takes me oat, it
Jud Tunklns says times have company
whether row P7 Tour bill
all
depends
man
who
wouldn't harm
changed. A
bee bat I often
not
am
I
or
not
t'
a fly used to be considered
am tbe bell of
I
ear.
In
your
bass
ed. Now he s regarded as untidy.

the town,and while-- I do not wear
Jewelry. I often get rings. Whether I
do thing or not, a lot of people nan
m to th wall; and I Ilk moate, bvt
tbe only music 1 hear Is chin music.
I get ail the popular aire, and tb
most popular on la hot air. Selected.

one-thir-

TWA 7wirtc.

).

t

will rustle
this summer. In
the broad light of day and under the
evening lamps. Nothing In fubrlca.
however, triumphant In the world or
favorite
fashion, outrivals thla
In silks which finds Itself more allur
ing than ever In the colors, and tone
of color peculiar to the present seaFor generations It has been a
son.
medium In which color of whatever
kind has found IU best expression,
rmin the richest and glossiest blacks
to the palest tints, and we ere Inclined
to believe that It Has reacnea me
senlth of Its beauty la this particular
summer. Quite likely our grandmoth
ers were convinced of the same thing.
In tbe two frocks for afternoon
wear, pictured above, taffeta allk
makes lu oft repeateu appearance In
black. In the dress
.deep,Ko dear, glossy
This blackest of blacks Is
accentuated by decorations of white
ribbon and white stltcbery that simulate beads. In tbe
brilliant black and whit dress for
midsummer. Tbe narrow panels of

two-third-

(v. 46
The sheep enter upon the
ct.
Inheritance of
prepared kingdom
Pioneers Brought Gam of Quoins,
f v. 84). Tbe goats go Into an ever last-ram to the America coloQoott
devil
for
and
his
the
Ing Are prepared
tbe Drst of tbe hardy piowith
nic
v.
nxea
l eaj
angels. Their oesuny is
neers from tbe rural region of England, and especially those who cam
Ood Governs World.
tbe borderland of England and
from
nmfrto it as my contribution to
Before tbe day of gunScotland.
wards a fuller and more vivid reall- - powder quoits was so popular
Enr
Ood
this
that
govern
of
truth,
cation
bud that tbe subjects of king begat
Imlaw
as
moral
active,
world by
to neglect tbe practice of archery, and
mutable nd n pervading as can be King Edward III and King tlchard H
'
evand
that
In
other,
any
operative
prohibited the playing of sooltt that
ery collusion or compromise with erll men and youths should pot ta Bor
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The biblical unit here Is verses St
46. One cannot Intelligently teach the
verses selected without their setting
so It would be better to take survey
of the whole.
This Judgment should be carefully
distinguished from what Is popularly
called "Oeneral Judgment" The Bible
peaks of different Judgments, differing In respect to the subjects, the
place, the time, and the results of the
Judgment Note the following partic
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GOLDEN TEXT
done It unto one of the least of thene my
brethren, ye have done It unto me. Matt
S:M.
REFERENCE MATERIAL Acts 1: J7- -.
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early summer In Washington la like UIIIIIIIIIIL
,
midsummer anywhere else, and so one
takes, the liberty of departing from S
the literally seasonable truth.
The senators and representative do
not work
although there
DEAD
ltl. Wsslern Newspaper Union )
is not a niun in either bouse who does
not wish that h might violate the HllllllllllllllllllllllllHllllllllllllllllllllllH
'It's a gay old world when you're ay.
conventions to the extent of dropping
& III. Western Nwppr Union.)
And a glad old world when you're
waste
his
the
basket
coat
Into
paper
"VICTORY BUILDING"
MMENSE
glad;
in these hot duys of District of Col
But whether you play
I And the earth not ray but rosy;
REALLY IS TO BE ERECTED
ot
bus.
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new
members
fair
S
Heaven
Wt
not
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umbia weather. The
glim
It's a sad old world when you're sad.
Do I stop J I pluck a posy;
IN WASHINGTON CITY.
congress suffer more under the beat
T
All's blue.
Do 1 stare
thtiu the old members. The veterans
Robert Browning.
"It's a beautiful world to see
are seasoned In more ways than one.
Or It's dismal In every sons.
The thing It must be
UNEXPECTED
IS TO HAPPEN They hove no Illusions about tbe FRESH MUSHROOMS UP TO DATE.
In Its gloom or its glee
possibility of getting away early In a
Depends on yourself alone."
tariff bill year, and neither have they
the
In
look
to
We may now begin
SOME COOLING DRINKS.
Funds for the Proposed $20,000,000 Illusions concerning tbe possibility of fields and pastures for the delicious
oron
an
summer
the
through
getting
me
Raised
Structure Already Are Being
mushrooms,
e
The following are a few chilly
following are a
and Congress Has Provided a Sits dinary spring wardrobe. They the
In advance to dress for
few of the delec-tabl- e drinks that are different:
on the Mall.
Cafe Parfalt Fill tan
occasion, and in Washington the ocdishes
full of
casion frequently Is red hot.
which
glasses
may be
DWARD B. CLARK.
By
Some one has said that 110,000,000
shaved ice. Fill to an
e p a red with
r
p
Does
the
unexpected
Washington.
Inch from the top with
Americans are waiting anxious-eyethem :
happen In' Washington oftener than It and eager-eare- d
to find out what the
cold coffee diluted with
Stuffed MushLotIn
these
elsewhere
good
happens
is going
cream and sweetened.
rooms Take the
ted States? Sometimes It so seems, congress of the United States
to do with the taxation problem. The even sized mushrooms, remove me
Serve with a spoonful of
but the chunces are that in this city.
number of people concerned in this stems, peel the caps and till a mushunsweetened whipped
a
there
the
of
is
the capitul
country,
Is
the number given, but It Is room cap with chopped chicken, beef
cream. Serve with soda
greater chuuee than elsewhere that a notexactly
to he taken for granted that babes tongue, truffles and cream, eltber of
This Is equally
spoons.
more
fre
merely suggested project
In arms, boys of the "shkiing morning the meats or both. Butter a pan and
with cocoa.
made
good
quently comes into its own. because face"
Pour boil
of like set the stuffed mushrooms therein;
or
Mint Tea.
of
life,
girls
period
of
the
what might be called the spirit
school occupation, or some cover with a mushroom of the same ing hot tea over a large bowl of mint
like
and
nge
Into
the
capital of the republic enters
millions of the adult Indifferent care size, add a little lemon juice, a dash leaves. Cool and serve with cracked
proposal for something worthy to be
anything about taxation legislation; of orange juice and cover, then cook Ice, supnr and lemon.
done.
of In a slow oven for 12 minutes. Serve
Tta Cream. Put two ounces oi tea
Two years ago, Just after I had re hut nevertheless every member citiknows that his fellow
on toast. To the Juice in tbe pan add In a cup and pour over It boning
turned from field service In France, congress
zens are more Interested In this matter a little meat glace, a pinch of minced water, cover and let stand five minItupert Hughes, the novelist, came tu
is parsley, and pour over the mush- utes. Stir Into 6ne qunrt of boiling
me and usked me for sentiment's sake, today than In anything else wblcb
to come before the lawmakers.
cream or rich milk, cover and let
rooms.
mid for the sake of the news, to write
New Idea In Tariff Legislation.
stand another five minutes, strain.
f
Mushrooms Eugenie. Chop
story concerning the plan for au
Interest In the tariff hides Its head pound of fresh peeled mushrooms ; Sweeten and chill.
Immense Victory building which It wus
Rinm, Float. Mush three oananns
proposed to erect In Washington In In the presence of Interest In taxation, nut into a saucepan with two tuble- one lemon and one
memory of the dead of the American Some of the Democruts say that tariff spoonfuls of butter and let them stew with the Juice of Add
graduully two
and taxation amount to the same over a slow fire; the steins from hulf cupful of sugar.
unities.
1 wrote the article, told of the heart thing, but of course there Is the in
a pound of mushrooms may be used cupfuls of whipped cream, i'ut a lew
Interest of Mrs. Henry F. Dlmock of stant Republican denial of this today economically, using the caps by saute- - spoonfuls of this in a glass aim n
Washington In the proposed plan, told just as there has been instant Re- Ing them In butter, and dish them up up with orange Juice.
nid.rashioned Glnaer Water. Mix
of the great sum of money which It publican denial of It ever since the on squares of bread fried in butter.
wus proposed to raise, gave something party was formed.
To the chopped mushrooms now add together one tahlespoonful of ginger
i
Part of the Republican majority In
of au outline of the architectural plans
cupful of white sauce and with two of sugar, stir into a pint
nnt..r mill n tensiioonful of lemon
fur the building Itself, but wrote It the house today is seeking means to
cupful cream; season with
cold.
believing tliut the plun was too am- put Into effect at once the tariff pro salt, nanrlcu. and pour around the i.iim mwl Btlr well. Serve very
I imiimiiile ii
rem v lor tne giusa
bitious ever to see accomplishment, visions of the new bill as they pass mushrooms.
the
congress. In other words. It Is the
even in this city of deeds.
Mushrooms Manhattan. Cut six or mny be prepared by squeezinguuu a
Now it is announced that an Im desire to set the tariff law working eight
mushrooms In squares Juice from hulf a dozen lemons,
mense tlctory building, a memoriui piecemeal If a way con be found to and cook them In butter; add three oni.fiii nr fun nf Mirur with one cup
to the dead of all our wars, is an as- do it. This will be something new. ounces of well cleaned oyster crabs; ful of water and the gruted rind of
sured fact, and that the breaking of The Idea Is that It takes a long while when nearly cooked add a quarter of the lemon, lloll until tne sirup
Bottle und keep In the Ice
the ground for the $20,000,0(10 structure to pass a complete tariff measure, and
cup of white sauce, a dash of fruit thick.
will be tlie work of the coming autumn. that If approval can be secured for juice and the yolks of two eggs; chest. Use a tublespoonful of the
certain provisions of It before the season
slrun tn a irluss of cold water.
highly and put a tablespoon'
Carrying Out Washington's Ideas.
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becomes
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ever,
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been Intermittent tales printed with
of 1ellv In one cupful of
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and when one says this absolutely un stiff froth. Cook six to eight minutes
every earmark of truthfulness tliut
Illuminating tiling he has said all be In a moderate oven. To prepare the hnlllnir water and nour over me un
deorge Washington left a lurge sum can
me juice ui
over
say on the subject
mushrooms chop them, cook In but' nanus. Squeeze Haketnem
of money for the establishment of an
In a moderate
lemon.
Congress la Interested In the Grover ter, add cream, add egg to bind, sea' n,,if
educutlouul institution In the cupltul of
case today as
f
oven
hour, leaving the cas
son to taste.
the republic, and tliut this mouey, hav- Cleveland Bergdoll
as ever It was. This cose has
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treasury of tbe United States, and that Thomas W.sharp
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that
good
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Nor ever tugged with danger or disFrance and was given two or three and sugar, If needed.
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tress.
of
the
with
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spirit
ing
decorations for gallantry, has charge
Hath had no occasion nor no field to
Intention of the greut giver.
could talk to myself
If
myself
only
matIn
a
of
the
Bergdoll
try
As I knew him a year ago,
It Is perfectly true that Washington today, the sense,
The strength and forces of his worcolonel has Issued a state
I could tell him a lot
did In his will make a provision for the ter, for
thiness.
:
a
save
him
lot.
would
as
follows
That
establishment of some kind of an ed ment
Of things he ought to know.
C.
G.
Seized,
TASTY DISHES.
be
-Bergdoll's
Property
to
was
ucutlouul Institution which
Kipling.
At the personal direction of tbe
located In the capital of tbe couutry.
A chnnge from the everyday way
THE ODORIFEROUS BULB.
The funds set aside were In the form President of the United States, and
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with
the
the
of
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of bonds of some kind or other, but
opinion
able, mis may do
1
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which
so
such
will
aelze
pro
The essential oil
either because the bonds proved to be attorney general,
used with canned
to
Grover
Cleveland
nounced In the onion makes it In
of little or no value, or because the propery beloglng
peas or fresh.
valuable as a fluvor veg'
provision in the will was not clear Bergdoll as has been reported to tbe
Heat the pea
I etable.
enough, the small amount of mouey alien property custodian aa being his
and pour over
Scrambled Onion.
I
provided never wns available, and nev- own property, or In which he has any
iVwy
them the follow
I
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Interest whatsoever, whether owned
er has been available.
Wash, cut jp and cook
sauce:
lng
I
A
two
in boiling water
Now In a way the great victory me- and administered personally by blm or
Holland als
v
I or three bunches of
morial building which Is to be erected through power of attorney given to any
Divide
Sauc.
In Washington at a cost of $20,000,000 member of his family,
young green onion. Al
cupful of butter Into three
low the water to cook
The Intention of the alien property
will be the result of tbe provision In
A.lr
one of the pieces Into a
awsv. leaving lust enouirh parts, put
custodian la to administer and operate SsmsssIbbbssI
George Washington's will for the e
with the yolks of two eggs
to prevent burning. In saucepan
tabllshment of an educational lustltu proerty seized from Bergdoll as that
and a tahlespoonful of lemon Juice,
tlon In the capital of the country. Mrs. of any other enemy's property held a frying pan place a tublespoonful of
of a teaspoonful of salt
shall
until
direct
Is
as
a
of
this
to
congress
him,
the
who
add
sister
Dlmock,
by
many egg Measure a few grains of cayenne and
bacon fat;
by
way
made
of
this
la
to
be
cook
until
the
what
let
to
William
the lata
as needed
C Whitney, secretary
serve,
disposition
of a cupful of boiling water
of the navy In Orover Cleveland's cab- class of property now In the bands of whites are set then gently scramble
with a wire whisk until the but
stir
beserve.
custodian.
season
will
and
the
and
with the onions,
inet, read tbe Washington
ter Is melted, then adu the second
It has been held consistently by Cold balled onions may be used, add
lieved that an Institution of the kind
stir until mixed, then add third
the
In
from
of
this
entire the writer
which Is suggested would be
beginning lng a tublespoonful of milk for each piece; now add the
boiling water.
piece;
to
found
be
means
would
some
egg used.
keeping with the desire of the Fsther that
conk one minute, add salt and cayenne
seem
It
now
of His country. Mrs. Dlmock knew get Bergdoll's person and
Young Onions With Egg Sauce.
and It is ready to serve.
there was no money lo be secured from that one of the means of getting bis Chop young onions and cook until
f
Bunelos.
Take one and
the Washington source, but she thought person Is that of getting bis property, tender In milk. Drain and thicken
cooked tender, and
of
veul,
pounds
that the spirit was as good as the cash, It Is believed that this draft evader the milk with one tahlespoonful ot put through the meat grinder. To
and so she went ahead with her work, whom tbe commander of the American flour smoothed In a
egg.
three cupfuls of veal add one cupful
and the word today Is that success is Legion declared to be "the one Boche Add butter and two
eggs, of blanched almonds, one cupful of
to come.
that we want" soon will find himself chopped.
sicded raisings, a teaspoonful of
Brown six
States Supplying Money.
penniless In Germany, and that he may
Onion 8oup, French.
Stew all to
spiced suusage meat
s
In
two
tnblespoon-fulWord has come to Washington that prefer prison here to penury mere.
onions
sliced
Inrge
gether with a little veal broth. When
one stute of the Cnlou bus approprl
of butter, then sprinkle with two cold, form into little cukes and fry
Antonio Stradivari
ated $100,000 In Its Own behalf for the
tahlespoonfuls of flour, stirring until In deep fat. Pour over them thickened
Antonio Stradivari was born at the flour Is browned. Thin with a tomato
project, and that other slates are ex
sauce with rlniimon and sugar.
,
Committee Cremona, Lombard)-- Italy, In 1644. quart of meat stock or liquor left from
pected to. follow suit
Cook
Pears With Raspberry
ninety-thre- e
1737.
In
years
died
In
been
formed
and
all
states
have
of the
cooked peas; stir until creamy, sea' fresh or canned iears, filling the cen
wss
made
violin
His
13
early
I'nlon for the puriKise of raising fund. of age.
son with pepper and salt simmer
ters with enndied cherries in a cup
There already Is a considerable sura In like his matter Amatl's and signed minutes, put through a sieve and ful of sugar
on a plate,
1C70
first
In
he
name.
began
Add
a sprinkling cover with onesirup; pluce
the treasury and congress has provld with his
serve with croutons.
of canned raspcupful
his
with
instruments
own
ed a site for the memorial victory to sign his
of cheese, if desired.
berries pressed through a sieve, cover
structure on the Mall at Seventh and own name. During the followln
Onion Chowder. Wash, peel and with whipped cream end Bene gar-The
a
few.
made
B
between
streets,
Pennsylvania twenty year he only
chop enough onions to make one pint Dished with cherries.
avenue and the Potomac river.
year 1G0O was one of transition In bis Prepare enough potatoes to All a quart
French Fondant Take four cup
the
In this huge structure, architectural career, but still he preserved
measure. Place the onions in a kettle fuls of sugar, one cupful of water,
plans for which are already drawn, the tradition nf the Amatls school and his holding three quarts of boiling water, three ' tablespoonfuls of white corn
American Legion and all other patri violins of this period are commonly cook thirty minutes, add the potatoes.
brown ran be used as
otic organizations will be given quar called Stradlvarius Amatls. His finest season with salt snd pepper and cook syrup (themakes the
but
candy slightly
ters. It Is to be a memorial to the Instruments were constructed from one hour longer. While cooking, sea' well,
boll until a drop make a
dead of all wars, but the building will 1700 to 1725; during the subsequent son with a teaspoonful each of parsley. creamy;
soft ball which can be Just gathered
be made serviceable In a hundred dif five years to 1730 the workmanship of chervil and sweet peppers; add tw
In the fingers when dropped In cold
ferent ways as the meeting place of them is not of so blgn an order; and tahlespoonfuls of butter. To Increase
water. Do not stir while boiling, and
the
a
even
little
or
earlier,
a
1730.
In
or
milk
of
all
add
food
organisations
value,
part
specifically patriotic
the
pour carefully on a large buttered
kind. On the ground floor there will Impress of Stradivari I almost entire Instead of th water.
not draining the dish for If
platter,
one
Take
be rooms set aside for tbe archive or ty lost
RolL
tahlespoonful
Prune
of sugar fall Into the
a few grain
one
ta
relic of tbe Union's great struggles.
or
'of lemon
grapefruit Juice,
make a chain which
mixture
Albino.
they
one
The structure will commemorate the
teaspoonful
blespoonful of sugar,
s
of a cupful of granulates the whole mixture when It
The term Albino wa originally ap- of floor,
deeds of the men and women of 1776,
When cool stir with
neto
those
d
men
will
of
women
the
the
those
and
Portuguese
of cap- la stirred.
as tt
mashed prune, and
plied by
who were mottled with white ful of seeded raisins. Cover the rais- wooden spoon until It 1 quite stiff,
of 1917. Taking It all In all. this struc gro
bowl ; cover and
ture, barring the capltol of tbe United pot; but It I now applied to any in with half a cupful of water and then pack away in a
States, will be the finest building In who are born with red eye and white simmer half an hoar. To the prunes let stand until the following day. Any
flavor may be added, coloring mat
the city of Washlpgton and, perhaps hair. It I from the Latin word, alba. sdd tbe sugar, fruit Juice and floor
it is not too morn to say, one of tbe white. Albion, one of tbe names of Eng now add the raisin and cook three ter, fruit and nuts, making a large
really commanding structures of tbe land, ta derived from the same word minutes. 8pread tbe mixture over bis- variety. For children maple flavor, or
and It Is said to have been given to cuit dough rolled oat very thin. Bake vanilla, with a few candle flavored
country.
Summer In Capital.
the sou t hern part of tbe Island by snd serve with cream or hot milk and with peppermint and wlntergreen will
Congress is rounding Into tbe Kid- - Julia Caesar In allusion to tbe whit batter with nutmeg and sugar to taste. be perfectly wholesome.
cliff
summer stretch of It work. It
skirting tbe southeast era coast
a bit curious to speak of tbe mid- where be landed on tbe occasion of his
summer season a about to open, bat first Invasion In the year S3 B. C

MEMORIAL FDR

reformer
named
Aschani wrote a book In 1547, and
among other thing act down In hlsJ
nasty pages I that "Qnottna be too
vile for scholars.'' He probably meant
that It was game to be played only
by common people.
bitter-penne-
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Great

Lake.

Freeh-Waf-

Laks Baikal, In Siberia, Is on of
seas, be
the greet Inland fresh-wating nearly as long as Lake Superior,
bat not so wide. It Is flanked by
great mountains, and Its shores are
filled with wood cotters and fisher
men, bat there are very few banters.
er

animals
Although many
See End of Dead Sea.
found In the great forests about It
are
Tbe Dead sea will be a solid mass
of coarse and dirty salt within tbe
Beautiful Book.
next 600 rears, according to aa emiThe world Is a beautiful book, bat
nent geologist who has been making of little use to mm wno cannot read
a study of that peculiar body of wstssr
It GoidonL

Teatina Glassware.
To toughen Ump chimneys and
glassware Immerse the article In a
mt filled with cold water, to which
some common salt has been added.
Boil the water well and then cool
slowly. Glass treated lu this way will
be more apt to resist any sudden
change of temperature.
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Bom Solidity ts Mercury.
A hot little planet. Mercury. About
three times the sue of ear moon, tt

Is a more solid body than the earth,
weighing a much as sphere of leas)
of equal balk.
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couple witnessed the
Grand Knight A. M. Bergere pre- between church,
t.r Lorraine and ofMichael
Judge John K. McFie has heen asLove me more, and powder less? of the young
across the front with a vesMrs. Charles TV sistant district attorney for McKinSelected beautiful Catholic ritualistic ceremony sided, and the party did not break tibule below. The idea is to carry out
are the guests
at the church.
of Mora, at a week end par- ley county by District Attorney Alexup until almost midnight.
mission style of architecture acAttorney Davi'l F. "iranf ami M rs. Strong,
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New York arrived in the city
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THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO
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ing court in Taos this week, where son
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